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THE jalayelle 
VERI-OWN' RADIO 

Dainty as milady's hand-bag- and just about as lug  this unique Lafa-
yette"'' yen-Own ' Radio is receiving remarkable acceptance from Amer-
icans "on the move" everywhere. This tiny set makes use of the very 
I  1.4 volt" miniature" tubes to bring you a quality of entertainment 
that seems miraculous. No 'natter where you are, no matter where you 
place this amazing little personal radio, rust turn it on and tune it in--
presto) your stations come through with good volume, freedom from 
interference and excellent quality. Take it with you everywhere you go 
- to the office, to sports events, to the beach, to skating and skiing parties, 
even while walking along the street- and you shall have radio entertain-
ment always. This beautiful little set la housed in a durable leatherette 
covered cane dust about the size of a camera), measurer  wr long. 471,5 
wide and 3is • deep.  All operating controls are protected by a hinged 
door that locks over the front; you carry it by means of a sturdy handle 
at the top. (Weighs only 4 ts lbs.) Practically anyone on your Christmas 
list who is in line for something "special" will be highly grateful for a 
fine gift like this. 

LATEST SUPERHET CIRCUIT: Only by making use of the very 
latest type exceptionally low drain tubes has the compact construction 
of the" Veri-Own" have been made poasible, f t employs, 1125. 1T4. 1S5 and 
1S4 tube, in a well designed superhet circuit that provides good tone with 
sufficient power.  A matched I'M speaker of special design is housed 
directly behind the louvred front panel. 

ECONO MICAL OPERATION: the receiver is powered by two flash-
light cells (1,4 volts each) that cost hut a few cents, and one 6714 volt 
" II" battery that lasts approximately 40 hours. Batteries can be replaced 
in a jiffy by anyone. 

BUILT-1N ANTENNA1RE: a special loop antenna built into the case 
acts as an efficient aerial. As soon as the front door is opened the receiver 
automatically turns "on"- -ieady to tune; when door is closed set auto-
matically is turned "off".  For facility of tuning, so essential in these 
small sets, the tuning knob is of the vernier type  The entire broadcast 
band from .535 to 1650 kc. is covered.  Two panel controls govern all 
operations. a calibrated volume control and a calibrated tuning dial. 
Front panel is silvered and of highly attractive appearance. 

MODEL E-191—Lahwette"Veri-Own" Radio, with tubes and bat-
teriee. Net weight only 4.4  Slips. wt 6 lbs. 

CODE. EDIFY. 
List Price $25.116 
Your Coat (with batteries) 
Additional 2- K24422--I tr volt cells. Each   to c 
Batteries (1 — K291113 -674 volt • • B" battery. Each  $OS 

  *1495 

Use  at 

Grounds, 
Beach 
Part irs 

jak0. 
"MINI-PORTABLE" 

• 

LOOKS LIKE A CAMERA 
FEELS LIKE A CAMERA 
SOUNDS LIKE A BIG RADIO 

• 

One of the Finest 
of Personalized Radios 

• 

Use it at 
ball-games, 
sport. 
events 

Whether you get one of these little Lafayette" Mini-
Portables  fur yourself or for someone especially 
favored on your Christmas list there's no doubt 
there'll be lots of pleasure for everyone concerned. 
You'll "go for" this tiny personalized radio the min-
iite you see it and hear it--and "in a big way" too, 
beca me that's just how it perforate.  Small as a 
camera and just about as light to carry, this little 
miracle radio is actually a four-tube auperhet of the 
latest type, covering the entire broadcast band. Its 
powerful-4-inch PM Dynamic speaker has a surpris-
ing amount of "sock". You'll be thrilled by its per-
formance wherever you carry it- at home, in your 
office, at the beach, picnics, boating parties. etc. It's 
perfect for sports events where you can follow the 
expert running commentary of your favorite sports 
announcer while viewing the event itaelf.  Adds 
immensely to your pleasure to know just what is 
going on every second. You'll find yourself the wel-
come center of attraction wherever you carry this 
smart-looking, fine sounding little radio. 
'the" Mini- Portable" tune, the ent Ire broadcast hand 

\
Use it when  --
traveling  "I 
in car, 

,lane, boat 

Ure it at the 
country club, 
outdoor 
socials 

from 544) kilocycle* to 1650 kilocycles (556 to 182 
meters) which also includes the state police calls. 
Tuning knob and volume control are located atop 
the set  easy to tune and control. Only two flash-
light cells (obtainable everywhere) are used for "A" 
supply  last 12 to 15 hours.  The "B" battery will 
sisPOIY at least 50 house of service.  Four 1.4 volt 
tubes are used: IS4. :S5, 1R5 and 1T4. Rich looking 
brown leatherette covered case with matching carry-
ing handle.  Total weight complete is only FOUR 
POUNDS, 

MODEL S4.61:—Lai'yette 4-tube Mini-Por-
table. as described. Complete 

with tubes and batteries (two 1 L von." A- batteries 
and one 6714 volt " B" battery). Size: 9 wide, 414• 
high. 3ts' deep. Net weight 4 lbs. Shpt. wt. 7 lbs. 
Code, PADRE. 

Your Coat   4 5  
List Price 111  $ 1 3 .  ° 5* 

Addition ./ i2 —K3116111--I Y, volt cells. Each.. tic 
Batteries  1-- '11C2.114 -17 H volt .. B" .Batten 1' 

Emelt  5.75 

Entire contents copyrights's!. 1940, by LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION. 
Printed, published and distributed by L. R. C.. New York, N. Y.  U. 5. A. 

Use it at the 
beach, boat-
ing anti other 
parties 
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''elrA  • V elliN 1 111 4$ 

6-TUBE, 3-1N-1 
j am PORTABLE SUPERHET 

Good to look at —good to listen to--good to give! What an ideal gift where 
something'' different" is what you're seeking. Beautiful styling and ei peft 
engineering have combined to make this tri-power portable a most desirable 
combination to accompany one on all one,. travels. Plays anywhere on its 
self-contained batteries (NO CONNECTIONS Ti) MAKE), or from any 
110 volt electric outlet. either A.C. or D.C. Check these features: 

R. F. STAGE for increased sensitivity, extra power, a feature usually 
found on much higher priced sets. 3-Gang Condenser. 

.) MAGIC ANTENNAIRE: Lafayette's station-pulling loop antenna. 

8-TUBE PERFOR MANCE is afforded through the use of multi-purl-mt. 
tubes. Reception equal to many good home radioa Tubes used: 2-IN5GT, 
1-1A7GT. I-IH5GT. I-3Q5GT and I-35Z5GT rectifier. 
BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT. The 305GT output stage is of the "beam' 
power" type to insure ample. distortionless reproduction. 
EXTENDED TUNING RANGE includes all domestic programs plus 
state police.calls; range is from 540-1650 kc. (556-182 meters). 
5-INCH PM SPEAKER; Automatic Volume Control and other features. 
LO W BATTERY DRAIN; two 45 volt "B" and one I ts volt "A" bat-
teries arc used. Low drain tubes give battery life of 200-250 hours. 
Handsome leatherette covered cases with drop front, having lock and key. 
Size: Uki. high. 1244' wide. 6' deep. Shoe. Vt. 19 lbs. Code. INEPT. 
Al) in. sick complete with batteries and tubes. 

M ODEL JS-130: Brown and White 
M ODEL .15-130  eBL: nd Blur' a  White 95 
Your Cost. Either Model   
K211117— Extra kit of batteries, consisting of two 44 volt "II- and one 
k, volt ••A". Wt. 7 lbs.  42.45 

5-TUBE, 3-1N-1 
.11:Alleue PORTABLE SUPER 

Here's a fine little receiver to accompany you wherever you may go. 
Why miss any of the fine radio entertainment always on the air when 
this light. easy-to-carry, inexpensive-to-use 3-in-1 portable superhet 
can bring you all of it? It will provide you with good quality enter-
tainment at all times, and because of its self-contained batteries and 
built-in antennaire there are NO CONNECTIONS TO MAKE. 
When at home you merely plug in the line cord (concealed in case when 
not in use) to any 110 volt A(_ or DC line. 
LO W DRAIN TUBES used in the sensitive superheterodyne circuit 
insure long battery life and performance equal to many 6 and 7 tube 
jobs. Tubes used include: 1.1A7GT converter; 1-1N5GT I.f. amplifier: 
I-IH5CT detector, automatic volume control and a.f amplifier; 
1-3Q5GT "beam-power - output and 1 -35Z5GT rectifier. 
M AGIC ANTENNAIRE: loop antenna brings you all stations. 
M ATCHED P. M. SPEA KER reproduce. voice and music with good 
fidelity. Speaker grille fronted by a neat drill gold cloth. 
EXTENDED TUNING RANGE covers the entire American and 
Canadian broadcast band and upper police band: 540-1650 kr. (556-
182 meters). 
ADVANCED SUPERHET CIRCUIT utilizes iron core i.f. trans. 
formers and other late radio engineering advance. 
BA TTERIES OR III V OI.T AC OR DC operation.  Convenient panel 
switch for immediate changeover to any type of current.  Batteries 
required are. two 4 ks - volt "A" and two 45-volt •• Fl". Easily replaced. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL minimizes fading. 
ENCLOSED TYPE FRONT with lock and key for protection. 
In neat leatherette unties. size: 13  • wide, fl* high and US . (leerl• 
Shang. wt 19 lbs. Code. GAVOT. 
M ODEL C-121: Brown and White 
M ODEL C-121111L: Blue and White. 
M ODEL C-121111t: Solid Brown. 
ANN MODEL ABOVE, Complete with $ 1 5. 9 5 
BATTERIES. Your Cost   
K21111, Extra kit of batteries (2-46 midi "II' and 2-4,1 volt "A" 
batteries). Shpa. wt. 7 lb.  $2.45 

ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are RCA and Hazeltine Licensed 

7-TUBE, 3 BAND 
efilkllelie 3-1N-1 SUPERHET 

This amazingly versatile, deluxe 1941 Lafayette 3-in-1 portable Super 
brings you reception on THREE bands inatead of just the usual one- - 
and brings them to you with a quality that has never been *aro:rased in 
a portable. This quality of reception is so far above the average because 
it uses SEVEN multi-function tubes instead of the usual five or six. And 
you'll never have any "current" problems because the set operates either 
on its self-contained batteries or on any 110 volt line— A.C. or D.C. Just 
check these advantageous features, 
THREE TUNING BANDS INCLUDING lre METERS: Brings you not 
only all domestic programs, but police calls, amateur stations. Ship to 
Shore signals. two-way Aviation signals, short-wave stations from over-
seas and many others. Bands covered are: 14.2-51 meters; 47-133 meters; 
171-556 meters.  Radio entertainment always with this portable. 

HEADPHONE JACK: Enables you to plug in headphones and hear the 
set without disturbing others. Automatically cuts out speaker. 
M AGIC ANTENNAIRE: Special built-in loop aerials for all O'Dea of 
reception Terminals for outside aerial for use where desired. 
M ULTI-FUNCTION TUBES:  1A7GT, 2-1N5GT. 1-1H5GT, 805GT, 
soLow.T and 35Z5GT rectifier. Uses a fine toned matched P. M. speaker. 

MODEL C 42.5 _Complete with  tubes.20   lb  Size: 115.111 4 x7 4 . 
deep.  Shp.  wt.  s. 

4•4 Code, GENET. List Picer   $45.80 $2  5 
Your Cost, Less B ttttt les   

K24153 Kit of batteries (2-45 v." B," 2-4% v."A"). Wt. 7 lbs....$2.76 
For 220 volt Adapter Cord, add  1196 

" 411.... N'. www.americanradiohistory.com



4.1 u,11.„, 5 TUBE AC-DC 
14e"ut" STREAMLINER 

Want a real stieamlined Christmas gilt for someone who 
appreciates the really ntodern? Then give this at tractive 
molded cabinet, 5-tube Lafayette AC-DC Superhetero-
dyne with built-in Magic Antennaire.  It IM a real little 
performer that is an unbeatable value. Ideal as an "ex-
tra" net ice the kitchen, children's room, den or anywhere 
about the house. Built with typical Lafayette precision, 
its "big-radio" tone and operating ease will be sure to 
delight.  Features of interest arc, 
SENSITIVE SUPERHET CIRCUIT: Latest engineer-
ing developments in superhets incorporated. Sensitive for 
weak, distant stations, selective for crowded areas. 
MAGIC ANTENNAIRE: No external antenna required: 
loop aerial built-in.  Pulls in stations from near and far. 
HIGH-GAIN TUBES: Five multi-purpose tubes provide 

7-tube performance; include:  12SA7,  I2SK7.  1251)7,50141GT "beani-power" output and a 35Z5GT rectifier. 

P. M. DYNA MIC SPEAKER supplies excellent tonal re-
production of all programs.  Big net tone. 
EXTENDED TUNING RANGE: Broadcast and upper 
police band covered (roan 540 to 1730 kr (173-556 meters). 
AIRPLANE TYPE DIAL: Calibrated in kilocycles and 
meters. Easy to read. Indirect illumination. 
STREA MLINED M OLDED CABINET in Walnut or 
Ivory. 

MODEL D_139—Lafayette 5-tube, AC-DC Super' 
bet in Walnut Plastic cabinet, 

with tubes. Size:  ' high, 12 114' wide, 7' deep. Shpg. 
wt. 13 lb.. Code. WINDY 

LYiosut r$ 1C7o. st  $ 8 • 9 5 15 

MODEL ab n— ove. but In WIvory plaatic 
cabinet.  Code.  IVES. 

List Price $11.95 
Your Coot  •  $9.95 

...aileue 5 TUBE AC-DC 
PORTABLE SUPER 

Whether you give this set to someone, or buy one for your 
own use you'll get a real thrill out of the way this beautiful 
little 1.afayette 5-tube AC-DC superhet performs.  No 
matter where you carry this set, you .imply plug it into 
the nearest 110-volt AC or DC outlet and the built-in 
Magic Antenn-Aire brings in your favorite programs bet-
ter than you ever expected to hear them on a set selling at 
this sensationally low price. Available in rich walnut or 
gleaming ivory plastic. Glance over these fine, modern, 
circuit features: 
M AGIC ANTENNAIRE: No aerial or ground required: 
pulls in stations from near and far. 
LATEST TYPE SUPERHET: Utilizes the most modern 
circuit design for extra sensitivity and selectivity. 
FULL-RESPONSE P. M. SPEAKER for fine reproduc-
tion. 
EXTENDED TUNING RANGE covers from 535 to 1720 
kc. (56(1 to 174 meters) broadcast band and police calls. 
BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT: For quality and volume. 
Tubes: 12SA7GT, 12K7GT, 12SQ7GT. 501.6(ST " beam-
pow, r" and 35Z5GT rectjfier. 
AIRPLANE TYPE DIAL with gold indicator. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL :assures constant 
volume level. 
PLASTIC CABINET AND CARRYING HANDLE. 

MODEL JS-177—Lafayette 5-tube AC-DC Super-
heterodyne in plastic VYalnut 

cabinet with carrying handle. Complete with all tubes. 
Size: 6tx  high, 9' wide,  deep.  Code, IMPEL. 
List 815.95 
Shp.. wt. 10 lbs.  *795 
Your Coot    . 
MODEL y c ban  w h 

J S.,178 _.SlvimorIlar t: above , but in hpa!agileie. 

Code. IMPLY.  List Price $I7.95  S895 Your Coat   . 

" \ ,t  \ A  
\‘‘ 

c.64 /in ECONOMY 
eut" AC-DC SUPER 

Here's an amazing value, at C liristmas or any other time, 
and what an ideal solution it oflakes to your gift problem 
where you don't want to spend too much money and yet 
you still want a good radio. This little 4-tube Lafayette 
AC-DC Superhet performs as well as it looks and its visual 
beauty is readily apparent. But the" big-set" job of pull-
ing in stations and reproducing programs with fine tone is 
what really makes this a rare buy. It has all the "extras" 
that make for enjoyable listening.  Check these worth-
while 1941 circuit features: 
M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES: 12SA7, 12SQ7, 50L6GT 
"beam-power" output and 35Z5GT rectifier.  For 110 
volts Al' or DC.  Provide six tube performance at four 
tube economy. 
LATEST SUPERHET CIRCUIT utilizes multi-purpose 
tubes and brings in not only br oadcast but upper police 
band. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL for constant vol. 
ante level. 
ANTENNA PI.ATE eliminates need for aerial on local 
'stations. Aerial hank for distant reception supplied. 
P. M. DYNA MIC SPEAKER of unusual brilliance and 
volume.  Provides full-range frequency response. 
CO MPLETE BROADCAST COVERAGE; tunes from 
140 to 1750 kilocycles (171 to 558 meter.). 
ATTRACTIVE PLASTIC CABINET in Walnut or Ivory. 

MODEL D—L31—Lmayette 4-tube AC-DC Super-
heterodyne in Walnut molded 

cabinet, complete with all tubes. Size: BSI' high, 9l.' 
wide, 7' deep.  Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
Code, WALF.R.  Last Price W 95 
Your Coot  *5.98  
MODEL D_132__ct ianl:cre,Ctitte. inw lzsrsyn molded 

IYOU P(!cs::    86.75 
ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are RCA and Hazeltine Licensed 

www.americanradiohistory.com



cla 6 TUBE AC-DC 
w  PUSH-BUTTON SUPER 

Those who are appreciative of convenience, luxury, excellent recep-
tion tone quality and value- -are certain to appreciate this Lafayette 
6-tube At -DC push-button tuning superheterodyne. Consider the 
ease and enjoyment of tuning in any one of your six favorite stations 
by merely messing a button  and then consider your amazement 
at It. "bag-set" tone.  But thew considerations are by no means 
all, there is always the tremendous savings that this value offers 
to think or  And were certain that when you look at these out-
standing feature, you'll realise what a great value Lafayette offers 
here. 
PUSH-BUTTON TUNING: Instantaneous selection of any one 
of six stations of your choice. Easy to set -easy to re-art whenever 
desired. Tuning ranee covers 530-1600 kr. (187-567 meters). Man-
ual tuning knob also provided for non-button art stations. 
R.F. STAGE. This advanced gut...whet include. one stage of II. 
amplification for greater selectivity and senaitivity. 
M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES provide the equal of SI-tube perform-
ance  They Include: I2SK7 rt.;  12SA7 converter;  12SK7 if., 
I2SQ7 tin.. AVC. 1st  351,11GT "Beam-Power" output and a 
3525GT rectifier. For use on 110 volts A(' or D('. 
FULL-RESPONSE P. M. SPEAKER will flood your home with 
excellent tone quality and ample volume 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL maintains volume as you 
want it. 
HANDSO ME PLASTIC CABINET of ultra-modern streamlined 
deafen Harmonize, with all surroundings. In Walnut or Ivory finish. 

MODEL FE-141-1-"yette 6-tube  AC-DC  push-button 
Superheterodyne in Walnut finiahed case. 

Complete with all tube.  Size. V high, 12l' wide. 6SX' deep. 
Code, HA M. Shp( wt. 11 lbs. 
List Price $25.51  $ 1 1• 9 5 
Your Cost   

MODEL FE442--s•me as above. but In Ivory finished case. 
Code, HAGAR. List $24.115 

Your Cost  S I 2.4)5 

For 220-volt Adopter Cord. add 59C 

JL 5 TUBE AC-DC 
.Pie PUSH-BUTTON SUPER 

What a superb gift this beautifully playing, push-button tuning 
5 tube AC-13C Superhet will make. Look at its gleaming "aro' '-
lured - modern cabinet  It. esquisite tone and ease of operation 
all combine to make it one of the Lafayette valuen of the season. 
We extend our 30-day home trial offer to convince you of the ext-a 
value I.afayette presents in this nuperhet. Try one and note these 
features: 
ADVANCED SUPERHET CIRCUIT: Using the !meet multi-
purpose tube, and covering the complete broadcast band from 
534 to 1650 kc (562 to 182 meters). Incorporate, latent radio engi-
neering advances. 
PUSH-BU TTON TUNING: Select any one of five stations per-
fectly tuned in the instant you touch a button. Amasingly simile 
to set and re-set; station letter tabs supplied  Manual tuning knob 
for tuning of all other stations. 
M AGIC ANTF.NN-AIRE: Lafayette exclusive built-in loop pu Is 
in stations from near and far. No aerial or ground necessary. Imat 
plug it into the nearest 110-volt outlet (AC OR DC) and lure. 
"BEA M-PO WER" OUTPUT provides ample volume and fine tole 
quality.  Tubes used: I2SA7. I2SK7. 12507. 351,6GT " beam-
power  output and 35Z5C.T rectifier.  All the volume you'd wart. 
ILLU MINATED SLIDE RULE DIAL for manual tune. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL maintains volume lesel 
constant where you act it.  Minimise, fading on weak or distant 
stations 
BEAUTIFUL PLASTIC CABINET: Attractive streamlined de-
sign. A,ailable in gleaming Ivory or rich-looking Walnut finishes. 

MODEL FE-143---Laf ayette  5-tube  AC-DC  push-button 
Superheterodyne. in Walnut finished case, 

complete with all tubes. Size: 6%• high. 12' wide.  deep 
Code. HAGIO  Shpg. wt. 11 lbs. 

List Price 8119.95    495 Your (oat  . 
MODEL F E 4A4„__Same as above. but housed in Ivory fin-

ished case. Code, HAITI. 
I,ist Price $21.95  $ 1 09 9 5 
Your Cost    
For 220-volt Adapter Cord, add Sac 

5 TUBE AC-DC 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

Here's a handy set that ran be carried with you wherever you go, 
lust like a portable- then simply gilua into an A(' or II( line and 
tune in. Sounds and performs like a big radio because it is full rise; 
yet it is light to ciury, and light on your purse  Using five of tie 
latest type tubes gives the equivalent of 7-tube Performance over 
the entire broadcast and upper police bands  Its handsome care awl 
distinctive styling, plus its variable tone control will give you 
"console-art" tone. Just glance over these distinctive features: 
MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE: Lafayette's exclusive new loop --no 
aerial or ground required.  Remarkably static-free reception. 
BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT: Provides more than ample volume 
and extra-fine quality on all stations. 
M ODERN SUPERHET CIRCUIT: Moat advanced design. Play. 
perfectly from any 110-volt AC or IX' outlet. Just plug in and tore. 
HI GH GAIN TUBES include, I-6SA7GT. 1-6SK7GT. I -6S(J7G T. 
1-25L6GT "beam-power•• output, I-25Z6GT rectifier and 115.78 
ballast tube. 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL: This feature, usually found only 
on more expensive units permits you to adjust the tone to suit your 
own musical taste,.  Brings out deep, rich basses or brilliant high 
trebles  Overcomes room acoustic conditions 
GOLDEN GLO W DIAL floodlighted for easy tuning, easy readirg• 
FULL RESPONSE DYNA MIC SPEAKER for wide-range tore. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CO NTROL minimizes fading on weak 
and distant stations.  Maintains a constant volume level. 
HANDSO ME PLASTIC CABINET finished in either rich brown 
Walnut or gleaming Ivory, with matching carrying handle. 

MODEL JS-17,--Lafayette 5-tube AC-DC SuperheterodYne 
in Walnut finished case with carryiig 

handle. Complete- with tubes  Size: 8)X' high, 14 s' wide. 7' deep. 
Code, INCUR. Sling. wt. 12 lbs. 
List Plire $19.95   * 

C  1245 Your  ost . 
MODEL 15-3.110—As odea.b oINveD, IAbu t In Ivory finished case. 

C . List 522.95 s/3.95  
Your Cost   
For 220-volt Adapter Cord, add  Sac 

www.americanradiohistory.com



5-TUBE AC-DC 
J ade SUPERHETERODYNE 

Just a single glance at this streamlined handsome little 5-tube AC-DC 
Superheterodyne and you'll realize how happy you can make someone's 
Christmas with is gift like this.  Its simple, almost classic lines. its fine 
craftsmanship, its superior finish and all-around superb performance 
are typical of Lafayette 's endeavor to supply the finest that engineering 
and experience can turn out  at a price that is almost unbelievably 
low. Its built-in Magic Antennaire and its ability to play anywhere 
on 110 volts AC or DC make it an ideal set for any room in the boos. 
dormitory, office, etc.  Broadcast and upper police bands covered. 

M AGIC ANTENNAIRE: Lafayette's exclusive loop antenna adds 
extra efficiency to the sensitivity and selectivity of this fine set. Play• 
anywhere- no aerial or ground required. 

SUERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT  of advanced type covers the 
1700 to 540 kc (556 to 176 meters) broadcast and upper police band. 

M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES: 1-- 12SA7 converter. 1-- 12SK7 if.; 
I- I2SQ7 detector. AVC and 1st audio; I- 501.6GT "beam-power" 
output tube and I --3.525GT rectifier provide power and performance. 

QUALITY P. M. DYNA MIC SPEAKER for excellent tonal repro 
d uction. 

DUO-TONE WALNUT VENEEREI) CABINET beautifully grained 
hand rubbed finish.  Molded control knobs. Compact; will "fit 
anywhere. 

ILLU MINATED SLIDE-RULE DIAL attractively recessed. Fas% 
to read. 

• 
AUTO MATIC VOL U ME CONTROL: maintains constant volume 
level 

Lafayette 5-tube AC-DC Superheterodyne III MODEL S-165— Walnut table model cabinet, complete with 

all tubes.  Size: 6% • high. 11' wide, 6 4' deep. For operation on 
110 volts AC or DC. Shpg. wt 10 lbs  Code PAIFT 
Lint Price $19.95. $ 9 . 9 5 
Your Cost  

6-TUBE,  2-BAND 
ciakkelle AC-DC SUPERHET 

This beautiful 8-tube. 2-hand AC-DC Lafayette Superhet makes an 
ideal Christmas gift for anyone you're anxious to please. It performs 
as beautifully as it looks. Covers the major portion of the international 
shoit-wave as well as the American broadcast stations.  Has a stage 
of r.f. amplification to pull in stations from everywhere.  Available 
in rich Walnut or lewd-like Ivory-Onyx plastic case. Here are some 
of its outstanding features, 
T WO TUNING BANDS cover short-wave stations, amateurs, avia-
tion on 5.7 to 18.3 inc (16.4 to 52.7 meters) and broadcasts on 540 
to MOO kc (556 to 11(7 meters). 
PO WERFUL R.F. STAGE for greatly increased sensitivity and 
selectivity on short-wave and weak or distant broadcast stations. 
MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE enables you to play this superb little set 
anywhere without the use of an aerial or ground on broadcast stations. 
S. W. band requires aerial, for which leads are provided. 
P. M. DYNA MIC SPEAKER for full-tange response, volume and 
quality. 
M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES used include: 2-- 2SK7s, I- 12SA7, 
1--I2SQ7, I--50L6GT ••beam-i.wer" output tube and 1 -- 3525GT 
rectifier. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL reduces fading on weak or 
distant station, maintains volume level codstant at all times. 
ILLU MINATED AIRPLANE DIAL plainly calibrated for easy 
tuning and logging of broadcast and short-wave stations. 
BEA M -PO WER OUTPUT assures really exceptional volume of 
tone with fine fidelity of reproduction. 
HANDSO ME PLASTIC CASE available in Walnut or Ivory-Onyx. 

MODEL E-186—Laarette 6-tube, 2-band AC-DC Superhetero-
dyne in plastic Walnut case, complete with 

all tubes. Size 8. high. 12  wide. 6.4 • deep. 
Show. wt 12 lbs. Code, EAGER. List Price $21.511. 
Your (:ost . .$ 1 29 9 5 

MODEL E-187—.As above. but in Ivory-Onyx ease. Code. 
EARTH. List $23.911. 

Your Cost .. . . ...... $1 3• 9 5 
For 220-volt adapter cord, add.   

6-TUBE, 2-BAND 
...I-Aka& AC-DC SUPERHET 

Looking for a table model radio with sleek, modern lines and a smooth. 
attractive finish? Then just glance at the illustration, at left, of the new 
Lafayette 6-tube. 2-band AC-DC Superheterodyne.  And then realise 
that it sounds and performs as beautifully as it looks- smooth, rich-tone. 
with power and selectivity that you'd hardly expect to find in a table 
model unit.  And it's a streamlined value, too, typical of Lafayette's 
traditional policy of much-more for much-less. You'll appreciate it still 
more when you check these fine features: 
PO WERFUL R.F. STAGE for more sensitivity, more selectivity. 
M AGIC ANTENN-AIRE: Lafayette's exclusive loop brings In all 
domestic broadcast stations, noise-flee. without aerial or ground.  For 
short-wave reception, terminals are provided for external antenna. 
FOREIGN TUNING BAND covered on 5.7 to 18.3 mc (16.4-52.7 
meters); broadcast band covered on 540 to 1600 kc (566 to 187 meters). 
ADVANCED SUPERHET CIRCUIT uses the following tubes, 2— 
12SK7s, 1- 12SA7, 1 12SQ7. I-- 501.8GT "beam-power  output and 
• 35Z5GT rectifier. 
P. M. DYNA MIC SPEAKER provides full range frequency response 
and tone quality. " Ream-power" output for distortionless tone. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL maintains constant volume level 
on all stations.  Minimizes fading on weak and distant stations. 
OPERATES ANY WHERE on 110 volts DC or AC 60 cycles.  Just 
plug in. 
ILLU MINATED AIRPLANE TYPE DIAL calibrated in kilocycles 
and megacycles for easy tuning.  Large, easy-to-read numerals. 
DUO-TONE W ALNUT CABINET with contrasting shades worked 
into speaker grille design.  Hand-rubbed satin finish. 

MODEL E-188—L.fayette 8-tube. 2-band Superhetero-
dyne in two-tone Walnut table model cabinet. 

complete with all tubes. Size: 84' high, 154  wide,. 
tit.' deep. Code. EASEL. Shpg. wt. 15 Ibs. List $27.511."" 1 4. 9 5 
Your Cost 
1'or 220-volt Adapter Cord, add  59c 

ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are RCA and Hazeltine Licensed 
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ii  "LITTLE GIANT" 
llelle  PHONO-RADIO 

What a charming gift this miniature phono-radio combination will make for 
small apartment dwellers, for a child's room, for the student's dormitory. 
Its advanced superheterodyne circuit and matched PM speaker proviee good 
tone quality with ample volume.  Plays both ten-inch and twel•re-inch 
recordu. A modern tangent-type tone arm with crystal pick-up insures excel-
lent reproduction. And this distinctive combination is offered at a price that 
you'd ordinarily expect to pay for a radio only! Take advantage of the extra 
enjoyment afforded by the record playing facilitles by ordering this fine little 
mcdel ncw 
BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT provides more than ample volume with a high 
degree of fidelity. Brilliant tone is assured on both phono and radio 
M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES provide good reception on all American and 
Canadian broadcast,.  Range covered is 550 to 1700 kc. (545-176 meter.). 
Tubes used include, I2SA7, 125Q7. 50L6GT "beam-power" output and a 
357.5GT rectifier tube. Airplane type tuning dial for easy tuning. 
HANK ANTENNA furnished with the net provides satisfactory reception 
under all ordinary circumstances.  An external aerial may be cor-nected 
where located in poor reception areas or at considerable distance from rations. 

M ODERN ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH  makes use of a self-starting 
constant speed (78 r.p.m.) phono motor provided with a flooked turntable. 

CRYSTAI. PICK-UP mounted in tangent type tone arm assures you 
faithful phonograph record reproduction with long record life 
PHONO-RADIO SWITCH on the motor board for instant char-geover 
from phono to radio or vice-versa. Entire awsembly is houeed in a c•untract 
combination long-wearing brown leatherette covered case. 

MODEL D-133 -1-af ayette" Little Giant•' Phono-Radio Combination 
complete with tubes.  For operation on 110 volts. 

60 cycles AC only. In brown leatherette covered cabinet: 9 high. I I' wide, 
II 4 deep. Shp,. wt. 16 lb.. 
Code, WA RLD. List Price $25.114  
Your Cost    *13.85 

Ja LOW-COST 3-BAND 
me AC-DC SUPERHET 

Here's a sterling. triple value. 3-band Lafayette AC-DC Superhet 
with a "console  tone and tuning ability that make it one of our 
finest values  A really practical gift because its small size will fit 
almost anywhere  And its clarity and volume are truly amazing. 
Our 30-day home trial offer will easily convince anyone that its tone, 
quality, sensitivity and selectivity cannot be equalled at several 
times it. really low cost. Just check these fine features and compare! 
INVERSE FEEDBACK: Assures you unusual volume and tone 
quality free from almost every trace of distortion. 

M AGIC ANTENNAIRE: Lafayette's exclusive loop antenna for 
domestic broadcasts, remarkably static-free in all locations. Aerial 
terminals are provided for use on short wave. 
BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT: 251,6GT beam-power output for tone 
quality.  Entire tube complement: 6SA7GT. OSK7GT. 6SQ7GT, 
251.6(,T, 2-25Z6GT rectifiers and a 115.68 bollard tube. 
3 TUNING BANDS cover: 540 to 1680 kc (555 to 178 meters) for 
American broadcasts; 2.25 to 7.0 mc (133 to 43 meters) and 7.5 
to 24.0 mc (40 to 12.5 meters) for international short wave, police, 
amateurs and aviation signals 

VARIABLE TONE CONTROL: gives you continuous variation 
for any degree of tonal balance. 
HANDSOME PLASTIC CABINET finished in Walnut or Ivory. 
FULL-RESPONSE DYNA MIC SPEAKER.  Handy carrying 
handle 

MODEL JS-1131--Latayette 6-tube 3-band AC-DC Superhet 
in Walnut Bakelite cabinet with handle, 

complete with all tubes.  For 110 volts D(' or A(' (60 cycles). 
Size, Sty " high, 14 % wide. 7' deep. Code, INFER 4.,„ AL.  
Shpg. wt. 15 Ibis. Liet. Price $21.95. 
Your Coat .  ..... . ...... . IN " i 1110 

MODEL JS-182 — Same as above, but in Ivory Plastic 
cabinet.  Code. INNER. List $32.95. 

Your 1117.95 
Coot   

6-TUBE, 2-BAND 
le& AC SUPERHET 

You surely know someone who will be mighty grateful to get a fine 
6-tube, 2-band AC Superheterodyne for that extra room, for the 
den, for the studio or for the office.  And when you hear its "big 
set" tone, see its simple modern lines and realize that you'd pay 
several times more than Lafayette asks. for a set of equivalent 
quality-- -then you'll know that you've bought a" buy". Our 30-day 
home trial plan provides ample time to test it. Features: 
M AGIC ANTENN-AIRE , Exclusive Lafayette loop enables you 
to hear the entire broadcast band using no aerial or ground. Just 
plug it iu anywhere and you're ready to tune in.  For short-wave 
reception aerial terminals are provided on the chassis. 
FOREIGN SHORT W AVE RECEPTION in the international 
short wave band is covered from 4.8 to 16 mc (62.5-18.7 mete,$). 
ltomestic broadcasts received on 540 to 1700 kc (556 to 176 mete,ei) • 
mis set covers the popular new South American 60 meter band. 
BEAM PO WER O UTPUT armoires tine tone with excellent volu me. 

Tube complement includes. 6SA7GT. 6SK7GT. 6J5GT, 6SQ7GT, 
11V6GT "beam-power" output and an 80 rectifier tube. 
a Si-INCH ELECTRO-DYNA MIC SPEAKER handles full out aut 
with exceptional quality.  Automatic volume control maintains 
constant volume level; no bloating. no fadi ng on weak, distant station, 
PHONO. TELEVISION SOUND OR P. M. INPUT Termiaals 
enable you to use the beans-power audio section for all external 
sound inputs. 
TONE CONTROL: continuously variable for complete control c vet 
audio response.  Compensates for acoustic conditions 
ILLU MINATED GOLD DIAL fully calibrated; carry to tune 
ATTRACTIVE GRAIN W ALNUT CABINET of pleasing rnocern 
design. 
MODEL .15-1.35 1-alayette 6-tube, 2-band AC Stiperhet-ro-

dyne in satin-finished Walnut cabinet, 
complete with tubes. For 110 volts, 60 cycles AC operation. Fite, 
9' high, 16' wide. 8a4" deep. Code, 1N DUE. 
Short. wt. 2) lbs. List Price $29.45. $17.95 
Your Coat 
For 220-volt operation. add  $1.50 

ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are RCA and Hazeltine Licensed co 
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c:M llelk 7 TUBE 3 BAND AC SUPERHET 
Striking a iu•w note in Irout) and fidelity of tone, 
this splendid new Lafayette 7-tube, 3-band AC 
superhet is an excellent gift suggestion. Housed in 
a charming Walnut cabinet that is as modern in 
appearance as the radio is in design, it is truly a 
masterpiece of design and construction.  Our 30-
day home trial offer will give you chance to examine 
these outstanding features: 

M AGIC ANTENN-AIRE: Lafayette's exclusive 
new loop system usually eliminate, all need for an 
external aerial on domestic broadcast reception. 
Short-wave reception aerial terminals are provided. 

MAGIC TUNING "EYE" enables you to tune in 
all your stations at their maximum "peak" for best 
tone and selectivity.. 

M ULTI-PURPOSE  TUBES  include:  1-8SA7, 
I-6J5GT, I-8SK7, 1-85Q7, 1-8EfIGT power output, 
1-6115 tuning' eye" and a 5W4(.T rectifier. 
FREQUENCY M ODULATION, TELEVISION 
SOUND, PHONO input jack. 

THREE TUNING BANDS cover the domestic 
broadcasts on 540-111.50 kc 1558-152 meters); inter-
national short-wave, police aviation and amateur 
signals op 2.2-7.5 mc (138-40 mete.) and 7.5-24 me 
(40-12.5 meters/. 
TONE CONTROL: continuously variable for pro-
viding bass and treble tone as you like it. 
6-INCH M ATCHED DYNA MIC SPEAKER for 
exceptionally fine reproduction. 

DUO-TONE GRAINED WALNUT CABINET 
with slide-rule type timing dial for easy tuning. 

MODEL c_117Super. Lafayette  7-tube,  3-band 
heterodyne in Walnut 

table model cabinet, with all tubes. For 110 volts. 
80 cycles a.c. Size: 9 high. 17' wide, t-S• deep. 
Code GAL1.E. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. 
List Price 339.55 $ 2 0. 9 5 
Your Cost   

For 220 volt 40/80 cytles cperation add  $1.51 

visfallelle 9 TUBE 3 BAND AC SUPER 
Here's an unparalleled value in an automatic push-
button tuning A.C. Superheterodyne that incor-
porates every worthwhile radio feature. Six feather-
touch push buttons will tune in your favorite sta-
tions, perfectly, instantly. Simple to set or re-set. 
Tone that you d expect of a big console, yet this set 
is perfect for small quarters because it take, so little 
room. Note these outstanding features. 

THREE TUNING BANDS cover the domestic 
broadcast band from 535 to 1800 kc (560-187.5 
meters) and short-wave station., police. amateurs. 
aviation signals on the 2.2 to 7.8 mc (138-39.5 
meters) and 7.5 to 24 me (40-12.5 metera) band. 
SIX PUSH BUTTONS net directly under •the 
slide-rule tuning dial. Easy to set or re-set. 

AC-DC MODEL 
Similar in appearance radio design and function to 
the set listed at left this model has the added feature 
of being usable on 110 volts DC as well as 110 volts 
80 cycles AC. Tuning range covers the same three 
bands: 540-1850 kc (558 to 152 meters); 2.2-7.5 mc 
(136-40 meters) and 7.5-24.0 mc (40-12.5 meters). 
Tubes used include: 85A7. 8,15GT, tiSK7. 8SQ7 
25L8GT " beam-power" output, BUS tuning "eye" 
25Z5GT rectifier and I.36DJG ballast. Other fea-
tures include: Magic Antenn-Aire; Visual Tuning 
"Eye•"; Variable Tone Control, "Beam-Power 
Output; F. M.. Television Sound, Phono Input Jack 
and Automatic Volume Control. 

MODEL c_ns- Lafayette 7-tube  3-band 
AC- DC Superheterodyne 

complete with all tubes, in duo-tone Walnut table 
model cabinet. Size: 9' high, 17' wide, /ihi • deep. 
Code GARBL. List $39.50 
Shpg. wt. 22 lb., *20.95 
Your Cost   

For 220-volt Adapter Cord, add  59c 

MAGIC TUNING "EYE" enables you to tune all 
stations at their peak of reception efficiency, both 
on broadcast and short-wave. 

AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL maintains 
constant volume level as you set it. Minimizes fad-

MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE provides noise free re-  ing on weak and distant stations. 
ception on broadcast band without aerial or ground. 
Aerial terminals provided for ehort-wave use. HANDSO ME DUO-TONE W ALNUT CABINET 

of attractive proportiona. Finished in rich walnut  M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES ased include: 1-8SJ7.  
1-8SA7, 1-6SK7. 1-8SQ7, 1-83E5. 2-6KISG power  hand-rubbed to a glossy satin finish. 
tubes. 1-81.15 tuning eye" and a 5V3G rectifier. MODEL E-189- Lafayette  9-tube.  3-band 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL provides a means  dyne  Push-Button AC Superhetero-
of selecting rich bass  tonere, clear high trebles, complete with all tubes.  For  110 volt. 80 
PUSH-PULI, PO WER OUTPUT supp li. great  cycler, AC. In duo-tone Walnut table model. Size: 
volume. with crystal clear  tone  qua lity.  11' high, 205s • wide, 103i • deep. Code, EBURN . 

List 559.50 
ELECTRO-DYNA MIC SPEAKER capably han-  sling. wt. 32 riles the lbs.  full 5-watt undistorted power output.  Your Cost 

F. M., TELEVISION SOUND, PHONO. RE-
For operation on 110/130/150/220/250 volts 50/60 

CORDERany  input iack utilizes the audio section for  cycles AC, add  purposie requiring fidelity amplifica tion.   $2.31 

 $32.50 

ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are RCA and Hazeltine Licensed 
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jade 3-BAND SUPERHETERODYNES 8-TUBE AC-DC MODEL 

Power, tone. qual ty and value- there in a nutshell 
in the story of these exceptional Lafayette 3-Band 
Superheterodyne.  Tuning all the way down to 
12 is meters and featuring the new Lafayette Ad-
justable Antenn-ft ire, that increase both sensitivity 
and selectivity many times you'll enjoy radio at its 
very best with thew remarkable receivers.  And 
you'll save too, flit these are definitely Lafayette 
Super-Values jirl d at about what you'd expect to 
pay for inferior midget receiver.. Use our 30-day 
home trial toconvi sce yourself . Check these feat u re.. 
ADVANCED SUFfERHETERODYNE CIRCUIT 
Includes Auto matic Volu me Control and many 
other advantageous feature. 
ADJUSTABLE tiNTENN-AIRE for maximum fi-
delity and efficiency eliminates need for outside 
aerial on broadcast band. (Leads provided for an-
tenna use on shor: wave bands.) Antenn-Aire con-
trolled from front panel 
P.P. OUTPUT WITH INVERSE FEEDBACK 
for high power with minimum distortion.  Gives 
excellent tone quality and more than ample volume. 
A "quality set" feature. 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL for complete ad-
justment from clear high treble to sonorous bass. 

For those who want to enjoy the superiority of 
American broadciao stations at their beat Lafayette 
odern this fidelitr model 8-tube single band AC 
Superheterodyne. Featuring push-pull high power 
output for distortitmle.• volume. an 8-inch lull. 
response electrod inamic speaker and Lafayette's 
new Adjustable ftntennarre, it is definitely one of 
the se•aon's smartest buy•. You'll appreciate all of 
these superfine features incorporated In this set: 

AUTO MATIC BASS CO MPENSATION main. 
rains bass tonal relationship constant at all volume 
levels Inc correct reproduction of the full musical 
scale. Perfect for low level listening 

C-R TUNING EYE INDICATOR enables you to 
tune-in by rye as well a, by ear for best possible 
results. Aids real fidelity reproduction 
A.V.C. keeps volume level constant —minimize. 
fading on weak and distant stations. 

THREE TUNI NG RANGES) 540 to 16140 kc. 
(556-178 meten) covering all domestic broadcast.; 
2.25 to 7 mc.  133-43 meters) and 7 5 to 24 tric. 
(40-12.5 meters) for thrilling foreign reception, 
police calls, - hams- and aviation signals. 
8  FULL RESPONSE ELECTRO-DYNA MIC 
SPEAKER for big console tone and power on all 
stations.  Perfectly matched to the receiver and 
baffled in the cabinet. 
F. M., TELEVISION SOUND, OR PHONO IN-
PUT terminals for using the high-fidelity audio 
system of the 1,ceiver for all external sound input 
reproduction. 
TUNING EYE INDICATOR assures precise con-
trol in tuning on short-wave and broadcast bands. 
SEPARATE AC AND AC-DC M ODELS.  Es-
sentially the same In all respects except in the num-
ber and type of tubes used. If you live and expect 
to remain in an area where only A(' is used then get 
the A(  model  But If you live in a DC area or 
expect to move into an area where only DC is avail-
able even though  you now have AC then take ad-

of La a tte's ability to meet your every require-  Your Coat. Special 

Designed expressly for use on 110-volt 60-cycle. 
Employs 14 tubes  including:  1-65A7,  1-6SK7. 
2-6.SQ7. 2-6K6GT push-pull power output tubes. 
I-SO rectifier and l-.6U5 C.Ik tuning - eye" tube 
MODEL JS)..1,73 —Lalayette 8-tube. 3-band 

A(' Superheterodyne with 
Adjustable Antenn-Aire in duo-tone Walnut table 
model cabinet. With tubes and Instruction.. Size: 
104.19 fi 1105.". Code IDEAL. Sittig. wt. 25 lbs. 
List Price S45.1111 
Your Cost. 

FrilreC21:21(1/-volt operation add . . $2.50 

9-TUBE AC-DC MODEL 
Tubes include, 1-6SA7, 1-6SK7. 2-6SQ7, 2-251.6G T 
beam-power  tubes. 2-25Z6GT rectifiers.  1-6t75 
tuning • eve" and 1-115.98 ballast. 
MODEL JS 474 —Lafayette 9-tube, 3-band 

A('-I)C Superheterodyne 
in duo-tone Walnut table model cabinet. Built-in 
Adjustable Antenn-Aire. Complete with all tubes 
and instructions.  Same cabinet dimensions as 
above.  Code 1LEUN.  Shim. wt. 25 lbs 

vantage of the A -DC feature. Another example  List $47.50 

ment efficiently and economically.  For 220-volt operation add 

ADJUSTABLE ANTENN-AIRE. Lafayette's ex-
clusive front-pa tel controlled loop antenna provides 
maximum signal pickup and aids the overall se-
lectivity. 
HIGH- GAIN M ULTI-PURPOSE TUBES in-
clude) 1-65K7. 1-6SA7, 2-6SQ7. 2-6K6GT push-
pull power outrut tube.. 1-6(15 tuning eye and an 
80 rectifier tuba. 
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TONE  CON-
TROI, permits adjustment for all variations of 
acoustic response.  Enjoy musical reproduction 
with brilliant trebles, or deep rich basses as you wish. 

BROADCAST COVERAGE from 540 to 1780 kilo-
cycles (178 to 5..6 meters) includes all domestic sta-
tions Including the high-fidelity stations and the 
upper Police 11,..nd. 
INVERSE FEEDBACK for distortionless output 
with more than ample volume on all stations 

24.95 

$24.95!  

j ade 8-TUBE AC FIDELITY SUPER 
8'  FULI. RANGE  ELECTRO-D YNA MIC 
SPEAKER.  This speaker in carefully matched to 
the output of the receiver to provide maximum 
efficiency and to insure the finest tone quality. 

PHONO, TELEVISION SOUND, OR F. M. IN-
PUT terminals for employment of the fine audio 
system for these Off ViCk 

BETTER-SIGHT TUNING DIAL.  Correct de-
sign of the dial scale together with large legible 
numerals mak e, for a dial that is easy to see and 
attractive to look at 

MODEL JS-183- Lai'yette 8-tithe aingle 
band AC Superhetero-

dyne with Adjustable Antenn-Aire in duo-tone 
Walnut table model cabinet.  Complete with all 
tubes and instructions. Size 10%  high. 22' widr 
and 10i, • deep. Comic. INSET. Shrug wt. 23 
List Price $39.95 
Your Cost,   * 22.45 
Special 

0 
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MODEL JS 

ay  A 

_Illuotrated above is orie of the ireateld  Lafeyet, Mee ever 
offered in a fine radio.  It has everything- -excellent none- more 

than ample volume- grand selectivity - and a particularly handsome console cabinet. Vet. 
in spite ..f all these it is priced seneationally low---far lower than you would beliê e possible. 

MODEL JS-129--Latayette 8-tube 3-band AC Console Surierhet as de-scribed at 
right complete with tubes, built-in Adjustable Antenn-Aire and 

full Instruction, Overall dimensions are: 37  high. 25'1' wide and 12'5' deep.  Code. 
1Nt :I. E. Fur 110-V.  50 60 cycles AC.  Shipping weight 51 Ibe. 
Lim l'rice $59.95. 
Your Cost Special 

Also available for 220 volt operation at an additional  $2.50 
 $ 34.95 

7" =1,.' if 

J aye& 8-TUBE 3-BAND 

AC CONSOLE SUPERHET 
Here's Lafayettek value leader of the vcar!  Search high and 
low —far and wide —nowhere will you be able to find a super-
value that even comes close to this 8-tube 3-band AC Superhet 
with I2-inch speaker in its exquisite Walnut veneer console 
And—think of it  for less than $35.001 Only because we are 
sure this set will make thousands of additional brand new 
Lafayette friends and boosters can we offer so much for so 
amazingly little. Try one in your own home- see it, hear it--
on our 391-day home trial plan. We know you'll be delighted 
with your purchase and we hope you'll tell your friends about it. 

I2-INCH CONCERT DYNA MIC SPEAKER for rich, full-
bodied tone with splendid volume.  Never before has it been 
poesible to offer a quality speaker of thie type in a receiver at 
thia sensationally low price! 

ADJUSTABLE ANTENN-AIRE with front-panel control knob 
permits rotating loop in any direction for maximum pickup 
sensitivity and selectivity on broadcast stations. Aerial required 
for reception of short-wave stations; leads for connecting one 
are provided at the rear of the chassis. 

M ODERN SUPERHET CIRCUIT utilizes the following tubes: 
6SA7 converter; fiSK7 If. amplifier; 6519.7 detector, AVC and 
first audio amplifier ; 6S07 inverter; 2— 6 KliGT push-pull output 
amplifiers; 6L15 C-IR tuning "eye•• and an 80 rectifier tube. 
This circuit provides amazing volume which is ably handled by 
the matched I2-inch concert dynamic speaker. 

THREE TUNING RANGES cover the broadcast range from 
540 to 1680 kc (555-178 meters) and all international short-
wave broadcasts, ships-at-sea, amateurs, aviation and police 
calls on 2.25 to 7 mc (133-43 meters) and 7.5 to 24 mc (40-12.5 
meters). 

AUTOMATIC BASS CO MPENSATION prevents the loss of 
base frequencies at low volume levels thus assuring perfect tonal 
balance at all volume control settings. 

TUNING "EYE' INDICATOR I.  an invaluable aid to pre-
cise tuning on all bands. It provides a visual check on tuning 
accuracy. 

VARIABLE TONE CONTROL for continuous variation of 
tone response from brilliant treble to deep sonorous bass. 
Choose any type tif response that appeals to you-- it is your, 
instantly at the touch of the knob. 

WALNUT CONSOLE of rare beauty. Designed to please the 
stoat exacting and fashioned by master craftsmen from rare 
hardwood veneers this console is indeed a masterpiece. Care-
fully hand-rubbed to a satin smooth finish it lends distinction 
to any room. A specially designed acoustic chamber for the 
speaker insures the finest possible reproduction. 

P.P.  OUTPUT WITH  INVERSE  FEEDBACK  provides 
maximum power output with an absolute minimum of distor-
tion  a feature found only in the finest "quality" sets. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME (:ONTROI. keeps the volume level 
constant and prevents blasting. It also minimizes fading. 

Jae& 10-TUBE 3 -BAND AC-DC SUPER 
l% here but at Lafayette would you find a powerful 
10-tube 3-band Super het that will play:anywhere on 
AC or DC at this amazingly low price? And where 
rise could you be ea certain of sterling performance 
and long years of trouble-free service? That is why 
Lafayette has become the" buy-word" of wise radio 
purchasers. We know you'll have one of the pleas-
antest surprises of your life when you hear the 
beauty of tone, thrill to the way this eel pulls in 
ntations the world over and admire the sleek beauty 
of its cabinet. Check over this list of worth-while 
teatimes: 

R.F. STAGE-- a" must" where maximum sensitiv-
ity are required. A mighty important feature, em-
ployed on the broadcast band of this receiver. 
M AGIC ANTENN-AIRE: Lafayette's excluder 
loop for noise-free reception on the broadcast band. 
Aerial terminals provided for the short wave.. 

HIGH-GAIN  TUBES:  Tube line-up  includes 

0  

I -OSK 7 r.f amid ifier ; I -OAS ,-unverter, I -tiS K.7 I.f . 
amplifier; 1-6J5 detector. A% C; 1-6SQ7 first audio 
amplifier; I-6.15 inverter; 2-25L6 push-pull 'beam-
power" output amplifiers; 1-6U5 C-R tuning"eye••; 
25Z6 rectifier and 6.159 ballast. 

THREE TUNING RANGES: The domestic broad-
cast band is covered by the range from 545 to 
1620 kc 1550-185 meters, and all short-wave broad-
casts are covered by the range from 2.2 to 6.25 mc 
and the range from 5.85 to 22 mc (136.48 and 51.3-
13 fi meters) thus including thrilling police calls, 
amateurs, aviation and international broadcast 
setvicex within the range of :be receiver. A com-
plete set in every detail. 
13-INCH P. M. DYNAMIC SPEAKER accurately 
matched to the output of the receiver assures excel-
lent reproduction at all solume levels. 
PUSH-PULL BEA M-PO WER OUTPUT: pro-
vides high output power with minimum distortion. 

High fidelity tonal reproduction on all bands. 

CATHODE RAY TUNING "EYE": enables you 
to check visually the accuracy with which a station 
is tuned-in. Assures your getting all of the trans-
mitted frequencies with minimum Interference from 
adjacent channel.. 
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TONE CON-
TROL makes possible a variation of res ponse from 
crystal clear treble to deep sonorous bass. 
AUTO MATIC VOLU ME CONTROL keeps out-
put volume constant, eliminates blasting and mini-
mize. fading. 

MODEL C-119--Lafayette 10-tube, 3-band 
AC-DC Superhet in beau-

tifully grained Walnut table model cabinet. Com-
plete with tubes and full instructions. Overall di-
mensions: 10 ,A• high. 22' wide and 10!l • deep. 
Code GAUSS. Shag. wt. 31 lbw. 
List Price 159.50 
Your Cost Special 

For 220-volt operation add    13.60 

 $32.50 
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SP1C/At 

[OR the first time in its history Lafayette makes thi. un-
precedented  offer in order to acquaint  purchosers 
throughout the country with the unJsuol values ovoitoble 
from Lafayette, and from Lofoyette only. There are no • 20th Anniversary speciol offer. We 

•  • • SEND 
strings attoched o mm 
mean every word we say; and what we soy I 
US YOUR OLD RADIO OR PHONOGRAPH—ANY MAKE, 
ANY MODEL, ANY AGE — AND WE WILL ALLOW TEN 
DOLLARS TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF THIS FINE, 
NEW LAFAYETTE RADIO-PHONO COMBINATION. This 
offer applies ONLY on this porticulor combination, Model 
B-3, ond no other in this or any other Lafayette catalog. 
Why tolerate that old radio or phono unit that you've 
been wonting to get rid of? We're offering reol money for 
it on this offer. If you haven't reody cash we can arrange 
convenient and cony time payments to fit your budget. 
Time payment application blank sent on request. 
Feature for feature this Lafayette 8-tube 2-band push. 

button tuning AC Superhet with  automatic  record  changer  . I the greates t values on the  market  
phonograph is on 

TWO BAND TUNING  covers  528  to  1550  kc  (577-193  meters)  
today. Chec k these fine feotures:  
for the domestic broadcast bond, and 5.75 to 18.3 mc 
(52.2-16.4 meters) for short-wove amateurs, etc 
ADJUSTABLE ANTENN-AIRE for use or broodcost bond is 
controlled from the front panel. Self-contained counter-
Poise type aerial for SW No aerial or ground needed. 

ADVANCED SUPERHET CIRCUIT utilizes following tubes: 
6SA7, 6SK7, 2.6507, 2-6K6G, 1-6U5 "eye", SY3G rectifier. 
PUSH-BUTTON TUNING: six buttons enable you to tune in 
your favorite stations in the modern manner. Easy to set or 

re-set in o moment by anyone. 
10 -INCH P.M. SPEAKER assures exceptionally fine tone. 

" 1  recision tuning on both bonds.  ' • of t ne TUNING " PUSH-PULL OUTPUT for improved fidelity 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL to suit your musical taste. 
GENTLE ACTION RECORD CHANGER plays ten 12" or 
twelve 10" records automatically in sequence. Has offset 
head crystal pick-up for superior tone. One button controls 
all operation on the changer. Powerful constant speed 
m otor; precision machined throughout. Provides 30 to 40 

m inutes of uninterru pted  music.  ATTRACT IVE DUO-TONE WALN UT CONSOLE that will 
grace any home. Flame grained, satin-finish. You con own 
this fine combination for os little as six dollars down, or 

$59.95 with your old radio or phone. 
MODEL B-3 

Lafayette 20th Anniversary Special B.tu e 2.band AC Radio 
Phono combination in Walnut console as described above. 
For 110 V. 60 cycles AC. Site: 34" high, 28" wide, Ililt" 

deep Code, BAFLE. S 6 q0 9 5 

Vail wij T I".  
.................. 
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Jade 9 TUBE 
This Four-In-One Entertainment Unit is a superb 
combination radio, phonograph, home recorder and 
public address unit. Complete in every detail it is 
undoubtedly one of the greatest Lafayette values of 
all time. It is a perfect family gift because it will 
enable you to preserve the voices of your family and 
friends for enjoyment in later years.  Glance 
through these exceptional features: 
THREE-BAND SUPERHET: forms the unit of 
the Radiocorder. Covers American broadcasts on 
540-1680 Ire (556-17N meters); International Short 
Wave, Police, Aviation. Amateurs. etc, on 2.25-7 
mc (133-43 meters) and 7.5-24 mc (12.6-40 meters). 
Radio entertainment from all over the world. 

jade 8 TUBE 3 BAND COMBINATION 9-TUBE AC-DC "SYMPHONETTE" 
Fins Lai ayt tte  Sy mphonette" will make a gift 
that will keep giving throughout the years  giving 
radio and recorded music that will add greatly to 
your joy of living and giving. And it is tYlucollY 
Lafayette high value at low cost. Please note these 
fine features: 
ADJUSTABLE ANTENN-AIRE: Exclusive La-
fayette rotatable loop with front panel control. 

BROADCAST  AND  SHORT- WAVE  BANDS 
covered in three tuning ranges: 540-1680 kc (556-
178 meters) for domestic broadcasts; 2.25-7 mc 
(133.43 meters) and 7.5-24 mc (12.5-40 meters) 
for all short-wave, police, amateurs. 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL for radio and 
phono: emphasizes treble or bass notes. 

RADIOCORDER 
FIDELITY RECORD PLAYER with tangent arm 
crystal pickup. Excellently reproduces ALL com-
mercial records (10' and 12') as well as the record-
ings you make yourself. 
ULTRA- MODERN HO ME RECORDER enables 
anyone to make splendid recordings of radio, pro-
grams, talking, singing, playing of yourself, your 
friends, your family. Foolproof in operation.  Has 
crystal cutting head. dt.al neon indicator to show 
correct volume level, crystal microphone and cable, 
constant speed heavy-duty motor and a pre-ampli-
fier tube. Tubes used in the Radiocorder include: 
1-6SA7, 1-6SK7, 3-6SQ7. 2-61(15GT output 1-BU5 
tuning "eye" and an 80 rectifier tube. 

FIDELITY RECORD PLAYER for all 10' and 
12' records (all with lid closed). Crystal pick-up 
in tangent arm; constant speed motor with auto-
matic stop. 8-inch electro dynamic speaker. Multi-
purpose tubes used: IISA 7. BSK7, 2-- 6SQ7, 
2 BKBGT. 605 "rye", 80 rectifier. 

MODEL JS-175--LaiaYette"Symphonette" 
8-tube 3-band At'Radio   CCoommbbiinnaattiioonn  in quo-tone grained Walnut 

table model cabinet, with all tubes. For 110 volts, 
BO cycles AC. Sire: 13% x.2114x14k, • deep. Code. 
ILIAC. Shpg. wt. 48 lb  
List 
Your Cost   
For 220-volt operation, add  43.00 

$37.50 

THE FOUR-IN-ONE 
ENTERTAINMENT UNIT 

• 
RECORDER-RADIO 

PHONOGRAPH-PA. UNIT 

ADJUSTABLE ANTENNAIRE permits adjust-
ment of built-in loop antenna. Other features in-
clude:  Automatic  Volume  Control;  Push-Pull 
Power Output; Automatic Base Compensation; 
Variable Tone Control; Tuning" Eye". 
8-INCH ELF:CTRO-DYNA MIC SPEAKER pro-
vides full-range frequency response on both radio 
and records; exceptional tone quality. 
T WO-TONE WALNUT CABINET houses this 
splendid Radiocorder.  Hand-rubbed satin finish. 
MODEL J 47..--Lafayette 9-Tube Radio-

corder, in  table model 
cabinet. Complete with tubes, crystal microphone 
with 12 ft. cable, six B• recording discs, 2 steel 
recording needles and full instructions. For 110 
volts BO cycles A.C. Sire: 13% • high. 21 4' wide, 
1441 • deco. Code. IMAGE. 
List $99.50.  Shpg. wt. sa lb..  *59 95 
Your Coot   

For those fletormg the Lafayette "Sylophonette", 
described fully at left, for use In either AC or DC 
locations we offer this Universal version. All fea-
tures are identical with the straight AC model 
except for the tube complement and the AC-DC 
phono motor.  The tuning range covers the do-
mestic broadcast band from 540-11580 kc (556-178 
meters) and two short-wave bands 2.25-7 mc 
(133-43 meters) and 7.5-24 mc. (12.5-40 m  ). 
Tubers used: 1-13SA7. 1--BSK7. 
2- 251.6GT " beam- ower" tubes. 2--252BGT rec-
tifiers, 1-- 6115"eye and a 115.98 ballast. 

MODEL JS-168-1..afayette"Symphonette" 
for 110 volts AC or DC 

operation as described above. Code, INLET. 
Lira Price $89.50. $ 
co.You tr   
For 220-volt operation add ........ . .93.00 

47.50 
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THE MOST COMPLETE ENTERTAINMENT INSTRUMENT EVER DEVISED! 

A OREM SUPERHEI RADIO 
A HIGH Oil1411Y 

PHONOGRAPH 

tARI IMPROVED 
HOME RECORDER 
A EINE P. A. kINII 
IN Og NO ME 
CARRYING 
CASE. 

jakyelle 1 TUBE PORTABLE RADIOCORDER 
Here are four great instruments in one portable 
cabinet, o real Lafayette miracle value to odd 
to your greater  emoyment  of the  modern 
science of sound reproduction. Never before 
has even Lofoyette offered so much in one di-
versified instrument at so low a cost. Record 
your favorite radio program right "off the air" 
and repeat memorable broadcasts as often at 
you choose. Or record the voices, playing. 
singing  of your friends, your family—make 
precious mementos for years to come. Our 30 
day home tool will give you ample time to 
appreciate these great features: 
7-TUBE  SUPERHETERODYNE  of  superlative 
quality covering the broadcast bond from 530 
to 1700 kc (566 to 176 meters). 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL for perfect recep-
tion, reproduction and recording. 

FIDELITY RECOAD PLAYER: Utilizing a modern 
tongent•arm crystal pick-up the phono unit of 
this recorder provides superb reproduction of 
ALL Commercial records as well as of your own 
recordings. Plays both 10" and 12" records. 
ULTRA-MODERN HOME RECORDER: This most 
advanced type of home recording mechanism 
makes it amazingly simple to record any broad-
cast radio program, talking, singing, playing 
of yourself, your friends, your family. 
CRYSTAL CUTTING HEAD for wide-range re-
cording. Arm moves "outside-in" so that record-
ings may be played back upon any record 
player. Pre-set head for correct depth of cut. 
CONSTANT SPEED HEAVY DUTY MOTOR with 
10-inch turntable.  Records blanks up to  10 
inches; ploys bcck all records up to 12 inches. 
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE of latest type. 

jaha ECONOMY PHONO-RADIO 
A miniature in size, and price but 
there's nothing miniature about its 
quality and value! Brings you all 
the domestic radio programs PLUS 
your  own  selection  of  recorded 
music. Compact,  beautifully fin-
ished, ideal for the small apart-
ment, den, etc. Try one on our 30-
day home trial offer. Look for these 
value-pocked features: 
5-TUBE SUPERHET: utilizes the lat-
est multi-purpose tubes:  12ABGT, 
I2K7GT, 12O7GT, 5016GT, "boom-
power" output tub* and a 357_5GT 
rectifier tube, 
ASIATIC CRYSTAL PICK-UP arm 
for good fidelity, long record life 
on 10" and 12- records. 
WALNUT VENEER CABINET, two-
tone—hand-rubbed finish. 
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL 
eliminates fading on weak or dis-
tant radio stations. 

MAGIC-ANTENN-AIRE  eliminates 
need for any aerial or ground con-
nections, in most normal locations. 

EXTENDED TUNING RANGE cov-
ers the entire broadcast and upper 
police band from 170-550 meters. 

RIM-DRIVE  MOTOR,  self-starting 
type. 10" and 12- records may be 
played with lid of cabinet closed. 

MODEL  S-41 COMBINATION — 
Lafayette 5-tube Phono-Radio Com-
binotron complete with tubes. For 
110 volts, 60 cycles ac. only. Size: 
141/4" wide, 10/1" high (with lid 
closed) 13" deep. Code, PINCH. 
Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
List Price $34.50. 
YOUR 
COST. 
EACH. ONLY 

For 220-volt ac. operation, 
add   $3.00 

$18.95 

PUBLIC-ADDRESS UNIT: Use the audio section 
of the Radiocorder as a P.A. system for home 
and club use; talk or sing through the mike. 

FIVE-POSITION SWITCH makes it easy to se-
lect I) Radio; 2) Phono; 3) Radio Recording; 
4) Mike Recording; 5) P.A. 
MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES ore: 65/1/47. 6SK7, 2-
6507, 6K6GT, 6U5 "eye", 6X5GT rectifier. 
MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE eliminates aerial or 
ground connections in normal locations. 
MODEL  5-142 — Lafayette  7-tube  Portable 
Rodiocorder, as described, in leatherette cov-
ered portable carrying case, complete with all 
tubes, six 6" recording disks, 2 steel recording 
needles, pock of playback needles, complete 
instructions. For 110 volts 60 cycles A.C. Sire: 
12- x 171/4 " x 14" deep. Code, PAILS. Net wt. 
30 lbs. Shpg. wt. 41 lbs. 
List Price 1117.50. 
YOUR COST, 
EACH, SPECIAL $47.50 
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olfe 9 TUBE 5 BAND A. C. SUPER 
CONSOLE MODEL (Illustrated Above) 

MODEL II-101 —Lafayette 9-tube, 5-band Automatic 
Push-Button AC Superheterodyne in handsome duo-tone 
Grained Walnut Console, complete with all tubes. For 
operation on 110 volt, 50/60 cycles ac. Size: 381/4 " 
high, 281/4  wide, 121/2 - deep. Code, SEAMY. Shpg. 
wt. 68 lbs. 
List Price $99.95. 
TOUR COST. EACH 
For  220-volt operation, add   $2.93 
The chassis and speaker used in the obove console are 
ovailoole separately for mounting in your own cabinet. 
For prices and specifications please see listing on 
the page opposite. 

 $54-50 

In :ts const3nt endeavor to bring to the radio public the finest that modern radio 
engineering, modern production methods and modern merchandising con offer. Lafayette 
turns up another winner in this excellent custom-built 9-tube, 5-band AC Automatic 
Push-Button Tuning Superheterodyne. A great radio, such as this one, can only be pro-
duced by an organization such as Lotoyette where every possible core is given to 
quality of material, design and cioftsmanship. This Superheterodyne was designed with 
one prevailing idea—to keep the quality high enough, and the price low enough, so 
that those desiring custom-built radio at production-line price would naturally turn 
to Lafayette. Independent consumer test lobbratortes will find in this Lafayette Super-
heterodyne another fine radio to odd to their list of current "Bost Buys." We are more 
than willing to have you give it the most exacting test any set can have—actual trial 
in your own home. Our liberal 30-day home-trial plan will enable you to subject it to 
every test you wish. You'll find that it more than lives up to our claim for it. Check 
carefully, and note these outstanding features: 

TUNED R.E. STAGE ON ALL SANDS: This feature usually 
found only on much higher priced radios, provides greatly in-
creased sensitivity, better signal to noise ratio and improved 
automatic volume control action. 

ADJUSTABLE ANTENN-AIRE: Lafayette's exclusive loop an-
tenna is of a special high "Q" type for noise-free broadcast 
reception. A self-contained counterpoise antenna for short-
wave inception is also contained in the cabinet so that the 
set may be placed anywhere and give excellent results in most 
locations without antenna or ground connections. Leads are 
provided for using on external aerial wherever necessary. (Fur-
ther specifications will be found on opposite page.) 

TABLE MODEL (Shown at left) 

The Lafayette 9-tube, 5-band Automatic Push-Button Tuning 
Superheterodyne is also available in the table model cabinet 
shown at left. The specifications are identical with the set 
described above, with the exception of an 8-inch P.M. Dynamic 
Speaker to fit the smaller cabinet. It is complete with Magic 
Antenn-Aire. 

MODEL 1-103-9-tube 5-band push-button tuning Superhet-
erodyne in Table Model Cabinet, complete with tubes. Size: 
121/2 - high, 251/4 - wide, 111/2 " deep. Shpg. wt. 41 lbs. 
Code, BLACK. 
List Price $85.00. 
YOUR COSY. EACH 

For 220 volt operation, add  $2.50 
 $44,95 
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AND 444,tootatic PHONO-RADIO COMBINATION 
AUTOMATIC PUSH•BUTTON TUNING provides 
your choice of six favorite broadcast stations. 
Pressing any button allows instantaneous and 
accurate tuning of any pre-determined station. 
Buttons may be easily reset at any time by a 
single screw adjustment. FIVE-BAND TUNING 
enables you to seek your radio entertainment 
from any place in the world. Extending from 
56.13 meters down to 13.8 meters in five bonds: 
528 to 1710 kc (568 to 173 meters) for domestic 
brcadcasts; 2.3 to 7.4 mc (130 to 40.5 meters); 
8.7 to 12 mc (34.5 to 25 meters) 12 to 15.6 mc 
(25 to 19.2 meters) and 17.5 to 21.8 mc (17.1 to 
13.8 meters) covering proctically ALL foreign 
"short-wave stations, exciting police calls, ships 
at sea, amateur, aviation and other short-wave 
signals. Wide bond spread. 

DUAL TUNING EYE INDICATOR: The modern 
6AD6G cathode ray tube, mounted directly in 
the dial permits very precise tuning of all sta-
tions with utmost ease. 

SLIDE RULE DIAL, edge lighted is 8 inches 
long, calibroted in kilocycles and megacycles 
for accurate logging, easy tuning 

LT 

I2-INCH P.M. DYNAMIC SPEAKER in both the 
console model il ustrated on page oppostte and 
in the combination phono-rodio shown above 
provides full-rarge response and excellent dis-
toitionless volume. (Table cabinet model on 
opposite page has an 8-inch P.M. speaker.) 
F.M., TELEVISION SOUND OR PHONO jack 
input is provideJ on all models to permit use 
of the audio section for external sound input. 
MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES utilized in the modern 
superhet circuit include: 1-6SK7 r.f. omplifier; 
I-69U if, amplifier; 1-6SA7 oscillator, 1st 
detector; 1—.6S07 2nd detector, AVC and It 
at. 1-6507 driver; 2-6V6GT push-pull "beam-
power- output; I-6AD6G tuning indicator and 
1—SkIG rectifie• tube. 
AUTOMATIC SASS COMPENSATION is pro-
vided to supply fully balanced tone at all 
volume level settings. 
FULL RANGE ONE CONTROL, continuously 
variable allows complete gradation of tone 
from rich, deep bosses to brilliant trebles. 
BEAM-PO WER OUTPUT: Two 6V6GT tubes in 
push-pull provicse an undistorted power output 
of 9 watts. Essentially flat frequency response 
from 100 to 6,000 cycles. 

MODEL 1-812.—Lafayette 9-tube, 5-band Automatic 
Push-Button Tuning Custom-Built Superheterodyne Com-
bination with Automatic Changer Phonograph in duo-
toned Grained Walnut console, complete with oil 
tubes. For operation on 110 volts, 60 cycles A.G. Size: 
3534- high, 31 - wide, 17- deep. Code, BILGE. Shpg. 
wt. 129 lbs. List Price $185.00. 

'YOUR COST.  $89-95 
EACH   

For 220-volt operation, odd  $5.00 

Above model, but with Garrard RC•30 mixer-chonger 
incorporating permanent sapphire needle. odd. .515.00 

OUR CUSTOM-CABINET DEPT. FOR 

AUTOMATIC PHONO-RADIO COMBINATION 
(illustrated above)  in addition to the fine 
9-tube 5-bond Automatic Push-Button Tuning 
Custom Built Superhet just described also fea-
tures a modern, fool-proof automatic record 
changer phonograph mechanism. Enjoy 24 to 
35 minutes of perfectly reproduced recorded 
music of .your choice without the bother of 
changing  records or needles. Simply stack 
eight 10- or seven 12- records onto the changer 
and it smoothly and automatically ploys them 
through without further adjustment on your 
part. Features of the phono are: 

CONSTANT SPEED PO WERFUL MOTOR, 78 
r.p.m. with 10- flocked turntable. 

TANGENT-ARM CRYSTAL PICK-UP for high 
fidelity response, mimimum noise level and in-
creased record life. 

REJECT LEVER permits any record in the stock 
to be rejected without removing from the mech-
anism.  Records may be played singly by manual 
operation if so desired. The Phono-Radio com-
bination is housed in a beautifully styled, mod-
ern console cabinet constructed of selected 
matched-groin Walnut exquisitely finished. 

CHASSIS AND SPEAKER ONLY. The Lafayette 9-tubes, 
5-band Push-Button Tuning Custom-Built Superhetero-
dyne described above, the complete chassis with all 
tubes, and 13-inch dynamic speaker may be obtained 
separately.  Magic Antenn-Aire loops are furnished 
with the chossis. Chossis size: 1(Y/2" high, 151/4 " wide, 
81/4 - deep. Shpg. wt. 32 lbs. Code, BADGE. List 
Price $70.00. 
MODEL 11-1110—Chassis with tubes, 8- speaker and 
loops. 
YOUR COST   $ 3 17• 54)  
F or  220-volt operation, odd  $2.50 
With 12- Speaker, add    82.50 

YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
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F.M. AND BROADCAST BAND TUNER 
The new Lafayette Frequency Modulation and Standard Broad-
cast bond tuner incorporated in the combination console 
described ot right is also available separately for instollation 
in your own cabinet, in conjunction with any fine amplifier 
and speaker system. This two-way tuner permits reception of 
Frequency Modulotion from 40 to 50 megacycles and, by sim-
ply switching over, of the broadcast (amplitude modulation) 
bond from 550 to 1600 kilocycles. Frequency response 40 to 
14,000 cycles (hi-fidelity) on F.M. ond 40 to 5,500 cycles (stand-
ard) on the broadcast bond. Tubes used include: 1-6SK7 r.f. 
amplifier, I-6SA7 converter, 1-65K7 A.M. if, amplifier, 2-
1853 F.M. if. omplifiers,  1-6SJ7 FM limiter,  1-6H6 FM 
detector, I—6587 AM detector and audio amplifier and 1-80 
rectifier. The assembly includes a large slide-rule tuning dial, 
tuning indicator, AM-FM bond-switch, volume control. one 
tone control. High impedance output connection for feeding 
grid of local amplifier. 

MODEL FM-12—Lafayette Custom-Built A.M. and F.M. tuner 
as described above, complete with all tubes. For operation on 
110 volts 60 cycles ac. Size: 9" high, 163/4 " wide, 15" deep. 
Code, JABOT. Shpg. wt. 37 lbs. 
List Price $125.00. 
YOUR COST   $69.50, 

jade THREE-WAY COMBINATION 
A.M.-F.M. & AUTOMATIC PHONO 
Lafayette scoops the field again with this up-to-the-minute three-way 
combination incorporating the modern miracle of Frequency Modulation 
PLUS a high quality standard broadcast bond superheterodyne PLUS on 
outomotic mixer-changer phonograph ALL in one exceptionally beautiful 
modern console. With frequency modulation stations springing up like 
mushrooms all over the country, oil sections will soon be able to enjoy 
this new full-fidelity, "staticless" form of radio. Be among the first to 
enjoy this "radio of the future:' But that is not all this superlative combi-
nation offers you. The entire broadcast bond from 550 to 1600 kc (545-187.5 
meters) is also covered by the Amplitude Modulation standard broadcast 
section of the tuner of this fine combinotion. This will permit you to enjoy 
all the notional net-work air -sho ws in addition to F.M. But this exceptional 
Lafayette value ALSO embodies a high-quality automatic mixer-changer 
phonograph which will supply 40 to 50 minutes of uninterrupted reproduc-
tion of your favorite recordings. Capable of playing ten 12-inch or twelve 
10-inch records, or any comoination of ten 10-inch and 12-inch records, 
intermixed in any order with no adjustments whatever on your part. 
Record player has o tangent aim crystal pickup of the latest type, for 
minimum record wear and maximum reproduction qualities. 

CUSTOM-BUILT HIGH-FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER 
To assure really high-fidelity reproduction Lafayette has designed a 

special amplifier utilizing 2-6C8Gs. 2-6L6G 'beam-power " tubes and a 
seporote 5U4G rectifier. This amplifier has on essentially flat frequency 
response from 30 to 15,000 cycles. To match this fine amplifier a dual 
speaker system incorporoting one 6V2-inch and one 12-inch P.M. Dynamic 
Speaker will handle the full 20 watts undistorted power output and give 
you o new understanding of the realism of higher fidelity reproduction. 
The amplifier features separate bass and treble equalization controls 
(mounted on the audio chassis and easily preset) which provides you with 
perfect acoustic control for both recordings and radio (A.M. and F.M.) 
Automatic boss compensation is also a built-in feature. 

SPECIAL TUNING METER: o professional type tuning meter shows the 
signal strength directly. It operates on both A.M. and F.M. You merely 
tune till the pointer in the dial swings to the indicator line, and your 
station is brought in with maximum efficiency. 

MODEL 144-1 3—Lafayette I4-tube Three-Way A.M.-F.M. Superheterodyne 
and Automatic Record Changer, as described above, complete with all 
tubes, ;r1 a Moderne Walnut console. For operation on 110 volts, 60 cycles 

Sze. 34" high, 371/2 " wide, 181/2 " deep. Code. JELLO. Shpg. wt. 
185 lbs. List Price $325.00. 

YOUR COST.  $ 1 8 4. 7 5 
EACH   

MODEL FM-14--Similar to above, but with Gorrord RC•30 mixer-changer, 
with permanent soppthire needle. One ounce needle pressure, in place of 
the mixer-chonger described above. Add  $1500 
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jakilelk 13-TUBE 4-BAND AC-DC PHONO-RADIO 
This superlative Phono-Radio Combination rep-
resents the cumulative engineering and mer-
chasdising experience of Lafayette's 20 years 
of pioneering in the radio industry. All that is 
desirable in a fine radio and o fine phono-
graph is incorporated in this Lafayette model. 
Equipped with the world-famed Garrard record 
chasger, operating on either AC or DC, you 
can enjoy the finest  reproduction on  both 
recordings or radio. Give yourself ample op-
portunity to try this superb combination in your 
own home. Our generous 30-day home trial 
pla  will enable you tc check these features: 
13-TUBE AC-DC SUPERHET: This ultra-modern 
receiver covers the standard broadcost bond 
on 540-1640 kc (556-183 meters); coverage of 
international short•wave, police, amateur and 
aviation signals on 2.35-7.6 mc (127-39.4 meters) 
and 7.3-22 mc (41-13.6 meters); and coverage 
of the long-wave band from 142-370 kc (815-
2113 meters). 

R.F. STAGE ON ALL BANDS provides extra 
sensitivity for all stations. This custorh-built fea-
ture assures you i)f world-wide reception. 
12-INCH ELECTI1.0-DYNAMIC SPEAKER easily 
handles the full output without distortion. 
TWO-POSITION SELECTIVITY SWITCH in ex-
panded  position  permits reception  to 6500 
cycles. In contr3cted position it greatly in-
creases selectivity' for tuning on all bands. 
MAGIC ANTENN-AIRE. Lofayette's exclusive 
built-in loop for noise-free reception on broad-
cast bond. Terninols ore provided for best 
reception on all other bonds. 
MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES include: 6SK7 r.f. amp.; 
65A7 converter; 615 oscillator; 651:7 i.f. amp.; 
6507 det., AVC and 1st of.: 6.15 inverter; 4-251_6 
p.p. parallel beam-power output; 6U5 tuning 
"eye"; 2-25Z6 rectifiers and on 149D1 ballast 
tube. Ample reserve power is afforded. 
TUNING "EYE" INDICATOR for precise tun-
ing on all bonds-

Jade TABLE MODEL 
Illustrated at right is our Lafayette 13-tube, 4-band AC-DC 
Superheterodyne Table Model. Undoubtedly one of the most 
powerful table model receivers our engineers hove ever offered, 
it scorporates the latest advancements in radio design. It is 
an ideal receiver for the compact apartment, and because 
of poth its AC-DC features and its built-in Magic Antenn-Aire 
it will perform anywhere. Our liberal 30-day home trial will 
give you ample opportunity to check these fine features: 
FOUR BAND TUNING: Includes the identical tuning ranges 
listed with its console counterpart listed directly above. 
BUILT-IN ANTENN-AIRE provides noise-free loop reception on 
bicadcast band. Aerial terminals are provided for extra sen-
sitivity on all other bands. 
II-INCH HEAVY DUTY SPEAKER supplies tone quality of un-
usual excellence with more than ample power. Tube comple-
ment and other technical specifications ore identical with 
the radio section of the combination above. 
MODEL C-127—Lafayette 13-tube, 4-bond AC-DC Superhetero-
dyne for operation on 110 volts DC or AC (60 cycles), in duo-
tone Wolnut Table Model cabinet. Complete with all tubes. 
Size: 121/2 '• high, 251/4 " wide, 111/2 " deep. Code, GLAIR. 
Shpg. wt. 44 lbs. 

List Price M.SC.  $ 5 70 5 0 
YOUR COST   
For 220-volt operation, add   $3.50 

RAND ILLUMINATED DIAL. Multi-colored dial 
with clever band-lighting shows range in use. 
IRON  CORE  I.F.  TRANSFORMERS  provide 
valuable high -Cr ratio on all reception. 
VARIABLE TONE CONTROL, continuous, to 
suit individual tastes on radio and phono. 
PHONO-RADIO TELEVISION SOUND switch 
on front panel, coupled with volume control. 
GARRARD RC-II AUTOMATIC RECORD 
CHANGER permits playing of eight 10" or 
eight 12" records automatically. It features: 
TANGENT ARM CRYSTAL PICK-UP for opti-
mum reproduction, maximum record life. 
AUTOMATIC REJECTION KNOB. 
MODEL C-124 — Lafayette I3-tube AC-DC 
Rodio-Phono Combination with Gorrard RC-I1 
Automatic Record Changer, complete with all 
tubes. For operation on 110 volts DC or AC 
(60 cycles). Size: 353/4 " high, 31" wide, 17" 
deep. Code. GHAUT. Shpg. wt  110 'Ps 
List Price $210.00. 
YOUR COST, 
EACH   $124.75 
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MORE AND MORE . . . 

THOSE WHO APPRECIATE 

A SUPERB CHASSIS 

FOR YOUR OWN CONSOLE 

jade Model FE-148 
The some fine 11-tube 5-bond chossis together with 
Its matching speaker is available separately for use 
,n specially designed custom-built cabinets. Interior 
decorators, architects. and fine furniture makers will 
appreciate the ease with which this chassis can be 
installed. Chassis dimensions are: 171/2 " wide, II'' 
deep  and  91/y"  high.  Speoker  dimensions:  12-
diometer. This chassis can also be installed in mony 
existing cabinets to replace old out-of-dote radios. 
Why put up any longer with inferior reception merely 
because you like the cabinet? Replace that old 
chassis with this new Lafayette and find out lust how 
good radio reception can be with o modern radio. 
A complete  set of tubes,  speaker,  knobs, dial 
escutcheon and full instructions are furnished. For 
110-120 volts 50/60 cycles ac.  operation.  Shpg. 
wt. 45 lbs. 
Code HALMA. List Pric• $79.50  $ 4 
YOUR COST   4 50 • 
For 220 V. 40/60 cycles operation add.. $3.00 

AUTOMATIC 
TUNING 

Jake ELEVEN TUBE CONSOLE 
Smooth flowing lines, gioceful proportions, Larefuily 
matched grain and a deep lustrous finish make these 
new Lafayette 11-tube 5-band models the most beau-
tiful radios we hove ever seen. Both the straight console 
pictured above and the versatile autornotic combi-
nation shown on the next page ore radios that will 
add prestige to the appearance of any 100T. From the 
moment you see them you sense instinctively their 
fine quality. 
When you turn them -on - you reolae immediately 
that this quality is not lust -skin deep-. Inside of 
these handsome cobinets is the new Lafayette II-tube 
5-bond Superheterodyne Chassis that brings you a 
new conception of how fine modern radio reception con 
be. Clarity of reproduction that enables you to hear 
every syllable, every note, lust as clearly as though 
the artists were right there in the room with you. 
Sensitivity that enables you to easily receive stations 
you never even knew existed before. Selectivity that 
literally pulls the stations apart and picks out lust 
the one station you want to hear. You soon reolize 
that here at last is a radio that is different—different 
because it is better. You are sure that o great deal of 
time and effort was spent in designing it—and even 
more in building it. And you will be right—because 
Lafayette engineers did take infinite pains to give you 
a radio that is outstanding in both performance and 
appearance in this new II-tube. 5-band Lofoyette. 

MODEL PE-149—In Console Cabinet with Acoustic Chamber. 
The Lafayette II-tube 5-band Superheterodyne in a hondsome 
console cabinet standing 351/4- high, 33" wide and IS- deep. 
Fashioned of beautifully grained wolnut veneers and hand 
polished to a deep lustrous finish. An attractive piece of 
furniture thot will blend gracefully with the finest furnishings 
yet form a center of interest, if you wish. for any room. Comes 
complete with built-in Magic "Antenn-Air e aerial and a set 
of matched tubes. For operation on 110-120 volts 50/60 cycles 
ac. Shpg. wt. 85 lbs. Code HAMAN. 
Lat Prrc. $1 3.00.  $ 6 4 . 5 0 
YOUR COST  
For 220 volts 40/60 cycles operotion add. .  .  . 53.00 

CONSULT OUR CUSTOM-CABINET DEPT.  FOR YOUR  SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
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5 BAND AC SUPERHET AND AUTOMATIC PHONO COMBINATION 
Many technical refinements are incorporated 
in this new Lafayette 11-tube Superheterodyne. 
SAND SPREAD TUNING for the short wave 
stations greatly simplifies the tuning in of 
foreign stations direct. Each one of the four 
short wave bands has been given a scale of 
its own on the dial and spreod to cover almost 
the complete length of the scale! 
No more crowding of one station practically 
on top of the other—no more "hair-trigger -

tuning—now tuning short wave stations becomes 
lust as simple ox tuning regular broadcast 
stations! The ranges ore as follows: 49M Band-
5.9 to 6.1 mc.; 3IM Band-9.1 to lOrnc.; 25M 
Bond-14.9 to 15.4rnc.: and I9M Band-14.9 to 
15.4mc. The fifth band is the regular btoodcost 
band-540 to 1600kc. 
SEPARATE SASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS per-
mit individual emphasis or diminution. A sep-
arate push-button for each has Low—Medium 
and High positions. You can thus obtain a far 
greater control over tonal response than is 
possible with the usual single-knob type of 
control. It provides full tone compensation. 
A LARGE 12" CONCERT DYNAMIC SPEAKER 
further assurance of the finest possible tor,. 

RF AMPLIFIER ON ALL BANDS guarantees 
maximum sensitivity and selectivity. The com-
plete lineup: 651(7 r.f. amp.; 6SA7 converter; 
2-6SK7 if, amplifiers; 6507 2nd det.; a.v.c., 
1st audio; 6507 tone control amp.; 6.15GT in. 
verter; 2-6V6GT p.p. power amplifiers; 6US tun-
ing eye; SY3G rectifier; Rated sensitivity-3 
microvolts average at ./z watt. Power output 10 
watts undistorted. 
PUSH BUTTON CONTROL for 5 pre-selected 
stations in addition to the boss control button, 
the treble control button and the phono-radio 
button. The station buttons are of a new 
clutch-type. Even a child can set them for any 
desired station—just pull  out the button— 
tune by dial to the desired station--push back 
the button—and its set! 
BETTER-SIGHT SLIDE RULE DIAL. In keeping 
with today's demand for relief from eye-strain 
Lafayette has developed o new dial that is 
easier to see. Large legible figures, wide-spread 
short wave band scales, indirect illumination 
on dial and buttons. 
THE MAGIC "ANTENN-AIRE" permits recep-
tion of local stations withont on external 
aerial. A shdrt wave antenna may be attached 
I., reception of short wove and distant stations. 

11400IL PIE-144—Autornatic Comb;nation (illustrated above). 
Incorporates Lafayette 11-tube S-bond Superhet and Standard 
Automatic  Mixer-Changer. Plays  10-12- or  12-10- records 
automatically. Hi-Fidelity c.ystal pickup. Dimensions: 33%" 
high x 16- deep x 34Vs" wide. For 110-120 V. 60 cycles a.c. 
Complete with tubes. Shpg. wt. 135 lbs•  $97  
Code HALID. List Price. BITS OM 
YOUR COST   
For 220 voits 40/60 cycles operation, add  WOO 
MODEL FE-1441—As above but with combination changer-
recorder. Makes records up to 10-. Can be used as P.A. system. 
Plays either 12-10- or 10-12- records. Includes mike, tubes, etc. 
List Price $225.00.  sias.oco 
YOUR COST   

.50 

CONSULT OUR CUSTOM CABINET DEP'T. FOR 

Combination Models: two phono-rodio models 
are available, the Standard and the Garrard 
DeLifie. Both of these employ the specially 
designed audio system of the receiver and the 
matched 12- Concel Dynamic Speaker. 

The Standard MODEL FE-146 incorporates a 
fully automatic mixer-changer that will play 
12-10- or 10-12- records intermixed, in any 
order, regardless of how they are stocked A 
convenient :elect lever permits you to reject 
any record if you should change your mind. The 
crystal pickup assures excellent fidelity, -Me 
tone quality and long record life. 

The Garrard DisLuse MODEL FE-1S3 incorpo-
rates the new Gairard Model RC-30 Mixer-
Changer with the new maximum-fidelity crystal 
pickup and permanent sapphire needle. This 
rew improved charger will play eight 10" or 
12" (all of the some size or inter-mixed) records 
in sequence automatically. The new maximum-
fidelity crystal pickup provides the higtiest 
fidelity possible due to a new crystal element, 
exceptionally low needle pressure (only 1-ousice) 
ond a permanently installed sapphire needle 
which does not require replacement! The low 
needle pressure almost eliminates record wear. 

MODEL FE-153-0•Lrie Automatic Combina-
tion. Incorporates the new Garrard Automatic 
Mixer-Changer Model RC-30 with the new nice-
irnum-fidelity crystal pickup employing a per-
manent sapphire needle. This is undoubtecly 
one of the finest comoinations of its type. Yu 
can play eight 10- or 12- records (mixed if 
you wish) automatically. Some dimensions as 
at left. For 110-120 V. 50/60 cycles, ac. Code 
HARRY. 
List Price $199.50.  $114075 
YOUR COST  
For 220 volts 40/60 cycles ac. operation specify 
and odd  Prat 

rout SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.  CO 
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igeziod 0760c:et E=iskpik 11-TUBE COMBINATION 
All the gracious charm of life in the eighteenth century is brought to 
mind when you see this new Lafayette Period Combination. The lilting 
strains of the Minuet, the powdered wigs, the gracious courtesy of 
ladies and gentlemen accustomed to a cultured, charming way of 
living. Unhurried, painstaking craftsmen fashioning :hings of beauty 
out of stone and wood. A little cabinetmaker in ,is shop putting 
pencil to paper to design furniture that will live after him ond make 
his name revered forever as the master of them all. Thomas Chippen-
dale, undoubtedly the master of all cabinetmakers, was an artist as 
well. An artist who knew how to put the charm of the eighteenth cen-
tury into fine furniture. 
Today Lafayette craftsmen have taken cne of his filest examples of 

furniture design and reproduced it faithfully line fcr line. The rich, 
worm groin of mahogany carefully matched to produce an attractive 
natural design for the doors. Specially selected straight grained panels 
for the sides and top. Then hours of varnishing and rubbing and var-
nishing and rubbing, layer upon layer, until finally a deep lustrous 
finish brings out all the beauty of this fine hardwood. Consoles like 
this ore not mode in a hurry—it takes time and a great deal of skill. 
It is only a console of this quality, however, that is worthy of so fine 

a phono-radio combination as this new Lafayette II-tube S-bond 
Superheterodyne with Automatic Mixer-Changer. You roust hear as well 
as see this marvelous Combination to fully appreciate the tremendous 
imp•ovements that engineers have mode in modern radio reception. 
And you'll be thrilled by the equally great improvements mode in 
the reproduction of fine recordings. 

For a complete technical description of the Lafayette II-tube S-band 
Superheterodyne please refer to page It. Note particularly the band-spread 
tuning on the short wove bands. A separate scale for each of these bands 
is provided on the dial—no more crowding of stations on top of one 
another--no more "hair-trigger" tuning—now you can tune in short wave 
stations as easily as the regular broadcast stations. Also note the individ-
ual bass and treble response controls, the E-Z set push-buttons, the better-
sight dial, the tuned if, stage on all bands, etc. 
Two models of Mixer-Changers are available in the Lafayette Period 

Model Combination, The Standard model will play twelve 10- or ten 12" 
records all of which can be of the some size or intermixed. A Hi-Fidelity 
Crystal Pickup provides outstandingly fine tone quality and because of 
its light weight record wear is reduced to a minimum. Gravity feed mech• 
oniim prevents chipping of records or other damage. 
The Deluxe Mixer-Changer is Garrard's new Model RC-30 incorporating 

their new Maximum-Fidelity Crystal Pickup. This marvelous new pickup 
has a built-in permanent sapphire needle that does not have to be 
changed. It is so light in weight that it infinitely prolongs the life of your 
records. And for quality of reproduction it cannot be excelled. You will 
be delightfully surprised when you hear how much better your favorite 
recordings sound when you play them on the DeLuxe II-tube Lafayette 
Combination. You can load eight 10" or 12" records (all the some size 
or mixed together if you wish) onto the changer at a time and settle back 
for as long as 40 minutes of uninterrupted entertainment—record reproduc-
tion at its very best. Precision•built GARRARD automatic record changers 
ore recognized as being the finest in the world. 

MODEL  PE-147—Lafayette  11-tube 5-boisel  Combination  with 
Standard Mixer-Changer in Mahogany Period Console. 351/4" wide 
x 35" high ir I VA" deep. Ploys twelve 10" 01 ten 12" records all 
some size or mixed For 110-175 V. 60 cycles ac. Shpg. wt. 193 lbs. 
Code HALLO. List $225.00. 
TOUR 
COST   
Available in WoInst at WOO additional—Specify Model FE-147W. 
For 720 volts 40/60 cycles ac. operation odd  $5.00 
MODEL FE-1471t—:;ome as FE-I47 but with combination changer-
recorder. Makes records up to 10". Ploys either twelve 10" or ten 
12" records. Includ xs mike, tubes, etc.  $ 1 5 2• 0 0 
List Price $2St00. *OUR COST   

$124.50 

MODEL 141-155—Lafasette  II-tube S-band 
Phono-Rodio Combination with Garrard RC-
30 Deluxe Mixer-Changer in Period Console. 
Will play eight records (10" or 12") in se-
quence and has new maximum-fidelity crystal 
pickup with permanent sapphire needle. 
Code. HASTE. 
List Price $250.00.  $ 1 3 9• 5 0 
TOUR COST  
For 220 V. 40/60 cycles, odd  $5.00 
Also available in Walnut at $6.00 additional. 
Specify Model FE-155W on order. 

CONSULT OUR CUSTOM CABINET DEP'T. FOR YOUR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. 
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moderne model ,„faholk 11-Tube CUSTOM-BUILT COMBINATION 
Our present century has often been coiled the Century of Speed and the 
Century of Progress. This progressive state of mind is reflected in every-
thing we do. We travel faster and farther. We telephone instead of 
writing. We let machinery do our monotonous tasks for us. All this has 
naturally also affected the furniture with which we live. Our impatience 
with non-essentials has eliminated the "ginger bread - and given it its 
clean-cut flat plates. Good proportions and fine texture have token the 
place of applied decoration. Simplicity has come to the forefront. 
If you like modern furniture—good modern furniture—then you'll like 

this new Lafayette Model. The ottractive natural grain of fine hardwood 
gives it a textured appearance yet when we run an inquisitive hand 
over its surface we find it polished on smooth as glass. Its carefully 
fitted divided top appears to be permanently fastened down but at the 
touch of a finger it raises to reveal both the radio control panel and 
the mixer-changer. Only the handles betray the presence of the care-
fully inset doors, at the front of the cabinet, which opens to reveal the 
fabric covered speoker baffle. Fine workmanship and fine materials hove 
been happily combined to produce an outstondingly beautiful custom-
built cabinet. You'll take pride in its ownership. 
Modern too is the new Lafayette II-tube 5-band Superneterodyne 

which is the heart of this beautiful combination. Here again impatience 
with non-essentials has resulted in a tremendous improvemeet. On the 
short wave bands all code, beacon and uninteresting transmissions have 
been eliminated and each of the important short wave bands given a 
scale of its own on the dial. Thus each short wave band is s-p-r-e-o-d 
over a complete scale. 

This effectively overcomes the usual crowding ot stations and the "hair-
trigger- tuning experienced on most short wove receivers.  It now 
becomes as easy to tune in a short wave station as a regular domestic 
broadcast stotion. l-oreign reception direct becomes a simpler matter 
than ever before. For a complete description of this marvelous new 
Lafayette Superhete-odyne please refer to poge 18. 
The mixer-changer is also a product of our modern way of life. This 

ingenious mechanism eliminates the need for your getting up out of your 
comfortable chair after each record is played. The Standard model con 
be loaded with up to twelve 10" or ten 12" records (all the some size 
or intermixed) at one time so that you con settle bock in your choir 
for up to 50 minutes of entertainment without going near the Combina-
tion. The DeLuxe changer con be loaded with up to eight records of 
either sire (or both intermixed) ond in addition incorporates a new 
permanent sapphire needle which eliminates needle changing entirely! 
The Standard model incorporates a Hi-Fidelity Crystal  Pickup—the 
DeLuxe Model the mew Maximum-Fidelity Crystal Pickup which hos the 
lightest needle pressure of any mixer•changer pickup yet used and 
which infinitely prolongs the life of your records. 

In reproduction perticulorly you will find evidence of m odern progress. 
The tone quality of both radio and phono is the finest. Fully controll-
able by means of separate treble and bass compensators instead of 
the usual single-knoo tone control, almost any desired response con be 
obtained from a true-fidelity response to over-accentuated boss or 
treble or both. No natter what type of response you like you con get it 
with this new Lafayette. 

Moderne MODEL F11-148 Lafayette 11-tube 5-bond 
Superheterodyne Combination with Standard Miner' 
Changer in genuine walnut veneer cabinet. Plays 
twelve 10" or ten 12" records (mixed if desired) at 
one loading. Hi-Fidelity Crystal pickup. Reject lever. 
Built•in  Magic  Anteen-Aire.  Push-Button  Control. 
Overall dimensions: 14- high. 371/2 - wide,  181/2 " 
deep. Complete with tubes. For 110 V. 60 cycles 
a.c. Shipping weight 158 lbs. Code HALFT. 
List Price $22500. 
YOU. 
COSY   
For 220 Volts 60 cycles ac. odd  $5.00 

$124.50 

Aoderne MODEL 111-1156 Lafayette II-tube 5-band 
Superheterodyne Combination with DeLuxe Garrord 
rAodel RC-30 Mixer-Changer. Has Maximum-Fidelity 
Crystal  Pickup with  permanent sapphire  needle. 
'lays eight 10' or 12" records at one loading. Sizes 
may be mixed if desired. Reject and repeat levers. 
Same dimensions as at left. For 110 volts 50/60 
cycles ac. operation. Shag. wt. 158 lbs. 
Code. HATCH. 
_1st Price $250.00. 
YOUR COST. 
EACH   
‘or 220 V. 40/60 cycles operation add   $5.00 

$139.50 

Either Above Models Available in "Wheat" Finish at $10.00 Additioaal. 
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iM a illirjaigyelle 11-Tube Moderne Hi-Boy 

AUTOMATIC 

AUTOMATIC COMBINATION 
jjAyelle 11-Tube Period Hi-Boy 

COMBINATION 
A little cottage by the side of the rood and a modern apartment 
usually hove one thing in common —small rooms. You who live in such 
cozy little homes wilt appreciote more than anyone else this new 
Lafayette Period Hi-Boy Combination. It is on authentic reproduction of 
a classic Period design in every detail. With its beautifully grained 
crotch mahogany panelled doors and its hand-rubbed lustrous finish 
it is a phono-radio combination you con be proud of. In performance 
it leaves nothing to be desired. Both radio and record reproduction are 
outstandingly fine. Yet all this is contained in o handsome compact 
cobinet measuring only 25" wide, 353/4 " high and  deep. A cabinet 
so compact that it will fit practically anywhere yet so beautiful that it 
commands instant admiration. 
The heart of this Phono.Rodio Combination is the famous Lafayette 

II-tube 5-band Superheterodyne which is fully described on page 19. 
When reading about this marvelous receiver note particularly the sen-
sationally new band-spread feature. This feature, which has proven so 
valuable in communication receivers, has now been incorporated in a 
home-type radio. No more crowding of short wave stations one on top 
of the other, no more "hair trigger" tuning. Each one of the four bands 
now has a scale of its own as long as the regular broadcast band 
scale. Also note the intlividuol bass and treble controls that enable 
you to accentuate or diminish either response at will. These are effec-
tive on both radio and record reproduction. Then there ore the E-Z set 
push-buttons that even a child con set and the "better-sight" dial, etc. 
All in all a radio that is different because it is better—for better than 
any you have ever heard before. 
The Standard Mixer-Changer which will ploy twelve 10" or ten 12" 

records (mixed if you wish) of one loading enables you to settle bock 
in your chair for as long as 50 minutes of the grandest record reproduc-
tion you hove ever heard. 

Those who appreciate good modern furniture will instantly fall in love 
with this new Lafayette Moderne Hi-Boy. Here is cabinet artistry at 
its best. Clean-cut lines, the groin of fine hardwoods and a lustrous 
hand-rubbed finish make this a true gem of the cabinet makers art. 
Custom-built it is available in both walnut and bleached mahogany 
finishes. Despite the fact that it houses the big powerful I Itube S-band 
Lafayette Superheterodyne and the Stondard Mixer-Changer, it is un-
usually compact measuring only 3t 3/4 " high, 23 3/4 " wide and 16" deep. 
An ideal size for the small apartment ond cottage. 
In tone, selectivity and sensitivity it is truly amazing. The heart of 

this model is the Lafayette 11-tube 5-band Superheterodyne which is 
fully described on page 19. This marvelous receiver is the culmination 
of KI years of experience in building fine radios. It incorporates such 
sensationally new features as short wave bond s-p-r-e-a-d•i-n-g, individ-
ual bass and treble response controls, E-Z set push-buttons, "better-
sight" dial and many more. The short wove band s-p-r-e-a-d•i-n-g which 
was originally developed for communication receiGers provides a sep-
arate scale for each of the foor short wave bonds and greatly simplifies 
tuning in of foreign stations. No more crowding of stations on top of 
one another—plenty of room between stations in comparison with present 
day radios. Push-buttons that are so easy to set a child can do it. And 
the individual bass and treble response controls permit you to have 
for greater control over tone than ever before No single-knob control 
con even begin to compare. 
The fine audio system together with the large 12" concert dynomic 

speaker and the crystal pickup on the Mixer-Changer provides a fidelity 
of record reproduction never approached before in sets at anywhere 
near the price of this one. In addition the unusually light weight of this 
pickup results in very little needle pressure and infinitely long record 
life. The changer can be loaded with twelve 10" or ten 12" records at 
o time. The records can be all of the some size or the sizes con be 
mixed together as desired. Up to 50 minutes of the most wonderful 
record reproduction you hove ever head at a single loading. A built-in 
reject lever permits you to (elect any record if you should change your 
mind after loading the machine. 

MODEL FE-1151 —Lofoyette II-tube 5-band Per-
iod  Hi-Boy Automatic Combination, Super-
heterodyne  Radio,  Standard  Mixer-Changer. 
Mahogany cabinet 2S" x I81/2" x 353/4 " high. 
For  110 V. 60 cycles ac, operation. Plays 
twelve 10" or ten 12" records (mixed of you 
wish) at one loading. Shpg. sy.. 165 lbs. Code 
HANSE. 
List Price $200.00.  $ 1 1 90 9 5 
YOUR COST   
For 220 V. 60 cycles odd  $5.00 

Also available with Garrard RC-30 
Changer at $15.00 additional. 

CONSULT OUR CUSTOM-CABINET DEPT. 

MODEL PE-152—Modene Hi-Boy Console with 
tubes and Standard Mixer-Changer. Dimensions 
23;14- x 16" x 363/4 " high. Walnut finish. Shpg. wt. 
169 lbs. For 110 V. 60 cycles a.c. Code HARPY. 
List Price $225.00. 

YOUR  S 1 3 4 . 9 5 
COST   
MODEL FE-154—Some but in bleached mahog-
any finish console. Code HARTE. 
YOUR COST  $144.15 
For 220 V. a.c operation, add   $5.00 

Either above available with Garrard RC-
30 Mixer-Changer at $15.00 additional. 

FOR-I t UR  SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
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DeLuxe "Mystery" Player Standard "Mystery" Model 

layelle electric record players 

The finest wireless record plover on ice market 
todoyl Unsurpassed in tonal quality and de. 
sign features. Furnished with she famous Shure 
Crystal Pick-up that provides high fidelity re-
production.  Has world  renowned Garrard 
governor controlled  motor,  complete with 
automatic stop and speed regulator. The oscil-
lator employs three tubes instead of the usual 
two. There ore No Connections to make other 
than to the ac. line. Volume control and 
switch located on the panel; separate jack 
for microphone connection. Housed in Genuine 
Walnut case. 151/2" wide, 131/4"  deep, 7/4  high. 

K211372-Deluse "Mystery" Player with tubes. 
For 110 volts, 60 cycles ac. only. Shpg. wt. 
22 lbs. 
YOUR COST 

K13723-Good quality hand microphone for 
use with above. Connects directly to jock on 
panel-no wiring required. 
YOUR COST  $2.69 

 *24.50 

RCA "Wireless" Model VA-21 RCA "Economy" Model 
bea.itifully mode compact unit that works 

well through opy radio without the use of con-
necting  wires.  Specially designed constant-
speed RCA motor with felt covered turntable. 
RCA crystal pickup with lightweight molded 
plastic arm. Correctly designed to track per-
fectly with the groove of the record. Built-in 
volume control so that volume control on radio 
need not be touched. Pilot light indicator and 
on-off switch. Case of molded bakelite.12'/2''x 
81/4 "x5". For operotion on 110 volts 60 cycles 
ac. only. List $15.95. Shipping w&ght.I3 lbs. 
11(218141-Complete with tubes. 11 1 0 0 9 
YOUR COST   . 

PLAYBACK 

PHONO NEEDLES 

FOR ALL PLAYERS 

K163 - Fidelitone. Hos point ot 
Rutheniurn•Osmium metal which 
lasts infinitely longer than steel. 
Low scratch level. Gives 40 to 50 
playing hours. Made by Permit:, 
YOUR COST EACH  69e 
Lots of 5 EACH  59c 
1046-Record Changer Needles for 
use in automatic record changers. 
Unbreakable construction. 
Package of 30  23e 
K159 - RCA Steel Phono Needle. 
Half Tone. 
Package of 75  10e 
K153-Some, Full Tone 10c 
1060-Same, Extra Loud  106 
Any above RCA. 10 packs ior 75e 

An etficienl  wireless record player that plays 
your record., through any radio, regardless of 
make or age. No Connections to make, other 
than ac. Fine. Incorporates a built-in two-
tube "transmitter". Has high fidelity tangent 
arm Astatic Crystal Pick-up. Powerful constant 
speed moto- (78 r.p.m.) is supplied with a 9" 
turntable. Plays both 10" and 12" records. 
Volume control and switch on panel. Housed 
in Genuine Walnut Case measuring 151/2" 
wide, 131/4 " deep. 71/4 " high. Fully.approved by 
consumer test laboratories. Shpg. wt. 17 lbs. 

K21871-Lakiyette Standard "Mystery" Player 
with tubes. Ready to operate. For  110 volts, 
60 cycles ac. 
YOUR COST  *15.25 
Portable Model: Same as dbove. but housed 
in attractive leotherette covered portable case 
74151/4x131/2 " deep. Shpg. wt. 16 lbs. 
1(21873-
YOUR COST  *13.95 

Just about the lowest priced record player on 
the market. Easily ottached to any radio. Plays 
both 10" and 11" records. Includes cushion 
mounted constant speed motor. New light-
weight crystal pickup in molded bokelite arm. 
Built-in voli.me cOntrol and switch. ',Plug for 
connection IO  RCA sets attached so that con-
nection to these sets con be mode instantly. 
Requires coole and switch for other make sets. 
Bakelite case I lx9x3". For 110 volts 60 cycles 
ac. Shpg. wt. II lbs. * 
1(21850-Lis, $9.95. YOUR COST.. 5. 2 8 
1(22006-Coble and switch to connect above to 
any make set. EACH  59c 

1(357 - RCA Chromium i Needles. 
Green shank. Pack. of 6 25c 
10 packages for $1.80 
1057-RCA Tungstone Needles. Ex-
trO  Loud. Pack of 8 25c 
11158-Some, Full Tone 25. 
10 packages for  $1.80 
1(3511 - Special Cactus Needles. 
Cause no wear. Eliminate objec-
tional needle scratch. 
Package of 10 24e 
10 packages for $2.10 

Noedle Shorpee•r 
Sharpens fibre, coctus, thorn and 
similar types. 
111274- Wt. 1 lb. EACH  75e 

Home Record Players 
Con be attached to any radio. All utilize high 
fidelity Crystal Pick-up with true•tracking offset 
head. High quality self-starting motor is fur. 
nished with a 10" turntable and an automatic 
stop switch. Volume control and switch and 
needle cup on the panel. In Genuine Walnut 
case 19/2"x131/4 -.71/4 " high. Both 10" and 12" 
records can be played.  For  110 volts, 60 
cycles a.c. Shpg. wit. 18 lbs. *1495 
K211160-YOUR COST  . 
Portable Model as above but in Brown leather-
ette removable top carrying case; size: 15151/45  
13l/2". Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. 
1(21881-YOUR COST *13.25 
Same as K2I860, but with Shure "Zephyr" crys. 
tot pick-up and Garrard motor with 12" turn-
table. Wt. 19 lbs. 
1(21861-YOUR COST $19.95 
Portable Model as above but in Brown leather-
ette removable top carrying case, 7x151/4 x131/2". 
Shpg. wt. 28 lbs. 
1(22000-YOUR COST  $ 1 7• 40 

Standard "Mystery" Player 
Here is another example of Lafayette's ability 
to offer real money saving voluesl A highly 
efficient "Mystery" type (no connection to your 
radio) record player mounted in a handsome 
walnut-finished wood cabinet. Powerful con-
stant-speed motor. Ploys both 10" and 12" 
records. Crystal pickup. Automatic stop. Built-
in volume control. Pilot light indicator. Power-
ful oscillator-works over distances up to 25•ft. 
Needle cup. Dimensions: 1234x5t/2x11". Corn-
plete with tubes and instructions. For 110 volts 
60 cycles ac. Shipping weight 8 lbs. 
1122371 -
YOUR COST SPECIAL 59.95 

Economy Model 

Automatic 

Record Changer 

Makes an automatic phono-

radio  combination  out  of 

your present radio receiver! 

A real mcncy -soui,g uoi ue ii a ,,,,,Jern o;Aurr.,V,C record changer m oo & 

which you can use in conjunction with your present radio. Place it on top 
of your radio console or any piece of furniture near your radio-make a 
simple connection to it-and enjoy the convenience and luxury of an 
automatic record changer at a surprisingly low cost. Handsome modern 
fluted design cabinet that harmonizes well with practically any style 
furniture. Changer ploys 10-12" or 12-10" records in sequence-from 40 
to 50 minutes of continuous entertainment. High quality crystal pickup 
in tangent arm. Reject and repeat levers. W alnu t finish. Size  15 .x15"x 
91/2 ". Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. 
1(22378-YOUR COST SPECIAL  519.95 
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A NE W BREADTH 

OF TONAL 

This frequency chart presents graphically, what you hear 
when you listen to speakers, singers, instrumentalists and full 
orchestras in person AND through the Lafayette Overture on 
both radio and high•fidelity recordings. Send for illustrated 
brochure detailing full electronic characteristics and specif, 
cations making for the Overture's superiority. 

TOUCH a switch ... the portals of a new world of tonal beauty open! The enchantment of immortal music fills your soul: you thrill to a new 
adventure in musical reproduction . . . through the Lafayette Overture! 
This incredibly magnificent musical instrument has won wide acclaim as 
the master-work of higher fidelity reproducers. Eminent musicians and engi-
neers who have heard the Lafayette Overture have been unanimous in their 
overwhelming praise of its exceptional ability to re-create ALL the music. 
all the artistry broadcast from modern high-fidelity stations, or captured 
in today's superfine recordings. 
The Lafayette Overture has been designed, engineered and constructed 

to delight the most discriminating eye and ear. It is destined to become 
the standard by which- all other fine custom-built radio-phonograph com-
binations will be judged for years to come. The purity of tone, the full 
bodied volume and the almost unbelievable degree of musical nuance of 
shading provided by this fine combination really must be heard to be 
appreciated. 
The new Garrard Mixer-Changer used in these combinations plays eight 

IV and 12" records in any assortment. The automatic mechanism requires 
no setting of any kind Simply place the stack of records on the spindle 
and sit back and luxuriate in music perfectly reproduced. This new RC-30 
Garrard features a permanent sapphire needle and a new low-pressure 
tangent tone arm with only one ounce needle pressure for better reproduc-
tion. increased record life. 
To harmonize properly with the home beautiful two exceptionally hand-

some cabinet models house the Lafayette Overture. The modern cabinet 
(illustrated above) is available in a warm walnut finish or the ultra 
modern wheat finish. The luxurious period cabinet (illustrated on next 
page) is supplied in o rich grained mahogany. Master craftsmanship is 
apparent in every line: built to last a life-time. 

Lafayette Overlord. higher fidelity soda-phono-
graph combination with Garrard RC-30 Auto-
matic Mixer-Changer with permanent sapphire 
needle and low-pressure tone arm. Complete 
with all tubes. Size: 34" high. 39" wide, 19" 
deep. Shpg. wt. 220 lbs. LIST PRICE $400.00. 

1400111 CC•35—In Walnut Modern Console. 
Code. GERRY. 

MODEL CC-39—In Wheat Finished Console. 
Code. GHENT. 
Either Nadel. 
YOUR COST EACH. $240.00 

Lafayette Overbite PLUS an P.M. Tyner: Enjoy 
the world's finest A M. receiver, the Lafayette 
Overture, and the new miracle of radio, Fre-
quency Modulation. We have combined the 
complete Overture, as described above, with 
the finest 10-tube F.M. tuner in the handsome 
cabinet illustrated on page 21. Thrill to the 
static-less reception. super•fidelity and richness 
of tone afforded by these fine instruments. 
1140INIL CC-34—Lafoyette Overture PLUS 10-
tube F.M. Tuner. Code CABIN. Shpg. wt. 255 
lbs. LIST PRICE $E00.00. 
YOUR COST  $ 2 9 9 4 0 

ALL LAFAYETTE Radios are R.C.A. and HaloKinn Licoasod. 
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SEPARATE PO WER SUPPLY, as in the tuner to 
eliminate any possibility of interaction and 
makes for stable performonce. 
OVERSIZE COMPONENTS for extra heavy duty 
are used throughout. 

A REVELATION IN SUPREMELY BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL REPRODUCTION 

HIGHER 
FIDELITY 

High fidelity, on adver-
tising term of dubious 
meaning to most radio 
manufacturers, is a high 
ideal with Lafayette. 
Impossible to achieve 
with  production•line 
methods, lofayette's 
higher fidelity radio-
phone combinations ore 
all custorn-built, check-
ed and rechecked in our 
laboratory so that their 
performance is never 
less than perfect when 
it reaches the music lov• 
mg public to whom we 
cater. Every unit, every 
component is matched 
so that the whole is the 
sum of many perfectly 
complementory  ports. 
Nothing but the finest 
ill  materials,  design, 
engineering and crafts-
manship is tolerated. 

OVERTUR'E 
HIGH FIDELITY RADIO TUNER 
The product of radio's outstanding engineering 
genius this 9•tube Superheterodyne Tuner used 
in the Lafayette Overture reproduces the entire 
audio range of modern high-fidelity broadcast 
stations. Outstanding features: 
VARIABLE I.F. EXPANSION utilizing two I.f. 
stages with 3-position switch for I) Full expan-
sion for high fidelity stations: 1) Semi-expansion 
for overage stations; 3) Needle sharp selectivity 
for distance reception through local interference. 
10 KILOCYCLE FILTER, low-pass cutoff for re-
ception with good fidelity under the most severe 
conditions of inter-station interference. A switch 
a provided to cut out this filter when not 
needed. 
FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE. The tuner output 
is FLAT within ±3 db fr o m 20 to 10,000 cycles 
per second. 
SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE EQUALIZATION. 
—16 db at maximum bass setting; +10 db at 
maximum treble setting. Permits any desired 
degree of tonal balance, boss and treble. 
IRON CORE ANTENNA COIL for extremely 
high "0". 
OVERSIZE COMPONENTS provide a high fac-
tor of safety and performance. 

COMPLE7E BROADCAST BAND COVERAGE 
from 540 :o 1720 kilocycles (556 to 174.5 meters) 
covering all domestic  broodcast and high-
fidelity stations in U.S. and Canada. 
INDICATOR DIAL LIGHTS in exclusive dial de-
sign indicate degree of variable expansion. 
NINE MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES used include: 
I-6SK7  .f. amplifier; I-65A7 converter; 2-
6SK7 if, amplifiers; 1-6507 detector, A.V.C. 
I-6US tuning eye; 1-6.15 and I-6C8G audio 
network amplifiers; 1-6X5GT rect. 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER SECTION 
Designed specifically to reproduce with utmost 
fidelity the full frequency range of the superla-
tive tuner above, as well as the output of the 
Gorrord Automatic Record Changer, this ultra-
high quality audio amplifier matches in every 
way the .superior performonce of both units. 
20 WATTS UNDISTORTED OUTPUT on both 
radio and phonograph; 26 watts peak. 
INVERSE FEEDBACK from voice cod to the 
voltage amplifier, thus damping cone transients 
and assuring true high fidelity output. 
PUSH-PULL BEAM PO WER OUTPUT using a 
pair of 6L6 power amplifier tubes. Other tubes 
include I-6.15 1st voltage amp.; 1-6.15 2nd 
volt. amp.; I-6.15 phase inverter!' 1-5U4G rect. 

DUAL SPEAKER SYSTEM 
To handle the wide frequency response of both 
radio and phonograph input a special high 
fidelity duolapeaker system perfectly matched 
os to frequency range and power handling 
ability has been devised. The frequency range 
of the audio amplifier and speaker system is 
essentially flat to 14,080 cycles which exceeds 
the limits of present day radio ond recording 
studios. With the popularization of Frequency 
Modulation this audio amplifier and speoker 
system will form on ideal unit for use with on 
F.M. tuner (input terminals provided). Both 
speakers used are P.M. dynamics, one 12-inch 
diameter the other, 6-inch especially designed 
to complement each other. 
Naturally with a tuner, amplifier and speaker 

system of such high caliber only the finest in 
Automatic Record Changers should be used. 
That is why the new Garrard, the world s finest 
precrsion changers, have been chosen for use in 
the Lafayette Overture. 

MODEL C-122—lofoyette  15 tube Overture 
higher f delay radio-phonograph combination 
with Go•rord RC•30 Mixer Changer in Mahog-
any English Regency console, complete with 
tubes. Size: 34" high, 39" wide, 20)(1•' deep. 
Shpg. w-. 220 lbs. Cide. GELID, 
LIST PRICE $410.00.  $ 2 4  
YOUR COST, 
EACH   
The Lafayette Overture is also availoble with 
high••idelity crystal pick-up single record 

player in place of the automatic changer. 
Prices upon request. 

5.00 

MODEL C-123—Toner Chassis, Amplifier 
Chassis And Speaker System 0111/ 

For those desiring to mount the  Lcioyette 
Overture in other cabinets or for other cle•luse 
instollations these units ore available sepo-
rotely. The tuner chassis measures 8" hgh, 14" 
wide, 12" deep. Ampfter chassis measures 8" 
high, 14" wide, II" deep. Speakers ore 6" and 
12" diameter. Supplied complete with tubes. 
Code, GEMEL. Shpg. wt. 76 lbs. LIST PRICE 
$200.00. 
YOUR 
COST 

ALL LAFAY ME Radios aro R.C.A. and Has*Nino Licensed. 
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LAFAYETTE G-SERIES TUBES SIX MONTHS GUARANTEE . . . 
Lafayette tubes are guaranteed for six months from date of pur-
chase (burnouts and broken tubes are not replaceable). 

I
SAESGT  1.60  .75  .67 6A8GT  .80  .45  .40 
6C5GT .80 .43 .39 
6F5GT  .80 .38  .34 
014GT  1.60 .75  .67 
• 6H6GT 1.00 .50 .45 

NET PRICES 
Type List  1-14  15-Up 
OZ4G  $1.25  60.58  $010.52 
1B7G 1.25 .62  .56 
1C7G 1.25 .54  .48 
1D5G 1.25 .55  .49 
1D7G 1.25 .58  .52 
1E4G 1.25 .58  .52 

IE5G 1.25 .58  .52 
1E7G 2.10 .85  .76 
1F5G 1 25 .54  .48 
1F7G I 60 .72  .64 
1G5G 1.25  .58 .52 
1H4G .80  .36  .32 
IH6G 1.00  .48 .43 
115G 1.60 .70  .63 
116G I 25 .54  .48 
IN6G 1.25 .62  .56 
i-U4G 1.00 
5V4G 1.60 
5X4G 1.00 
5Y3G .60 
5Y4G .60 
SACSG  1.00  .48 .43 
6A5G 2.70 .83 .75 
6A8G .80 .36 .32 
615E6G  1.25  .45  .40 
6AF6G 1.25  .58 .52 
6B4G 1.60  .75  .67 
6B8G 1.25  .55  .49 
6C8G 1.25 .54  AS 
6D8G  1.25 .58  .52 
6F6G  .80 .36  .32 

.40 

.72 
AO 
.26 
.26 

.36 

.64 

.36 

.23 

.23 

NET PRICES 
Type  List 1-14 . 15-Up 
6F8G  $1.25  60.55  $0.49 
6G6G 1.25  .58 .52 
6I5G .80 .36  .32 
6I8G 1.60 .75  .67 
6K5G 80 .36  .32 
6K7G 1.013 .36  .32 
6KEIG 1.25 .58  .52 
6L5G 1.00 .48  .43 
6L6G 1.60 72  .64 
6L7G 1.25 .55  .49 
6N6G 2.10  .68  .61 
6N7G 1.25 .54  .48 
6P7G 2.10 .90  .81 
6Q7G .70 .32  .28 
6R7G .80 .36  .32 
657G 1.25 .55  .49 

.47 

.32 

.40 

.54 

.61 

.52 

.36 

.52 

.63 

.64 

6T7G 1.25 
6U7G .80 
6V6G 
6V7G 
6W5G  
6W7G 
6X5G 
6Y6G 
6Y7G 
6Z7G 
6ZYSG 
25B6G 
25L6G 
25N6G 
2526G 

1.00 
1.25 
1.25 
1.25 
1.00 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.00 .48  .43 
1.60 .52  .47 
1.25 .48  .43 
1.60 .70  .63 
.80 .36  .32 

.52 

.38 

.45 

.60 

.68 

.58 

.40 

.se 

.70 

.72 

LAFAYETTE "GT" SERIES TUBES 
NET PRICES 

Type  Last  1-14  15-Up 

1ASGT  $1.00  $0.48 91.43 
1A7GT 1.25 .54  At 
1C5GT 1.25 .62  $6 
1 D8GT 2.10 .95  .85 
IG4GT 1.60 .54  .49 
1G6GT 1.60 .62  .56 
1H5GT  1.00 .45  .40 

INSGT  1.25 
M GT  1.25 
IQSGT 1.25 
ITSGT  1.25 
1W3GT 1.25 

.54 

.sa 

.se 

.se 

.36 

.48 

.52 

.52 

.52 

.32 

3A8GT  2.10  .95  .85 
3Q5GT  1.60  .65  .58 
5W4GT  1 00  .48 .43 
6AC5GT  1.00  .50  .45 

M GT  .80 .35  .31 
M GT  1.00 .45 .40 
1115GT .80 .43  .39 
6K6GT  1.00 .38  .34 
6K7GT 1.00 .39  .35 
6K8GT 1.25 .58  .52 

i 6P5GT 6Q7GT .70 .36  .32 
.70 .35  .31 

- 6R7GT .80 .43  .39 
6SA7GT 1.00 .52  .47 
6SF5GT 1.(X) .48  .43 
6517GT 1.00 .45  .40 
6SK7GT 1.00 .40  .36 

II Type  List 1-14  15-Up 7A8 

  ISS  (Diode Parntod•) 1.60 .72 : 
.72  6644 77;76 

785 1.25 .65  .58  717 2.10 .95  .85 
1.25 .65  .58  7Q7 
1.25 .65  .58 7Y4 
1.25 .65  .58 35A5 

1.25 .65  .58 
1.25  .48 .43 

154  (Pow. Amp. Pentode) 1 60 
1 25 .65  .58 

IRS  (Pentagrid Cony.) $1 60 $00.72  $0.64 

ED    1T4  (Super-Cont. Pent.) 1.60 .72 .64 7B8 1.25 .65  .58  35z3 1.25 .65  .S8 

FREE! LAFAYETTE LOG BOOK WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF LAFAYETTE TUBES (ASK FOR IT) 

TVP•  

6SQ7GT 
6T7GT 
6VGGT 
6X5GT 
12A8GT 
1288 CT  
12E5GT 
12FSGT 
12J5GT 
1217GT 
12K7GT 
12Q7GT 

12SA7GT 
12SF5GT 
12SI7GT 
12SK7GT 
12SQ7GT 
25ACSGT 

25A6GT 
25A7GT 
2588 CT 
25D8GT 
25L6GT 
25X6GT 

2526GT 
32L7GT 
35L6GT 
357AGT 
35Z5GT 
45Z5GT   

50L6GT 
70A7GT 
70L7GT 
117L7GT 
117N7GT 
117Z6GT 

NET PRICES' 
List  1-14 15-Up 

$1 00  60.45  93.40 
1.60  .65  .58 
1.00 .45  .40 
1.00  .48 .43 
1.00 .45  .40 
1.60  .75 .67 
1.00  .42 .38 
.80  .36 .32 
.80  .38 .34 
1.00  .48 .43 
1.00  .39 .35 
.80 .35 .31 

1.25  .58 .52 
1.00 .48  .43 
1.00  .50 .45 
1.00 .48 .43 
1.00 .48  .43 
1.60 .75  .67 

1.00  .54 .49 
1.60 .70  .63 
2.10 .75  .67 
1.60 .75  .67 
1.00 .45 .40 
.80  .43 .39 

.80 .36  .32 
1.60 .75  .67 
1.00 .41 .37 
.70 .32  .28 
.80 .35  .31 
1.25 A 1 .37 

i .25 .41 .37 
1.60  .75 .67 
2.10  .75 .67 
2.10 .75  .67 
2 10 .75 .67 
I :5 .68 .61 

LAFAYETTE GLASS TUBES 
NET PRICES  NET PRICES 

Type  List  1-14  15-Up Type  List 1-14  15-Up 

01A 60.80  93.27  310.24  30  $0 80  $010.36  310.32 
IA4 1.25 .56  .50  31 .80 .36  J2 
1A6 1.25  .54 .48  32 1.25 .54  .48 
1B4 1.25  .58 .52  33 1 25 .54  .48 
1B5 1.00  .45 .40  34 1.25 .55  .49 
IC6 1.25  .54 .48 35 .80 .36  .32 

1F4 I 00 .48 .43 
1F6 1.60 .72 .64 
,-v .80 .36 .32 
2.A3 2.10 .69 .62 
2A5 80 .36  .32 

2A6 
2A7 
2B7 
2E5 
2G5 
523 

80  .36  .32 
1.00  .44  .40 
1.25 .58 
1.25  .58 
1.25  .58 
.80 .36 

.52 

.52 

.52 

.32 

6A3 
6A4 
6A6 
6A7 
6A135 
6135 

6B7 
6C6 
6D6 
6F7 
6G5 
6U5 I 
6N5 1.60 .57 .51 
675 1.25 .54 .49 
6U5 1.00 .45 .40 
6Y5 2.10 .90 .81 
625 2.10 .58   .52 

10 2.70 .95  .85 
12A .80 .38  .34 
12A5  2.10 .98  .88 
12A7  1.60 .72  .64 
127.3 .80 .36 .32 
19 1.25  .54  .48 

2.10 .68 .61 
1.25  .58 .52 
1.25 .54  .48 
.80 .36  .32 
1.60 .57  31 
2.10  .65  .58 

1.25  .55  .49 
.80 .36  .32 
80 .36  .32 
1.25 .55 .49 

1.00 .45  .40 

24A 
2585 
2525 
26 
27 

.80 .36 
125  .54 
.80 .36 
.60  .27 
60  .27 

.32 

.48 

.32 

.24 

.24 

36 .80 .36  .32 
37 .70 .32  .28 
38 100 .44  .40 
39 .80 .36  .32 44) 
41 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
53 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
7IA 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
Be 
81 
82 
83 
83V 
84 I 
624 I 
85 
89 

V99 2.70 .60  .54 
X99 2.70  .60 .54 
183 1.60  .88  .79 
485  1.60  .80  .72 

.70 .32  .28 

.70 .32  .28 
1.00 .44  .40 
.70 .32  .28 
1.00 .45  .40 
1.00  .45 .40 
2.70 1.25 1.12 
1.00  .45 .40 
2.10 .98  .88 
1.25 .58  32 
1.00 .48  .43 
.70 .32  .28 
.80  .36  .32 
.80 .36  .32 
1.60 .72  .64 
.80 .36  .32 
.70 .32  .28 
.70 .32  .26 
.80 .36  .32 
.80 .36  .32 
1.25 .58  .52 
.60 .26  .23 
1.60 .72  .64 
1.00 
1.00 .45 --T40 
1.60  .68 .61 

1.(8  .45 .40 

• 

.80 .38  .34 
.32 .80 .36 

LAFAYETTE ALL-METAL TUBES 
Type  List  1-14 15-Up Type  List  1-14 15-Up 
574 $1. 60 10.75  10.67 61.6  $1 60 93.72  $0.64 
5W4 1.00 .45  .40  6L7 1.25 .55  .49 
5Z4 1.25  .54  .48 6N7 1.25 .55 .49 
6A8 1 25  .54  .48 6Q7 1.00 .45 .40 
6B8 1.60 .62  .56  6117 1.25 .55 .49 
6C5 1.00  .45 .40  657 1.25 35 .49 
6F5 1 00 .45  .40  6SC7  1.25 .54 .441 

6F6 
6H6 
615 
617 
6K7 
6E8 

1.00  .4.5  .40 6V6 1.60 .72 .64 
1 00 .45 .40 6X5  1.60 .65 .58 
1.00 .45  .40 125C7 1 25 :55  .49 
1.00 .45  .40  25A6 1.60 .72  .64 
1.00 AS  .40  251.6  1.25 .55 .49 
1.25 .55 .49 25Z6 1.25  .54  .48 

LAFAYETTE LOCK-PIN TUBES 
Type List 1-14  15-Up Type  List  1-14  15-Up 
I LA4 02.10 60.90 10.81 7C5  $1.25  $0.65  $0.58 
1LA6 2.10 .90  .81  7C6  1.25  .65  .58 
ILH4 2.10  .90  .81  7C7  1.25 .65 .58 
1LN5 2.10 .90 .81  7E6 1.25 .65 .58 
7A4 1.25  .65  .58  7E7 1.60 .75  .67 
7A5  1.25  .65  .58 7F7  1.60 .75 .67 

7A6 1.25  .65  .58  7G7 I 
7A7 1.25 .65  .58 1232 ( 2.10 .95  .85 

NE W MINIATURE TUBES 

1 
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* Sensational 7 Tube 2 Band A.C. 
Push-Button Superheterodyne 

* Ideal For Police and Fire Dept. 
High Frequency Broadcasts 

Originally made to sell for $60.00, this exceptional Gros-
ley 2 band, 7 tube Push-Button Superheterodyne is a 
sensational buy at this price, equal to a 75°/, discountl 
An amazingly versatile net that gives you not only the 
broadcast bond with automatic push-button tuning on 
five of your favorite stations, but also the 7 to 10 meter 
high frequency band. This band covers police and fire 
deportment high  frequency calls  (including  two-way 
systems) h.f. educationol broadcasts and the ever-inter-
esting 10 meter amateur band. Another interesting fea-
ture is a special switch to permit operation of extra 
speakers in other rooms. Just check these outstanding 
feotures-where could you buy half as much for less than 
$15.00? 
ADVANCED  SUPERHETERODYNE  CIRCUIT:  utilizing 
modern high-gain tubes including the new 1852 -tele-
vision'  tubes.  Complete  tube complement  includes: 
1-6KB, 1-6507, 1-6Q7,  1-1852, 1-6N6G and a 
5Y3G rectifier. For use on 110 volts 60 cycles A.C. 
TWO BAND TUNING covers the entire American brood-
cost bond from 540 to 1570 Kc (5$5 to 191 meters) and 
25 to 47 mc (7 to 10 meters) covering if, police and 
fire deportment coils (ideal for uniformed men who can 
thus keep in touch with stations while at home). 
PUSH BUTTON TUNING. Tune in any one of your five 
favorite stations at the touch of a button. Easy to set or 
re-set. Enjoy luxury listening. 
REMOTE SPEAKER SWITCH; where it is desired to use 
this set to operate an additional speaker located at o 
distance Iron:, the set. 
ATTRACTIVE GRAINED WALNUT TABLE CABINET. 

MODEL 758-A 
Crosley 7-tube, 2-bond (High Frequency and Broadcast 
Band) Automatic Push-Button Tuning Superheterodyne, 
complete with all tubes. In handsome grained walnut 
table model cabinet, 10" high, IS" wide, 151/2- deep. 
For operation on 110 volts 60 cycles A.C. Shpg. WI, 29 lbs. 
List Price $0.00  
YOUR COST, 
SPECIAL   1495  

ot the. poce 

flktA01)S- CRO W 
.0 . RAMOS 

i,Ct5 
510'4' 

Moderne Crosley 5-Tube AC Superhet 
Excels in Quality — Tone — Value 

Here's o truly amazing bargain-a real 
5 tube AC Superheterodyne that provides 
seven tube performance at a price that 
represents but a fraction of its regular 
cost. Lafayette has mode a phenomenal 
buy in the fine Crosley radios listed on 
this page,  and  that saving  is being 
passed along to you. Who on your Christ-
mos list would not be delighted to re-
ceive a 1941 radio that performs and 
looks like a -big money" gift? You will 
favor not only the fortunate recipients. 
bit your own pocketbook and satisfac-
tion will reign supreme, as is appropriate 
for the holiday spirit. 

Housed in a handsome grained duo' 
tone walnut veneer table model cabinet 
with chromium finish dial face ond white 
plastic knobs, it is an ideal set for use 
m the dormitory, den, spore room or 
anywhere :about the house. Capable of 
supplying fine tone with more than ample 
volume over the entire American and 
Canadian broadcast and upper State 
police bands. You'll be pleasantly sur-
prised by the fine tone quality and supe-
rior volume, unbelievable in a set offered 
at  this  sensationally  low  price.  Just 
glance over this list of exceptional fea-
tures: 

, 
Sti• titpow 

MULTI-PURPOSE TUBES provide equiv-
alent of seven tube performance with the 
following tube complement: I-6A8G os-
cillator-mixer; I - 6U7G intermediate. 
frequency amplifier; 1-6Q7 second detec-
tor, A.V.C. and first audio; 1-6K6G out-
put and a 5Y3G rectifier. For operation 
on 110 volts 60 cycles AC. 
EXTENDED BAND TUNING covers the 
entire broadcast and upper police bands 
from 550 to 1800 kilocycles (545 to 166 
meters). 
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL to 
maintain volume at a constant level and 
to minimize fading from distant stations. 
ELECTRO-DYNAMIC SPEAKER for fine 
tone quality and excellent volume. 
ANTENNA HANK supplied. Outdoor an-
tenna not necessary for normal locations. 
HANDSOME GRAINED WALNUT CAB-
INET superbly set off by the modern dial 
and speaker mounted directly behind the 
dial pointer. 

MODEL 508 
CROSLEY 5 tube AC Superhet in table 
model Walnut cabinet, complete with all 
tubes. Size: 9" high, 151/2" wide, 61/2 " 
deep. Shpg. wt. 21 lbs. $ 8 
Retail Value $19.95. 
YOUR COST, SPECIAL.. •95 
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What an exciting train this dandy 
little outfit makes-and at a gen-
uine savings of $3.00 from the reg-
ular retail value! This special outfit 
includes a four-wheel drive Pennsyl-
vania streamline locomotive and 
tender, a coal dump car, enameled 
oil tank car, caboose, 10 sections 
of curved and straight 027 gouge 
track, UTC Lockon and a trans-
former. It is fully complete, ready 
to scoot around to the delight of 
boys and girls-and grown-ups too! 
And at this sensationally low price 
it makes a gift that is a joy to 
give as well as receive. 
Locomotive  and  tender I744" 

long; complete train is 411/2- long. 
Complete outfit comprises: 
I-No. 1688 Locomotive 
I-No. 16891 Tender 
I-No. 804 Oil Car 
I -No. 809 Dump Car 
I -No. 807 Caboose 
8-No. 1013 Curved Track 
2-No. 1018 Straight Track 
I -UTC Lockon 
I-No. 1038 Transformer 

(A) "027" Gauge Oufft (B) "027" Gauge Outfit (0) "0" Gauge Outfit (D) "0" Gauge Outfit 

ALL OUTFITS ON THIS 

PAGE HAVE A 

TRANSFORMER 

Here's a marvelous buy in a Lionel 
freight outfit with automatic whis-
tling tender and electric remote 
control couplers at o savings of 
$6.75 from the regular retail value. 
Plenty of track for a good sited 
layout; hand-operated switches to 
enable you to vary your track de-
sign.  Section  of  remote  control 
track has two-button remote con-
trols and 30" of connecting cable. 
Length: Loco & Tender  18Y4": 

Complete Train 42%". 
Complete outfit comprises: 
I-No. 1684 Locomotive 
I-No. I689WX Tender, with 
Electric Coupler 

I-No. 2654 Oil Tank Car 
I-No. 651 Lumber Car 
1-No, 657 Caboose 
10-No. 1013 Curved Track 
8-No. 1018 Stroight Track 
I-No. 1019 Coupler Track Set 
I -UTC Lockon 
I-No. 1041 Transformer with 
Built-In Circuit Breaker 

I pr.-No. 1024 Hand Operated 
Switches 

K25574-Shpci. wt. 10 lbs. k25575-Shpg. WI. 16 lbs. 
Regular Retail Value $8.95.  Regular Retail Value $22.50. 
YOUR COST $5.95  ;1pUIL?..OST *15.75 

i.r.1  SPECIAL   

tolig 

When this large sized choo-choo 
train comes roaring through the 
bridge  with  its  realistic  freight 
cars strung behind it-well, you'll 
be proud you thought of a gift like 
this. And when you realize that you 
can save $5.80 from its regular re. 
tail value, your pocketbook as well 
as your heart will be glad. Equip-
ped with a whistling tender, auto-
matic flagman, pair hand operated 
switches,  and a sturdy  bridge. 
Plenty of track to build a layout to 
please every railroader. 
Complete Train 411/4" long: loco 

and tender 171/2- long. 
Complete outfit comprises: 
I-No. 759 Locomotive 
I-No. 16891 Tender 
I-No. 652 Gondola Car 
I-No. 654 Oil Tank Car 
1-No. 657 Caboose 
I-No. 316 Bridge 
I-No. 88 Controller 
I-No. 1045 Flagman 
8-0C Curved Track 
6-0S Straight Track 
1-N 50 watt Transformer 

K25516-Shp. wt. 17 lbs. 
Regular Retail Value $18.75. 
YOUR COST 
SPECIAL *12.95 

What joy you'll bring to some lucky 
youngster with this electric coupled 
freight outfit - a really big outfit 
that you can buy at a savings of 
$9.05 from the regular retail value. 
Every car from the tender up to the 
caboose can be coupled and un-
coupled from a remote point. Not 
only that, but the whistle whistles, 
the light lights and the dump car 
dumps.  Powerful 6-wheel Hudson 
type Loco. With tender it is 181,4" 
long. Complete Train is 51" long. 
Complete outfit comprises: 
-No. 224 Locomotive 
-No. 0.2689W Tender* 
-No. 2620 Floodlight Car' 
-No. 2654 Oil Tank Car' 
-No. 3659 Electric Dump 
Car' & Unloading Bin 
-No. 2657 Caboose* 
8-0C Curved Track 
3-0S Straight Track 
I-RCS Track Set 
1 -UTC Lockon 
I -Whistle Controller 
I-W 75 watt Transformer 

'Electric Coupler 

1(25577-Shpg . wt. 20 lbs. 
Regular Retail Value $30.00. 

SPECIAL  * . 2095 YOUR COST 
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LIONEL ACCESSORIES 

7-7V 
---

0 0-

Lumber Loader 
This  exciting  new  Lionel  ac-
cessory will make your model 
railroad hum with activity. Fine 
for use with electrically oper-
ated lumber cars which unload 
logs into troughs on one side. 
Hooks  on  revolving  endless 
chain carry logs up to elevated 
loading platform and then 
load into car by remote con-
trol. 9x1 11/4u103/4 " long. Supply 
of logs included. 
No. 164-Lumber Loader. 
List 
Price  $ 8 . 7 5 

Performs all the operations of 
a reol crane at the touch o. a 
button.  Remote control panel 
board controls motor to oper-
ate winch and raise or lower 
block and tackle. Also revolved 
derrick  in  complete  circle, 
either direction. Light in cab 
shows  when  magnet  is ener-
gized. Bag of steel scrap cnd 
receiving bin supplied. Oxiihs 
10" high. 
No. 165-Magnsdic Crane. 
List 
Price  $ 7 . 9 5 

Girder 
Bridge 

' real  scale 
model  die-cast 

girder bridge that belongs in every mini-
ature railroad. Excellent detail. Floor of 
bridge can be slipped under any gauge 
track without raising normal level. 
No. 314-10" long. 
List Price  $ 2 . 0 0 

Steel 

Magnetic Crane Bascule Bridge 
Press the button and up goes 
this  realistic  bascule  bridge. 
Halts train automatically when 
bridge  is up,  starts it when 
closed. Scale proportioned 
heavy  gouge  steel  with  fine 
structural  detail.  Illuminated 
by red beacon light. For use 
with '0" or "027" gouge track. 
Has steel aligning frame for 
use when bridging open space. 
21 1/2x TA" high. 
No. 313-11oscule Bridge. 
List 
Price  *10.75 

Trestle 
Large, 4711 (,...1 [si\ 1  ..\-‘41; 
pressi ve 
rolled steel trestle bridge with built-in aerial bea-
con light. For all gauges of track, any size train. 
Excellent detail. Can be used at floor level with-
out raising level of track layout. 
No. 315-241/2 ' long. $ 
List Price   2 • 5 0 

Crossing Gate 
An automatic double• 
arm street and sidewalk 
crossing gate, attractive-
ly colored.  Lowers, and 
bulb lights as train ap-
proaches.  Raises  and 
light is extinguished when 
train has passed. Contoc• 
tor and  wires supplied. 
Gate 101/2" long. 

No. 152-  $ 2. 5 0 
List Price... 

Highway Signal 
Danger!  Railroad  cross-
ing ahead! As train ap-
proaches, this traffic sig-
nal flashes alternate red 
lights to warn make-be-
lieve  motorist.  Flashing 
ceases  when  train  has 
passed.  Contactors  and 
wire supplied. 9" high. 

"°-154-  $ 2 o o List Price...  _ • 

Block Control 
Controls  locomotives 
automatically so that two 
trains may run at same 
time, on same oval track 
with no danger of col-
lision. Flashes red when 
first  train  enters  safety 
block, slowing or halting 
following  train. Contac-
tor. Lockons, bulbs, wire 
supplied. 
No. 1 53-9" high. 
List 
Price  $ 2 . 9 5 

"0" GAUGE CARS 
No.  Type List 

600 Illuminated Pullman $2.50 
602 illuminated Baggage  3.00 
620 Single floodlight... 2.75 
651 Lumber car   1.50 
652 Gondola car ......  1.50 
659 Coal car  1.75 
654 Oil ear.   1.75 
65.5 Box car   1.75 
656 Cattle car  1.75 
657 Caboose   1.85 
659 Dump car   1.75 
/110 Operating derrick . 8.50 
811 Lumber- larger sine  2.50 
812  Gondola,- - larger size   Z.50 
813 Cattle-- larger size  2.75 
814  Box  larger we   2.75 
814R Ref rig. larger size  2.75 
815 Oil  larger size   2.75 
816  i'usl- - larger sine . 2.75 
817 ( &boost- - larger sine   2.75 
820  Double floodlight  4.50 
2600  Pullman-electric coupler  3.2$ 
2601 Observation  elec. coupler  3.50 
2602 Baggage electric coupler 3.75 
2620 Floodlight  electric coupler 3.75 
2651 Lumber- -electric coupler 2.50 
2652 Gondola-electric coupler 2.50 
2653 Coal -electric coupler ..  2.75 
2654 Oil -electric coupler 2.i5 
2655 Box- -electric coupler 2.75 
2656 ('attle--elertric coupler 2.75 
2657 Caboose -electric coupler 2.75 
2659  Dump -electric coupler 2.75 
2660 1)errick - electric coupler 4.50 
2810 Derrick -1 electric coupler 8.75 
2811 Lumber- -electric coupler 3.50 
2812  Gondola  electric coupler 3.50 
2813  t'attle electric coupler 3.75 
2814  Box - electric coupler 3.75 
2814R Refrigerator-elec. coupler 3.75 

"0" GAUGE CARS (Cont.) 
No.  Type  List 

2815  Oil--electric coupler . $3.75 
2010  Coal-electric coupler 3.75 
2817  Caboose- -electric courier 3.75 
2824  Floodlight -electric coupler 5.50 
3651  Elec, operated lumber   3.50 
3652  Elec, operated gondola   3.50 
3659  Elec. operated dump   3.75 
3811  Elec, operated lumber   4.50 
3814  Elec. operated mdse. war.   5.00 
3859  Elec. operated dump 4.75 

STANDARD GAUGE CARS 
511 Lumber car 
514R  Refrigerator ear  
515 Oil ear   
SZO  Floodlight car    

TRACK 
OC "0" gauge curved   
OS  "0" gauge straight   
;i0C  "0" gauge curved   
tiOS  "0" gauge straight  
C Standard, curved   
S Standard, straight...... 

Standard, curved  .. 
!aiS Standard, straight .... • 
RCS R. C. track set   
UTC Universal lockon 
1013 "027" curved track 
1018 "027" straight track .. 
1019  "027" R. C. track set  
761 Wide radius, curved .... 
762 Wide radius, straight  
0031 "00" gauge, curved   
0032  "00" gauge, straight   
0034  (XY curved Donn   
0C-18 Track pins (dos.) . 
01 1-11 Fibre pins (each). .. 
1013-17 027" pins (dos.). .. 

SWITCHES 
No.  Type  List 

022 pr "0" gauge, remote $11.50 
042 pr "0" gauge, manual  6.95 
210 pr Standard gauge, manual 7 SO 
233 pr Standard gauge, remote 13.50 
711 pr. Model builders, remote 13.50 
721 pr. Model builders, manual 7.50 
1024 pr. "027" gauge, manual 2.75 
1121 pr. "027- gauge, remote 6.75 

CROSSINGS & BUMPERS 
OZO 

3,00 020X 
3.50 70  
3.50  1021 
5.50  770  

025 
1025 

$0.20 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.35 
.35 
.35  V 
.35 
1.50  1039 
.40 
.15 
.15 
1.25  41 
.35  45N 
.35 46 
.50  47 
.50  48W 
.65 56 
.10  SR 

''0' gauge, 90° crossing $1.50 
"0" gauge, 45° crossing 1.75 
Standard, 90° crooning. 2.00 
"027", 90° crossing 1.00 
Model build., 90° crossing 2 25 
"0" gauge bumper   2.00 
"027" gauge bumper 1.75 

TRANSFORMERS 
115 v.- -75 watts . $3.75 
115 v. --75 watts   5.75 
115 v.-100 watts, 8.75 
115 v.-150 watts  11.75 
115 v.- 250 watts... 13.75 
110 v., for"027" ..  Z.Z5 

ACCESSORIES 
Contractor   $1.00 
Automatic Gateman  3.95 
Single arm gate  3.00 
I )oillile gate  4.95 
11 lostfing station  3.00 
Laiiip post  1.75 
Lamp poet   1.50 

.05  76  Warning bell signal 3.75 

.10  SON Automatic semaphore  425 

Complete Lionel Outfits 

In addition to the popular Lionel items listed 
above we can supply any complete Lionel train 
outfit or accessory at prices in accordance with 
this note at right. Send 10c (coin only-no stomps) 
for the iatest full-color Lionel Catalog Illustrating 
and describing their complete line. 

N. 

ACCESSORIES (Cont.) 
List Type 

82N Automatic semaphore   $4.75 
88 Controller   1.00 
91 Circuit breaker  3.50 
92 Floodlight tower  3.75 
93 Water tank  1.25 
95 Rheostat   2.75 
97 Electric coal hopper   7.50 
98 Cusp hopper, manual  3.95 
99N Automatic train control  5.50 
123  Tunnel    3.75 
152 Automatic crossing gate .   2.50 
153  Automatic block signal   2.95 
154  Automatic road signal   2.00 
156 Station platform   2.00 
164  Electric lumber loader  8.75 
165  Remote control crane  7.95 
206  Artificial coal   .25 
270 "0" gauge bridge   2.00 
313 Automatic Bascule bridge  141.75 
314 Plate girder bridge   2.00 
315  Illuminated trestle bridge  2.50 
440N Signal bridge   11.50 
442  Illuminated diner  2.50 
919  Grass, 8 os. package 
925  Lubricant in tube   
1045 Automatic flagman .  . 2.01 

.30 

.25 

GENUINE MAZDA BULBS 
For Lionel Accessories 

Part Net 
Ni, Type  Each 

27  12 v. 1,), round, "0" gauge  10e 
28  18 v. W round, stand. gauge  lie 
39  12  heart shaped, for Noe  

57 and 58 lamps  18e 
40 18 v. heart shaped, for 61 

and 67 lamp poets and all 
stations   1k 

All Items On This Page Sent Postpaid 
Owing to Fair Trade agreements all Lionel Items 
shown on this page are sold at full list price. 
However, Lafayette Radio Corporation will pay 
full postage on any Lionel items when they are to 
be sent to any state in the United States. 
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ERECTOR SETS 
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NOTE: Because of Fair 
Trade contrach 

in It. State of Pennsylvania 
we cannot sell Erector Sets In 
that state at the prices shown 
above. Orders from the State 
of  P•nnsylvania will  b• 
shipped at LIST PRICE only. 

No. 31/2  ERECTOR 
A really big set for the young 
construction engineer on your 
Christmas list. Has new big 
base plates, angle girders, big 
wheels.  etc.  Builds  Derricks, 
Walking  Beam  Engine  Lift 
Bridge, Snow Remover trucks, 
etc.  In sturdy,  colorful con-
tainer. Complete with How-to• 
Make-'Ern Book. Size: 18"x10"x 
11/4 ". Shpg.  wt.  6 lbs.  List 
Price $3.50. 
K25096-
YOUR COST *2.60 
No. 41/2  ERECTOR 
The famous set with the power-
ful mechanical motor. No wire, 
batteries or transformer neces-
sary. Makes all sorts of devices 
that work-lots of fun for the 
young engineer. Builds horizon-
tal engine, windmill, trip ham. 
mer,  trucks,  etc.  Miniature 
house for bridge tender, ticket 
seller, watchman, etc., is fur-
nished. Also includes girders, 
large wheels, base plates, etc. 
"How-To-Make•'Em"  book 
gives complete instructions for 
building  many  interesting 
models.  In attractive hinged 
cover box 18x101/4 x2%"• Shrnt• 
WI. 9 lbs. List Price $5.00. 
K250911-
YOUR COST *3.75 
No. 61/2 ERECTOR 
This  super-builder  set  comes 
with an induction motored elec-
tric engine with gears, pinions, 
pulleys, etc. Operates on 110 
volts a.c. only. No batteries or 
transformer  required.  Drives 
many fine structures such as 
windmill pump, airplane bea-
con, pile driver, etc. Includes 
miniature house for bridge ten-
der,  watchman,  ticket-seller, 
etc. Supplied with a "How-To-
Make-'Em" book that gives de-
tailed instructions for building 
dozens  of  interesting  things. 
Comes in METAL cabinet with 
hinged top cover. 161/4x81/03". 
Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. List $7.95. 
K2545,-
YOUR COST   *5.95 
No. 71/2  ERECTOR 
The Engineer's Set. Builds the 
Walking Beam Engine. Electric 
engine with gear shift operates 
two movements, each of which 
can be independently stopped, 
started or reversed. Builds all 
types of steam engines, trucks, 
derricks, etc. Includes boiler, 
large wheels, base plates, 
gears, pinions, and "How-To-
Make-'Em"  book.  Pocked in 
METAL cabinet 1131/4 001/01N -• 
Shpg. wt. 14 lbs 
List Price $10.00. 
K25(117-
YOUR COST *7.50 
No. 81/2  ERECTOR 
The All-Electric Set. Builds the 
Bascule Bridge and Ferris 
Wheel.  Has whistle,  110-volt 
reversing electric engine, lift-
ing magnet. Builds Bridges, Oil 
Drilling Rig, Magnetic Cranes. 
Derricks, etc. Includes lights, 
miniature house, increased 
number of base plates, girders, 
etc. With -How To-Make-Em' 
Book. Packed in sturdy METAL 
cabinet, 201/0124/4x2Y."  Shpg 
wt. 21 lbs. hit $12.95. 
K25416-
YOUR COST *9.70 

O f MCRAFT OUTFITS 

CHEMCRAFT Outfit No. 5 
With tthhiiss  big new Chemcraft No. 5 outfit over 450 different experi-
ments can be performed and each repeated many times because of 
the liberal quantities of chemicals provided. Also features the Bryan 
Chemical Illustrators, and an Alcohol Blow Torch for Glass Blowing. 
Manual gives 46 practical experiments in gloss blowing. 62 chemicals 
and pieces of apparatus contained in o laboratory styled cabinet 
finished in red and white duo form. Size: 143/4 x143/4 x3 inches. Shpg. wt. 
8 lbs. List $5.00. 
K25021-YOUR COST  *3.95 

trErEliffiffiffil 
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CHEMCRAFT 000 No. 10 
Watch his school grades in science go up when he starts experimenting 
with this big, new No. 10 Chemcraft. The instruction manual accom-
panying this outfit describes and explains 641 scientific and entertain-
ing experiments, many of them dealing with things of practical value 
in everyday life. In the manual on Glass Blowing and the Construction 
of Laboratory Apparatus, the mysteries of forming and blowing glass 
are explained together with plans for making many useful pieces of 
lob apparatus. Altogether 687 experiments are given. This outfit con-
tains a splendid assortment of chemicals and scientific apparatus 
including test tube rocks, alcohol lamp blow torch for glass blowing, 
gas generator, a liberal supply of test tubes and all other necessary 
equipment. Includes Bryan Chemical Illustrators. In Laboratory Style 
Wood Cabinet finished in red and white Duo-form. Size 21x1 11/4 x4" 
closed, 42x1I 1/4 " open. Shag. wt. 13 lbs 
1(25022-List Price $10.00. 
YOUR COST, COMPLETE  '7.95 

rill '146 : 0 11L- 4; 

With 3-Nose Objective Microscope 
Here is a de luxe outfit containing the professional type Research 
Microscope with three-nose objective, velvet action rock and pinion 
focusing adjustment, and carefully ground and polished lenses of 
optical glass. 'Scope is 101/2" high with draw tube extended. Has mag-
nification of 75 to 550 diameters. Appeal of the outfit enhanced by 
Brilliant Sub-stage Illuminator for better vision and Polaroid Junior 
Microscope Manual and Polarizing attachments. Many experiments in 
the newer science of Micro-Chemistry made possible by carefully 
chosen assortment of chemicals. Also includes 10 biological speci-
mens, slide labels, cover glasses, lens paper, color filters, gloss slides 
Canada balsam, assortment of stains, dissecting needles, rubber bulb 
pipette, tweezers, brush, glass dropping rod and 62 page Instruction 
Manual. Manual explains the use of the microscope, dissection of 
biological specimens and many interesting educational experiments 
in biology and micro-chemistry. Wood cabinet; 19x101/4x4" closed 
38x101/4" open. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. Modal 310. List 510 111 $7 95  
1(25461-YOUR COST. COMPLETE   
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NEW HAVEN Electric Alarm 
Only at Lafoyette could you even expect a 
value like this! And just in time for the holidays 
too! A fine electric alarm clock made by a 
notionally famous clock-maker ot a seemingly 
impossible price. Electrically wound bell alarm 
shuts  itself  off  automatically.  Synchronous 
hand-start motor. Cream and gold color finish. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
K25594-
YOUR COST SPECIAL  *2.19 

BURGESS Flashlight Kit 
Looking for a gift you won't be 
ashamed to give but that will cost 
very little? Then look no further. 
Here, pocked in an attractive gift 
box ore two beautifully finished 
flashlights-one for general use, the 
other for your purse or vest pocket. 
Maroon  enameled  with  chrome 
stripes. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. Less Bat-
teries. 
K25596-- 
YOUR COST SPECIAL .. 99* 
Two No. 2 cells required for the 
large light, two No. Z for the smolt. 
K20622- No. 2 Cell. EACH...41/2 c 
K20623-No. Z Cell. EACH.... 5c 

G.E. Automatic "Pop-Up" Toaster Set 
What o wonderful gift for any woman-married or singlet Made by 
General Electric (remember the Fair?). A gleaming "Pop-Up" Toaster 
with the "compensated timer" that automatically adjusts itself so that 
every slice is toasted exactly "right" no matter how long the toaster has 
been operating. A handsome 16x20" Walnut finished troy equipped with 
two bright chrome-plated bread racks, a hard maple bread board and 
four beautiful van-colored pottery relish bowls. Removable panels 
keep the bowls in position when you carry the tray. 
You con toast both sides of two slices of bread at once to any pre-
selected degree of brownness. When the toast is finished the rack hold-
ing it rises automatically and the current is shut off. Entire unit is finished 
in bright chrome-plate with black Text°lite base and control knobs. 
Long-life nickle-chrome heating element. Approved 6-ft. cord and rubber 
plug. 
K25479 - G.E. Complete Buffet Service Set with Automatic - Pop-Up" 
Toaster. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs. List $19.95. 
YOUR COST COMPLETE AS DESCRIBED 
G.E. Automatic "Pop-Up- Toaster only. Shag. WI. 7 lbs. 
K2539B-List Price $16.00. 
YOUR COST   

 *11.90 

'9.75 
NEW! Fluorescent Daylight Desk Lamp 

Here is one of the grandest gifts you can give any student, business man 
or anyone else who spends long hours burning the "midnight oil." 
Employing the new fluorescent bulb that provides a light many times 
easier on the eyes than any bulb yet devised it is really a prescription 
for tired eyes. Gone is that headachy feeling due to eyestrain and up 
comes your efficiency and your ability to do your work. Most remarkable . 
of all perhaps is the fact that this lamp costs less to operate than most 
desk lamps. Fluorescent bulbs turn almost all of the electrical energy 
into useful light and practically none into useless heat rays thus making 
possible a considerable saving in current. The bulb used consumes only 
15 watts!! The lamp itself is handsome in design, sturdy and substantial. 
In efficiency it is miraculously high. A parabolic shaped reflector con-
centrates the light forward to provide on even and useful light over the 
entire desk area. Reflector is finished in chip-proof white enamel. Overall 
finish in attractive durable light brown Morocco. Conven ien t pen  troug h. 
Stands 14l/2" high, shade 18'  long, base 10" long and 9/4" wide. For 
110-125 V. 60 cycle AC only. Shipping weight 12 lbs. List Price $5.95. 

K25551-YOUR COST LESS BULB 
K254117-l5•watt Doylight' Fluorescent Bulb. EACH  9Sc 

TELECHRON "Kitchenguide" 
A particular!, handsome wall moclel clock for 
kitchens, batirooms, restaurants, etc. Molded 
ivory plastic case with buffed Nicral bezel. 
5" metol dial. Black characters on a light 
cream enamel background. Self Storting syn-
chronous motor fully encased. Quiet operation. 
Large sweep second hand-ideal for photo. 
darkrooms. Size: 61/4 - h. x 73/4 " w. x 2t/a" d. 
Shag. wt. 73/4 lbs. 
K2559S-YOUR COST  '3.75 

 *3.86 

PENN WOOD Electric Clock 
The clock that tells time at a glance! An ex-
cellent gift for use in the home or in the office. 
Molded bakelite case in Walnut finish. Modern 
streamline  design.  Self-starting  synchronous 
motor. large legible numerals on a cream 
white background. Quiet in operation-lifetime 
lubricated. Here's your chance to get on effi-
cient timekeeper at an unusually low price! 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. * 
K2 5520-YOUR COST SPECIAL. 2.39 

FLEXI-I-TRACK. The Track That Does Everything! 
Makes as many curves 3 s you wish-make it go up ond down-hill-its 
all the some to Flex-I-Track. And when you're through just roll it up into 
a compact little roll and put it on the shelf. It is -0" gauge and will 
take all standard "0" oauge accessories. You can use it interchange-
ably with old fashionec non-flexible track. It is strong too-you con 
actually stand on it wit,: out harming it. Standard package consists of 
1-six foot length and 1-four foot length-a total of 10 feet of track. 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. List $3.50. 
K25368-YOUR COST   *2.45 

FLEX-I-TRACK Frog Switch 
Here is a sensational switch! Reversible-can be used for right or left 
hand curvest It automatically sets itself, regardless of the direction in 
which the train is running, and thus prevents wrecks. Molded bokelite. 
Fits all '•0" gauge. 
K25412-YOUR COST  *1.40 

MARVEL Phone Set 
For inter-communication in homes. 
offices, etc. Swell fun for boys too. 
Works well up to 2000 feet. Talk and 
signal just like commercial phones. 
Employs two dry cells at  each 
phone for distances up to 750-ft.: 
four for more. Set consists of two 
complete phones, 35-ft, of indoor 
wire and complete instructions for 
installation  and  operation.  Ex-
tremely easy to install-no special 
knowledge required. Wt. 4 lbs. 
K14024-Less cells.  $ 2 .6 5 
YOUR COST   
K20182-No. 6 Cells. 
YOUR COST EACH  21c 

fir) 
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Unusual Gifts for The Home 

Nu-Tone 
1 Door 
Chime 

Give something different-
really beautiful and sure to 
be appreciated-a Nu-Tone 
Door Chime. They are so 
desirable that you will want 
one too The  'long tube" 
model illustrated at the left 
incorporates the "repeata-
tone  feature - note is re-
peated as long as button is 
depressed.  Separate  note 
for each door. Unbreakable 
plastic cover. Brass tubes. 
Overall  length  431/2", 8" 
wide. Operates from any 
110 volt AC line. Shpg. wt. 

S S A ° 
8 lbs. With tronsformer. 
K25!$5-YOUR COST   
Shot- tube Model. Signals two tones for front 
door - one for rear door. Hammered brass 
shield-satin tubes. II%" high, 7" wide, 3/.'' 
deep, Shpg. wt 4 lbs. 
K2551146-YOUR COST   
K255117-Transformer for above model....1z0c 

'3.65 

RED SEAL 
Aviesnatic free 

A remarkable value to 
soy the least! Smartly 
streamlined, chrome 
plated. Built-in thermo-
stat maintains heat at 
any  pre-determined 

point. Heat-setting dial calibrated in types of 
fabric - Rayon -Silk - Wool-Cotton - Linen. 1000 
watt element. Button-saving all-oround bev-
elled sole plate and tapered toe. Only 41/4  lbs. 
-no excess weight. Round Walnut finished han-
dle. Approved cord set. For 120 volts AC only. 
Underwriters' listed. Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
K2554111-
YOUR COST SPECIAL  '2,95 

• 

CORY  — 
Coffee 
Makers 

The Coffee-Maker 
with the W-I-D-E 
neck! The decan-
ter  opening  is 
nearly three inch-
es across - much 
easier to clean 
than older mod-
els. And in addi-
tion, it comes to 

you complete with two styles of filters-the 
famous Cory "Fast-Flo" combining cloth and 
ceramic filtering plus the Cory Glass ROD 
filter for both coffee and tea making. A 
bokelite measuring cup and a bakelite upper 
bowl support are also included. Clear heat-
proof glass with gleaming bands of fused 
metal. Highly polished chrome plating. Lus-
trous block molded bakelite. Capacity eight 
cups. 
1(25 5119-Electric Model DKE. With matching 
electric stove and approved cord. Shpg wt. 

YOUR COST  '4. 5 6 lbs. List $5.95. 

K255  4 90-Range Model DKG. Same as a ove 
but without stove. Shpg. WI. 4 lbs. 

YLiOst U$R3 .4C5O.  ST  "2.59 

(4. -c  Streamline 
Juice King 

Here is a quiet, high 
ly efficient  unit  for 
extracting the last bit 
of drinkable juice 
from fruit. It is so effi-
cient that it con actu-
ally be used for ex-
tracting the oil -from 
peels! No loss from 
straining as with or-
dinary hand and electric juicers. A compact 
and powerful 16 to 1 rack and gear exerts 
tremendous pressure witi o minimum of ef-
fort. Sturdy-die cost of Zomac metal and 
aluminum. Beautifully finished in Ivory and 
polished chrome plate. Overall height is 9" 
-base is 73/4 " long by 53/4 " wide. Tested and 
approved by Good Housekeeping Institute. 
A wonderful gift for anyone at a mighty rea-
sonable price. Shipping weight 5 lbs. List 
Price $2 95 Model 510. 
K25591-YOUR COST  *2.15 .  

,.xect.tk-o 
Irk). 

RED SEAL Electric Mixer 
and Juicer 

The gift that Mother has always wanted-an electric 
mixer-the biggest little helper she could ask for. 
RED SEAL Model 7271 is a splendid new mixer and 
juicer at a remorkobly low pricel It mixes, stirs, 
whips and beats with equal ease. It gets the last 
drop of juice out of your fruit. It is, in short, one 
of the most versatile kitchen machines. Technically 
it is truly outstanding. The motor is air-cooled, 
powerful and quiet. It whips thick batters as read-
ily as it does thin. Three vorioble speeds take core 
of any mixing requirement. Stainless steel beaters 
firmly anchor in place yet are easily removed for 
cleaning. Correct design distributes the weight 
properly so that when used in the hand the beater 
is easy to manipulate. The mixer frame is unbreak-
able-die-cast from genuine ZAMAK. It is finished 
in cream eggshell-with red striping on handle. The 
unit comes to you complete with two bowls-one 9" 
and one 71/2"-molded of fine glass. The juicer 
bowl is of the some fine material and the reamer 
is of sturdy molded bakelite in matching color. In 
operation  the bowls revolve automatically for 
speedier more thorough mixing. Rubber feet are 
fitted to the bottom of the mixer to prevent skid-
ding and jarring of the table top. The mixer is 
Underwriters' listed. It is fitted with an approved 
6-foot cord. Designed to operate from 110-120 volts 
AC or DC. Current drain is 120 watts. Shipped 
complete with instructions. Shipping weight 14 lbs. 
K254711-Red Seal Mixer and Juicer. 
List Price $14.50. 
YOUR COST COMPLETE 

• 

 '7.95 

Electric Hand Cleaner 
Give one .o Mom for use around 
the 'souse-give one to Pop for use 
in the garage around the car and 
the workbench. It is sturdy and built 
to-take-it yet light enough for use 
in one hand. It sucks dirt, dust and 
lint out of the hard-to-get-at places 
easily and quickly. The powerful 
air-cooled motor is made by Gil-
bert 3nd operates on 110 volts AC 
or DC (60 cycles or less). Motor 
housiig  is in polished  chrome-
plate. Suction nozzle in aluminum 
finish Detachable black dust bag. 
Nozzle is 61/4 " wide and is fitted 
with a rubber bumper strip to pro. 
tect polished surfaces of furniture. 
Size: 61/4"x7"x181/4". Shpg. wt. 10 
lbs. Gilbert 8112. List Price $7.95. 

K25592-
YOUR COST 
SPECIAL   '5.95 

Fluorescent Fixture 
Install it yourself! As easy as re-
placing the globe on your kitchen 
fixture( Better - brighter light - at 
less current cost! Notice how stores 
and office buildings are installing 
fluorescent  lighting  equipment? 
That's because they know the tre-
mendous advantages gained with 
this type of lighting. Fixture fits any 
standard 4- or 6" holder. Just take 
bulb and globe out of your pres-
ent fixture and replace with this 
unit. Employs two 24" 20-watt fluo-
rescent tubes giving a light output 
equal  to  two  50•watt  ordinary 
bulbs. For 110 volts 40 cycles AC 
only. Heavily chrome plated. Shpg. 
wt. II tbs. Less bulbs. $ 
K25544-YOU COST..  6.47 
20-watt Fluorescent Bulbs for above. 
1125535 -White  1125536-Daylight 
EITHER TYPE EACH  $1.25 

Ship Clock 
Just the thing for the living room, 
den or playroom.  Beautiful pol-
ished chrome soils on a mahogany 
colored wood hull. Gleaming red 
and green illuminated jewels are 
reflected over and over again in 
the polished chrome-plated sails. 
A separate switch permits turning 
the jewel lights on and off. Very 
accurate electric clock with sweep 
second hand and ships' wheel es-
cutcheon. All metal trim including 
hand roils and escutcheon chrome-
plated. A gift that will be greatly 
aopreciated  by  your  nautical-
minded  friends.  Overall  dimen-
sions: 19 inches long, 171h inches 
high. A mighty fine value at Lafo• 
yette's low price. Shipping weight 
9 lbs. Complete with bulbs 
K25593- 
YOUR COST SPECIAL $ 6 . 4 5 

,Rotary Electric Razor 
Think of itl A real rotary electric 
razor for less than you would ex-
pect to pay for on ordinary vibra-
tor type razorl With this new Zephyr 
rotary razor you get o smooth clean 
shave without irritation or pulling. 
Four blades mode of fine surgical 
steel  rotating  rapidly  inside a 
metal protective screen whisk off 
each whisker quick and clean leav-
ing your skin as smooth as silk. No 
need for shoving cream or lotions 
to keep your skin as fit as a fiddle 
You'll like this new Zephyr and so 
will the lucky person you give one 
to as a gift. Only o few on hand 
at this price so get your order in 
todoyl Originally made to sell for 
$15.00.  Need  we  say  anymore? 
Shpg. WI. 3 lbs. 

K25519-
YOU COST SPECIAL *1.95 
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AIN 
WIND 
TRAINS 
GUNS 
WHISTLES 

AT 
SPECIAL 
LOW 
PRICE 

What loads of fun you con hove with 
this genuine RCA Sound Control Stu-
dio! Make all the realistic sound effects 
you hear on the air". Rain—Wind— 
Trains — Horses — Guns — Thunder — 
Forest Fires—those are just a few of the 
startlingly realistic sound effects you 
can make with this outfit, designed by 
NBC sound engineers. And it's so sim-
ple to think of new ones that children, 
old and young, will find hours and 
hours of amusement in working up new 
ones.  Complete  instructions are  in-
cluded to simulate sounds of wind, 
rain, surf, explosions, gun shots, thun-
der, police sirens, cow moos, cow bells, 
door slomst squeak of brakes and door 
hinges, train whistles, engine exhaust, 
telephone bell, fire bell, horses' hoof 
beats, frying eggs and the familiar 
NBC "station-break" chimes. With this 
outfit you can write your own skits— 
then play them with all the realistic 
sound effects. 

Looking for a gift for a boy who likes 
to experiment with radio and electrical 
gadgets? This RCA Electronic Lab kit 
is ideal for junior engineers and experi• 
menters from ten to sixty. Code prac-
tice sets: electric relays for turning 
things on and off: a unit to enable you 
to play music through your radio: a 
microphone so that you can "broad-
cast" through your radio: an actual 
radio receiver end many other fasci-
nating things can be made with the 
apparatus contained in this kit. A com-
plete booklet of instruction explains 
fundamentals of electricity, radio, elec-
tro magnetism, electronics. Learn how 
et radio tube and other parts of a 
radio work.  Everything explained in 
clear. easy-to-follow fashion. 

* Crystal Pick-Up 
* Built-In Amplifier 
* P.M. Speaker 
Here's a Lafayette EXCLUSIVE value— 
one that can't be beaten. These gen-
uine  RCA, completely self-contained 
portable record players cost consider-
ably more to manufacture than the 
price quoted, and they're built to the 
most exacting standards. 
DOUBLE SPRING MOTOR: Heavy duty 
type with double spring. Provided with 
felt covered turntable. Winding handle 
folds into cose. Plays 10" & 12" records. 
CRYSTAL PICK-UP: Featherweight, and 
with latest streamline design. Chrome 
plated pick-up arm. Has wide-range 
response, minimum needle scratch, na-
tural tone. All records may be played 
with  lid  completely closed.  Volume 
control and on-off switch are located 
on side of case. Automatic stop switch 
also turns off amplifier. 

The entire RCA Sound Control Studio 
kit is shipped with a sturdy table con-
structed of heavy cardboard with at-
tractively  printed  "dummy"  meters, 
control knobs, etc., all in full color. 
Makes a highly realistic looking studio 
monitor board. The table measures 26 
inches long, 17 inches deep and 22 
inches high. Each sound making de' 
vice has its own specific place on the 
control table for immediate use. Any 
child can set it up in a few minutes 
and, with the simple instruction book 
provided, start his career as o radio 
sound effects man. More fun than any 
plaything has provided in years. At this 
sensational low price you'll have to 
order yours now—supply limited. 
K25570 — RCA Sound Control Studio 
complete as described, with instruc-
tions. Shpg. WI, 18 lbs. 
List Price $5.95. 
YOUR COST, 
SPECIAL   

$198 
Complete instruction on the continental 
Morse code is also supplied so that 
would-be radio amateurs can use this 
kit to excellent advantage. You can 
also build on announcing system and 
learn the fundamentals of the field of 
Public Address. Complete kit consists 
of resistors, condensers, soldering iron, 
solder, microphone, earphone on head-
band,  relay,  power transformer, an 
EK-ICO tube and template for use in 
constructing the radio set described in 
the booklet. Our quantities are ex. 
tremely limited. Send your order now 
and avoid disappointment. 
K25572—List $7.50. 
Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
YOUR COST, 
SPEC IAL   $295 
3-TUBE  AMPLIFIER  uses  low•drain, 
high power tubes: 1G6G, 1G4G and 
IG5G.  A single  convenient  battery 
power pock, easily replaceable sup-
plies all current. 
PM SPEAKER in neat housing provides 
fine tone. Fully protected. 
DE LUXE CASE: Constructed of durable 
aluminum with beautiful satin finish. 
Will withstand long and hard usage. 
Top cover contains a record compart-
ment and file that will hold 8 records. 
Metal  snap  locks.  Sturdy  carrying 
handle.  Overall  dimensions:  153/4"x 
181/2"x15". Shpg. wt. 30 lbs. 

K2 1870 — RCA DEMONSTRATION 
MODELS: De Luxe Electro Symphonic. 
Record Player, complete with tubes and 
battery. 
Ready to use  
YOUR COST, 
SPECIAL   
Like above, but with gray-blue leather-
ette covered case. 
K21882—YOUR COST... $16.95 

$1 995 

MEE co„ 
THE GRE4TEsT 

BARGAIN CATALOG 
IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION 
Camera Division 

Yessir! Rush my FREE copy of the latest 
Lafayette Camera Catalog 83X. 

MY NAME IS 

MY ADDRESS IS 

CITY  STATE   

PASTE ON PENNY POST CARD 
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Beaded Tripod Screens 

at 47% off! 
Hitting a new high in value! Approximately 
47% off list price! The lowest prices ever for 
such superfine quality screens. Selected beads 
applied to a pure white backing form a sur-
face that has an unusually high efficiency re-
sulting in a brighter picture with the same 
light source. Mounts on a sturdy all-metal 
tripod  base.  Entire  unit  folds  compactly. 
Screen rolls up like a window shade into a 
tubular case. All metal ports finished in black 
crackle. Rubber padded tripod feet. Screen 
301010". Wt. 18 lbs. List $15.00. 
P142756-YOUR COST SPECIAL... 
P842751-Similar to above but 36x48- screen 
size. Shag. WI. 22 lbs. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL   

ECONOMY TRIPOD SCREEN 
A 30x40" tripod screen similar in construction 
to the above but with the new "Hightone-

screen. Gives intense light without glare. Shpg. 

P142751-YOUR COST SPECIAL... $ 4 • 8 9 
WI.  lbs. List Price $8.50 

KEYSTONE 
Deluxe 
Splicers 

Makes a patch 
splice; noscrop-
ing - no water. 

For 8 mm. silent and 16 mm. silent 
or sound film. Mounted on a heavy 
wood base. Metal parts heavily 
plated. Includes film cement. Shag. 
WI, 2 lbs. List Price $3.75. 
PH2429-1,6 mm. Model 
PH2430-8 mm. Model. 

EACH   . EITHER MODEL *339 
KEYSTONE Spliclag Kit 

All•metal  splicer,  cement,  water 
bottle, scraper, cutter. For 8 mm. 

P142422-EACH  89 and 16 mm. Wt. 1 lb.  * 

j04 -Ae4ktide4 Pir.444eeLL 

Table Model Beaded Screens 
Designed to be used an a table, mantel or 
other flat support this practical easily handled 
beaded screen features 3  complete lock of 
halation from front or sides. It has four times 
the reflectability of on ordinary screen. Roller 
type with a metal post support. Scr•iin size 
30.40". Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.  $ A A 
P142753-YOUR COST SPECIAL... ••••// 7 
WHITE OPAQUE MODEL: As above but with 
special "diffuse" ref! ecto•. Wt. 8 lbs. ai $111, 42CUR9 
P142759-YOUR COST  •  

BEADED TABLE MODEL: A 22 x 30" model 
beaded screen with detachable easel brace for 
table or woll use. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 

$ 2 . 1 9 P142755-List $5.00. YOUR COST  

WHITE OPAQUE: Similar to PH2755 but with 
special "diffuse- reflector screen. $ir .89  
P142760- Wt. 5 lbs. YOUR COST.  •A• 

Silverfoo• Silver Screen 
2404" for block and white and color projec-
tion. Spring wire easel for table use. 1111. 
PH2754- Wt. 5 lbs. YOUR COST.... A •1̀11 

Cased Model Beaded Screens 
Where space is at a premium, and for port-
able use particularly, this type of screen is an 
excellent choice. When closed it is a compact 
piece of luggage easily stored or carried. 
The highly efficient crystal beaded reflecting 

susface which increases the brilliance of your 
projected pictures without increasing the wat-
tage of your projection lamp. Measures 30140" 
and is housed in a compact, light weight 
carrying case with snap lock fasteners and 
sturdy carrying handle. Case covered in hand-
some black leatherette. Screen unrolls like a 
window shade and is supported  by sturdy 
metal rod contained in case. Movies viewed 
on deluxe beaded screens, ore soft in texture, 
rich in detail, and hove minimum "graininess." 
Shpg. WI. 6 lbs. List Price $12.50. 
P912750-YOUR COST  111 7. 8 9 

EXTRA  LARGE DELUXE  BEADED MODEL: 
Similar to PH2750 but 34.48" screen size and 
larger case. Ideal for movie and slide protec-
tion. List $15.00. Wt. 8 lbs. 
PH2751-YOUR COST  $ 1 0• 8 9 

LAST MINUTE SPECIAL! 
IRWIN 16 mm. Magazine Movie Cameras 

Just arrived! A new shipment of these magazine loading 16 mm. 
Movie Cameras at a sensational recuction in price! O ur  sale price 
is at least 40% under the regular list price! They ore splendid values 
-brand new models. Automatic magazine loading permits changing 
from one film to another instantly-in daylight. Sturdy motor. Six 
diaphragm stops. Anastigmat lens. Sun shade on lens. Built-in view 
finder. Beautifully finished. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
P142051-Irwin Imperial 16 mm. Movie Camera with f:4.5 loos. 
List Price $22.50. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL 
PH2052 -Same with f:3.5 loos. List $30.00. 
YOUR COST -SPECIAL   
Irwin 14 mm. Magazine Film. Includes processing and return on reel. 
Feet Wt -Ortho- (daylight) EACH  "Pan" (Supersensitive)  EACH 
30 1 lb.  P1421110  51.44  PH21112  $1.911 
40 1 lb  P1421111  $1.61  P1142113  $2.51 

 *12.95 
*17.95 

Movie Film Chests. Reels and Humidors 

PH2467 4(1;6 t) b---r,. Reel 
P1142468-Humidor for PH2467 
ANY ABOVE IfIC 
YOUR COST EACH.. 3 7 6 For  $2.27 

•7 9 
PH2469-1600-ft. 16mm. Steel Reel. Two for $3.41.  $ 1 

Reel Clips 
PH2470-8mm. EACH  4c  Twelve for  67c 
P842471-16mm. EACH  Se  Twelve for II1c 

Film Co mmit 
First quality cement that holds securely. Easily applied. Generous 
I ounce bottle. Shpg. wt. 8 02 
P842460-YOUR COST EACH  1111e  Two Bottles for  33c 
Special 1/2 oz. bottle with brush cap. 
P142462-YOUR COST EACH, SPECIAL  1c 
Two bottles for  15e 

*7.89 
*10.89 

Chests are of steel attractively 
finished in gray. Built-in humidi-
fier. Lock and key. 
Six-Real  EACH  12-Rail  EACH 

11 nun. 
P1491100 $1.115  PH1101  $2.55 

16 ram. 
PI49102  $2.25  PH1103 52.15 
Shipping Weights: PH9900-3 lbs., 
PH9901  and  PH9902 - 5 lbs., 
PH9993-8 lbs 
Reels and Humidors are of heavy 
aluminum. Reels fit all makes of 
projectors. Shpg. WI. each 6 ozs. 
PI42463-200 ft. 8mm. Reel 
P142465-Humidor for above 
YOUR COST EACH C  
EITHER TYPE 2 9 
Six for  $1.69 
P142464-40041. 6mm. Reel. 
P912466-Humidor for PH2464. 

Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. YOUR COST EACH 

Set L-4111 k  

Sunshade 
and Filter 

Selected set 
of optical 
glass filters far 
Bell & Howell 
8mm. cameras 
(except Taylor•Hobson lenses), Re-
vere Keystone 1:3.5 and f:2.7 both 
8 mm. and 16 mm. lenses and all 
regular Wollensok tine lenses. One 
each red, yellow, green and haze 
filters. Lafayette duroluminum com-
bination sunshade and filter holder. 
Leather case with individual pocket 
for each filter. Shpg. WI. 1 lb. 
P849470-
YOUR COST 

Title Board Set 
Titles give your home  movies 
more 'interest, a more profes 
sional appearance and go a long 
way toward helping them tell a 
good cinematic story. This simple 
inexpensive set enables you to 
make easy reading titles with 
almost no effort. Set contains a 
9x12  inch  board covered  with 
durable block felt and  IOC 
double wind 1/2  inch white cellu-
loid letters together with a - 
alphabet box. Formerly sold Icy 
$2.98. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. * 
1442412-SPECIAL...  • 1 69 
•• 
• • 

L. 

- - , 

 *4.89 

CELLULOID LET TEE: • HOME MO 100 CHANG EA B LE 

FOS ES 

TITLE 1110APIllr i 
WITH 

KEYSTONE 
Editing OutBt 

Makes editing as easy 
and as much fun as 
'shooting your home 
movies. Helps you turn 
out a real professional 
quality movie. Provides 
a brilliant  sharply 
focused image in the 
viewer. For use with 
both 8 and 16 milli-

meter film. Incorporates two sturdy geared rewinders mounted on a 
hardwood, polished base. Complete with film cement, a woter bot-
tle and splicing kit already mounted on baseboard. For use on 110 
volts AC or DC. Size 21s/051/203-. Shipping weight 8 lbs. 
List Price $8.50. 
P142442-YOUR COST SPECIAL  *6.69 
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Lafayette Brass Tripods 

Sturdy All-Asieelede made tripods constructed 
to precision standards. Fold compactly and 
beautifully finished with chrome plated head, 
block enameled upper leg sections and lac-
quered natural bross lower sections. Retract-
able locking pins. Shpg. wt, all models-3 lbs. 

Stock  Sec-  Closed  Open Your 
No. tione  Inches  Inches Cod 

P11111554 3  16 %  42 4  $1.79 
PHS552 4  15 34  48 4  L95 
PH8555* 4*  15 34  48 4  2.89 
PH5551  6 16 (  58 4  3.59 
PH8565 7 11 4  48 4 4.59  

*De Luxe Model--Has chrome plated upper 
leg sections. 

Tripod Carrying Case; 
PH1121 - Fits PH8554, PH8552, PH8555 and 
PH855I tripods. Shpg. wt. I lb. 
YOUR COST EACH   
P141122- Fits PH8565 tripod   1Sc 
Mt Robber Tips. Fit all tripods listed above 
and pocket tripod PH8556 listed at right. Set of 3 
PH1217-YOUR COST  10e 

Duck Carryall Bag 
Are you tired of stuffing your camera in this 
pocket, your meter in that one, your filters in 
another, the extra film in a fourth and so on 
ad infinitum until you look like on overgrown 
blackberry? Here then is the answer to your 
problem. A strong well made bog of heavy 
duck reinforced with cowhide leather. Has three 
large pockets so that your various items can 
be separated and easily located when desired. 
Zipper slide fastener on "stay open" top. 
Leather shoulder strap. Ten and one-half inches 
long and eight inches deep. A bag like this 
makes o swell gift for any amateur-and you'll 
wont one for yourself of course. At our price 
you con buy several without straining your 
pocketbook. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
PH1121-
YOUR COST SPECIAL 

-  
111/1/1111 111Re r--  Takes any standard projector, 

or movie. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
P148575-
YOUR COST 

  . 2.59 

Lafayeffse Pocket Tripod 
IC) A new u tra-compact 9-section pocket 
tripod, as easy to carry as a pack of film. 
Heavy machined head. Upper sections and 
head have brig-it chrome finish, other sections 
polished brass. Closes to 9". Extends to 46" 
Locking pins. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. * 
1148556-YOUR COST   5.9 8 
P111127-Carryilrg Case for above  tic 
Special! Table Tripod & Tilt-Top 

(1:1/ A sturdy well-mode table-top tripod plus 
a first quality ti t-top at a price that you would 
expect to pay for the tilt-top olonel Both 
tripod and tilt-top are heavily plated. Tripod 
is 8" high and has removable legs and rubber 
tipped feet. Tilt•top has "quick-lock" lever and 
felt pod. Shpg. wt. of the combinotion-21/2 lbs. 
P148576-Tripod and Tilt-Top 
YOUR COST   

PH8577-Table-Top Tripoo only 31c 
(5) Tilt-Top is available separotely and will 
fit all standard tripods. Wt. I lb. 
P148416-YOUR COST  4 9° 

790 

LAFAYETTE Studio Tripod 
A sturdy, fully guaranteed studio tripod 
at less than half it's valuel legs of large 
/diameter metal tubing fully adjustable 

d 
with positive locking clutches. Separotsly 
adjustable center column with large  i-
°meter hand knob and split collar for 
locking. Cross braces for legs to assure 
rigidity. Oversize top rotatable for pan 
fling and fitted with standard  tripod 

- 

thread. Studio type tilt-top and a new 
projector top available as accessories. 
Upper leg sections and braces finishea in 

attractive blue-gray wrinkle. Lower 
leg sections and center column in 
bright brass. Total available ex-
tension from 25" to 62". Shpg. , 
7 lbs. 
P148573- 
YOUR COST $io.95! 

Studio Tilt-Top • 

Especially designed for use with the 
Lafayette Studio Tripod. Mode of 
aolished hardwood beautifully fin-
'shed. Felt pod on top. Brass hard-' 
•vores. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. . 

P148574-YOUR COST. 2 •4 5 

Protector Top 
ll 

 6 1.95 

Lafayette Aluminum Tripods 
As light as a feather-yet as strong and sturdy 
as the Rock of Gibraltar. These new Lafayette 
Tripods incorporate  many unusual  features. 
Broad precisely formed head, friction clutch 
locking device for the legs, reversible screw-in 
feet,  camera stud extension handle,  "Ano-
dized" hardening finish, etc. Heavy enough for 
o view comera-light enough for a miniature. 
(IF) Two Section Model. Extends from 33" to 
62". Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
P1485.17-YOUR COST 

PH1125-Speciolly designed Carrying Case for 
above YOUR COST  $1.81 

(F) Three Section Model. This model is in three 
sections so that it folds more compactly and 
also extends to a greater height.Closed-29/2". 
Extended-68". All other features as above. Ex-
cellent for portable use. Shpg. WI. 5 lbs. 
PH11564- 
YOUR COST 

PH1124-Specially designed Carrying Case for 
the above 3-section model only. Shpg. wt. I lb. 
YOUR COST  $1.81 

 $5.49 

 *6.98 

D. Jur Range Finder 
A high degree of accuracy and an exception-
ally bright imoge feature this now  De Jut 
Range Finder at this low price! The brightness 
of the image makes focusing extremely easy 
assuring maximum accuracy. In addition a cen-
tering eyepiece simplifies image centering and 
does not permit extraneous light to enter the 
viewing lens. The complete range of the in-
strument is from 2 feet 6 inches to infinity. It 
comes complete with a sling, a genuine cow-
hide case and accessory brackets as well as 
full instructions. Made in the U.S.A. and fully 
guaranteed by the manufacturer. An excellent 
gift item and unusually reasonable in price for 
so fine an instrument. Any owner of a comera 
will be mighty happy to get one of these fine 
range cinders. Shipping weight 8 ounces. List 
Price $5.50. 
P141336-YOUR COST SPECIAL... $ 3 •8 9 

ii 

FEDCO Electric Print Dryers 

Illustrated at the right is the new 
Fedco Double Print Dryer that 
will accommodate four 5x7" or 
one I lx14" print on each side-o 
total capacity of 8-50" or 2-I lx 
14". Each drying surface meos-
ures I 11/2x143/4 ". Built of heavy 
gauge steel with polished lac-
quer print surfaces. Specially de-
signed element concentrates heat 
on the platens leaving rest of 
dryer cool in operation. Remov-
able canvas can be washed and replaced easily. Uses approxi-
mately 105 watts on 115 volts AC or DC. Equipped with Under-
writers Approved 3003 cycle cord. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs. 
PH111.410-Fedco Double Print Dryer List $6.95. . 
YOUR COST SPECIAL   5.59 
Fluke Single Surface Print Dryer (not illustrated). Similar to the 
above but only half the capacity (one 11x14" or four 5x7" etc.) 
Shag. wt. 6 lbs. List $2.95. 
PH8411-YOUR COST SPECIAL  

VICEROY Contact Printer 
Accommodates all negatives from 
35mm to 4x5". New method of exposure 
permits its use as o safelight. Safelight 
is always "on". Positive oaper align-
ment by means of metal guides. Clock-
spring metal masking bonds. Sponge 
rubber covered platen assures perfect 
contact between negative and paper. 
Size 7x7x91/2". 

4 6  
PH111.6448- $ 
POSTPAID IN U. S. A.... • 4. 
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Normal 
Med. Hord 
YOUR COST d ER PACKAGE OF 144.. 

Cc?) 

.241:1 lip With .L'aialeile 
Lafayette Reflectors have established on en-
viable reputation for themselves because of 
their high efficiency and sturdy construction. 
All models, with the exception of the "Baby 
Brite-Spot", have aluminum reflectors fitted 
with a brass insert for coupling to the socket. 
Underwriters approved sockets  have  push-
through switches, rubber padded spring clamps 
and are equipped with 6 feet of approved 
rubber covered cable. Double ball type uni-
versal joints permit any desired setting, yet 
hold securely. 

IA/ PH8002-111/4 " Reflector takes up to No. 2 
photoflood bulb. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 11 / .3 9 
YOUR COST LESS BULB   
1St 1448001-Like above but with 91/4 " reflector 
for No. I photoflood. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. 
YOUR COST * 
LESS BULB  89 
(C) P1411003-Special Lafayette BULLET reflec-
tor for use with No. I photoflood. Designed to 
concentrate the light within a small area. Set r 
wt. 2 lbs. 
YOUR COST LESS BULB  9 

Special Adaptor for fitting above reflectors to 
o stand. Shpg. wt. 8 on 
PH8047-YOUR COST  14vc 
(17) P148036-The Lafayette "Baby Brite-Spot". 
Incorporates a plano-convex lens to concen-
trate the light within a comparatively small 
area. Employs a No. 212 150-watt opal enlarg-
ing lamp (listed below). Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
YOUR COST 
LESS BULB 

P1411121X-No. 212 150-watt opal bulb. 
POSTPAID IN U. S. A  25c 
DIFFUSING SCREENS (not illustrated). Soft. 
Lite type gives maximum diffusion; High-Lite 
gives maximum light with slightly less diffusion. 
Can be rolled up. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
P14111045-Soft-Lite Type. EACH  69c 
P1411046-High•Lite Type. EACH  19c 

G.E. PHOTOFLOOD BULBS 
PHI10110X-No. I. EACH.. ,15c  14 For $1.79 
PH80111 X -N o. 2. EACH.. ,30c  7 For $1.79 
Photoflood  bulbs are  shipped  postpaid  in 
U. S. A. For a more complete listing of bulbs 
see Page 40, catalog Ell 

 *1.24 

AN. 2/040, $5swa pevidomai Q4ee 9 ewas 

Greeting Card Mask Sets 
These kits provide a simple means whereby 
attractive Christmas Greeting Cords can be 
easily ond quickly mode. The difficult port 
-the lettering-has already been done. Space 
is provided for inserting a negative of a suit. 
able picture-a winter scene, your home, your 
baby, etc.-and a negative of your signature. 
This combination of negatives is then inserted 
together with one of the sensitized cords 
listed below into a standard print frame and 
exposed in the normal manner. AR emboss-
leg frame and roller are also Included. 
P142610 - Greeting Card Set with FOUR 
masks. A different greeting on each mask. 
Shpg. wt. I lb  
YOUR COST  
P142611 -Greeting card Set with TWO masks. 
Shpg wt. I lb  
YOUR COST   
AGFA "CYKON" Greeting Cards 

CYKON (contact) cards with a 
white surface. This surface lends itself ad-
mirably to the reproduction of scenes usually 
used on Christmas Greeting Cards. Available 
with plain  (undeckled)  and with decklisd 
edges in two contrasts SHIPPED POSTPAID. 

Package of 24 
Contrast Plain Decided 
Normal  PH5958X  PH5964X 
Med. Hard  PH5941X  PH5967X 
YOUR COST C 
PER PACKAGE OF 24 4 1  

Package of 72 
Normal PH5959X  PH5965X 
Med. Hard PH59 62X  PH59 68X 
YOUR COST  C 
PER PACKAGE OF 72 9 9 

Package of 144 
P145960X  PH5966X 
PH5963X PH5969X 

*1.66 

93' 

*1.80 

Christmas Greeting Folders 
The simplest method of all to make your own 
personalized greeting cards. Just insert your 
prints into the space provided-that's all! 
Mode of fine antique finished paper folded 
twice to give it thickness. Opening in front 
role for print  is eLle/r16";13N ' .CES  IN%Iiiicjacto; 

MATCHINt ENVELOPES. POSTPAID. 
PHS176X-Vertical Opening. 
PH5177X-Horizontal Opening. 
YOUR COST EACH  5° 
24 for   9Sc  72 for  $2.49 

AGFA "CYKON" Kashrnir 
ivory Greeting Cards 

41/4 4 1/2- cards. CYKON (contact) emulsion. 
Ivory color. Kashmi- surface-pebbled with 
a light sheen. Plain edge. POSTPAID. 

Package of 24 
PH5944X -Medium Contrast (normal). 
PH5945X Medium Hard Contrast.  4 /C 
YOUR COST EITHER TYPE    

Packa ge of 72 
PH5948X-Medium Contrast (normal). 
PH5949X -Medium hard Contrast. 99 c 
YOUR COST PACKAGE OF 72    

Package of 144 
PH5937X-Medium Contrast (normal). 
PH5938X-Medium Hord Contrast. 
YOUR COST 
PER PACKAGE OF 144 

Greeting Card Envelopes 
Heavy Vellum  Envelopes to match cards 
listed above and at left. Excellent quality. 
1449209-White 1 
P149210- Ivory ( 24 for 
72 for  39c 144 for  63e 
500 for  $1.911 
WE CARRY A COMPLETE STOCK OF 
AGFA DEFENDER. E-K AND HAYNES CON-
TACT AND ENLARGING PAPERS. WRITE 
FOR FREE COPY OF CATALOG 81-R. 

 *1.80 

19 

Siands 

Twin Adiusto-Lite 

(E) Lafayette Twin Adjusto-Lits. A complete unit 
consisting of two 11" aluminum reflectors fitted 
to a unique fully adjustable floor stand. Series 
coupled arms with meshed-teeth locking type 
universal joints. One of the lights con be placed 
os high as 71/2  feet! Lamps can be placed as for 
apart as 3 ft. 4 ins. Ball type swivels on sturdy 
push-switch sockets. 8 feet of approved heavy 
duty rubber covered cable on each light. Shpg. 
wt. 12 lbs. 

PH11564- (less bulbs) 
YOUR COST SPECIAL   • *5 95 
(F) Heavy Duty Floor Stand. For use with reflec-
tors or spot-lights. Three section model extends 
from 25" to 72". Four section from 25" to 96". 
A cross arm (illustrated on stand) is available 
to adapt stand to clomp.on type lamps. 

PH8560-Three Section Stand. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 
List Price $3.75. * 
YOUR COST   2.89 
P148561 -Four Section Stand. Shpg wt. C lbs. 
List Price $4.50. * 
YOUR COST   3.39 
P148562-Cross Arm to fit 3-section stand. 

P148563-Cross Arm to fit 4-section stand. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. each. 
YOUR COST EITHER TYPE 

clakolle 
Negative‘ 

Files 

 44. 

Beautiful one-piece levant grain cases. Sturdy 
enough to withstand years of service. Snap-on 
hinged tops. Three sizes: No. 1 for 35mm. and 
Bantam negatives; No. 2 for vest pocket (127) 
and No. 3 for No. 116 and No. 120 film sizes. All 
provided with 100 glassine envelopes and index 
cords. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. 
PH94011- No. I Size) 
PH9410-No. 2 Size) 
PH9411-No. 3 Size( 
Envelopes-extra packets of 100 glassine enve-
lopes with index cords. Shpg. wt. 8 on. 

PH1413-For No. 2 Size File EACH 
PH9414-For No. 3 Size File 

P149412-For No. 1 Size File} 594 

EACH 4.59 
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FAMOUS MAKE 
ENLARGER 

Over 30 % Off List! 

Lafayette has offered many 
bargains in the past and will 
undoubtedly do so  in the 
future but right now this is 
the greatest bargain we have 
ever heard of. Due to our 
tremendous volume of busi-
ness we were able to but up 
all of this model that the 
manufacturer had on hand. 
We had to promise how-
ever, not to mention his name 
when advertising these excel-
lent enlargers (for obvious 
reasons). It is a comparatively 
new model but expensive to 
build - more expensive 7h on 

the  manufacturer originally 
estimated.  It will take all 
negatives from 35 mm. to 
21/4 x31/4". Has a fine 31/2 " 
1:6.3  enlarging  anostigrnat 
lens. A calibrated swivel head 
to permit horizontal projec-
tion as well as the usual ver-
tical. The illumination system 
includes both ground glass 
diffusion and a condensing 
lens (either or both car be 
used as desired). A convert-
ible gloss or dustless metal 
plote negative carrier. Ad-
justable metal mask. The up-
right column is of heavy steel 

securely mounted on a I6x22" finely finished baseboard. Focusing is 
accomplished by means of a large knurled ring that is easy to grip 
and provides smooth accurate adjustment. Once set it it easily lo-ked 
into position. The lamphouse is large and well ventilated assuring a 
cool negative at all times. The cord is provided with a switch to turn 
the enlarger on and off. A standard 100 watt enlarging lamp is em-
ployed and included as is a well written and easily understood instruc-
tion booklet. In other words the enlarger comes to you complete and 
ready to use. Shipping weight 35 lbs. 
PH2511I-List Price 827.50. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST... 

LAFAYETTE EASEL 
The Lafayette Superior Easel illus-
trated above will take all prints up 
to and including 11x14" in size. It 
incorporates all of the features 
demanded by those who know yet 
is priced amazingly low. The ONE 
PIECE  FRAME  is power  press 
formed from a single piece of 
metal;  TENSION  CLAMPS  hold 
the 2" masking bands parallel to 
top and sides; SEPARATE MAR-
GINS for top and side to obtain 
any variation of border you want; 
PHOSPHOR  BRONZE fittings on 
margin  adjuster for  long  wear: 
DUAL  RAISED  METAL  BASE-
BOARD;  FULL  ETCHED SCALES 
groduated  in Vohs of on  inch. 
Baked photo enamel finish with 
chromium  plated. fittings.  Shpg. 
wt. 12 lbs. 
PH9309-YOUR 
COST SPECIAL 
ECONOMY MODEL: Like above, 
but less marginal release device. 
Makes 1/8" border on top and one 
side. 
PH93011-EACH 

$4.29 

.3.49 

$18.89 

Sensational Salon 
Enlarger! 

Sensational is definitely the word 
for the new SALON enlarger! When 
we first heard the price we thought 
it wos the wholesale quantity price 
-and low at that! So you can well 
imagine how we felt  when  we 
learned it was the list price. The 
body is of heavy machined steel 
castings.  The  lomphouse a full 
parabolic  spun  aluminum  hous-
ing. Extra extension oversize bel-
lows. Machined lens board and 
guides. Two guide rods. Microm• 
eter focusing with one full turn of 
the knob moving the lens up or 
down only  1/500ths of on inch! 
Takes all negatives from 35 mm. to 
21/4  x 31/4". The  lens is a sharp 
SALONAR ACHROMATIC 1:5.6 
compound  lens!  Full  size warp. 
proof laminated baseboard and 
24" heavy gouge nickel-plated up. 
right column. Employs a standard 
enlarging lamp and is beautifully 
finished in scratch-proof blue-gray 
with gleoming polished lamphouse 
and column. And now for fit. big-
gest surprise of aill The list price 
of the enlarger (alone) is $8.95-but 
-Lafayette gives you the SALON 
Enlarger plus a No. 211 G.E. en-
larging  lamp,  plus a Lafayette 
Spot  Dodger,  plus  a Lafayette 
Vignettes, plus a Lafayette Focus 
Chart and plus a "Darkroom Hond-
book" for less than the list price 
of the enlarger alone!! Sensational? 
You bed But don't forget that it 
takes the tremendous purchasing 
power of an organization like Lafayette to make it possible. We expect 
our stock of these enlargers to go fast-they make such swell gifts-so 
get your order in today. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 
PH2529-YOUR COST FOR  
THE COMPLETE OUTFIT DESCRIBED   

listed above-YOUR COST  $ 8 . 4 9 
PH2539-Salon Enlarger only, without accessories 

\'.41114111111011111111  

MONTAGE SET VISIBLE VIGNETTER  LAFAYETTE 
Just the darkroom tool you hove 
been looking for! Makes those pop• 
ular  vignettes  that  commercial 
photographers  make.  Kills  un-
sightly backgrounds. Also used to 
"burn in" or darken parts of a 
print without affecting  the  rest. 
Frame of heavy mounters board 
with tongues of DuPont chesry red 
"Plostacele"  (non - inflammable). 
Easily adjusted to any shape. An 
excellent gift item-apprecioied by 
professional  and  amateur alike. 

Shpg. wt. 1 lb. List $2.00. $ 1. 1 9 
PHS4117-SPECIAL.... 

DODGING KIT 
A new ingeniously designed tool 
that takes core of all of your 
dodging requirements. Consists of 
a long hondled metal holder and 
nine  dodgers" of assorted shapes 
and sires suitable for practically 
any conceivable type of "holding 
bock" or "burning in" operation. 
Dodgers are of cherry-red DuPont 
"Plostocele"  (non - inflammable). 
Two  blank  rectangles  included. 
Shpg. wt. I lb. 
PH11688 - List $1.00.  69 . 
YOUR COST   

SPECIAL COMBINATION OFFER! 
Here is co gift that anyone who makes his or her own enlargements 
will enjoy. With an outfit like this there is practically nothing in the 
line of "dodging", "vignetteing" or "montogeing" that cannot be 
done. The complete outfit  ncludes the Lafayette Ifignetter and the 
Lafayette Dodger Kit described above plus the Photo Montage Set 
described at the right. THREE complete outfits at a sensationally low 
price. Easy op your pocketbook it will never-the- less make a grand 
hit with any darkroom worl.er. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. 
PHI11110-Total List Value 85.00. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL  $ 3 • 1 9 

Now ANYONE con make photo 
montages quickly  and  perfectly1 
All you do is expose spaces No. I 
to No. 12 in order, in accordance 
with the simple instructions sup-
plied with the set, and you get a 
perfect 8x10" Photo Montage. "Re-
minder" indieator at side of set 
shows at a glance which sections 
have been exposed-you avoid the 
danger of double exposures or for-
gotten sections. Get a set for your 
darkroom today-you'll get loads 
of fun out of making montages of 
sets of pictures of children, pets, 
industrial  subjects,  travel  views, 
etc. Made of heavy board. Acts 
as an easel for floe paper too 
and con be used for that per-
pose alone if you wish. Packed in 
an attractive carton with complete 
instructions.  Makes  an  excellent 
gift for any dark room enthusiast. 
Pocked in an attractive carton with 
complete  instructions.  Shpg.  wt. 
3 lbs. List $2.00. 
PH871112-YOUR 
COST SPECIAL  $1.69 
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BUY OR GIVE A CAMERA AND. 
THE NEW UTILO .414 BARGAIN PRICE! 

,o =sir* 

MIDGET MARVEL 4 35innt. BARGAIN! OVER 60% Off LIST —GEVIRETTE 

Yessireel You CAN believe your eyes! Lafayette 
is offering a popular sized roll film camera 
with genuine MEYER TRIOPLAN F:4.5 lens for 
only $11.151 Here's on outstanding value if 
there ever was one. This UTILO camera is a 
sturdily built and attractively finished camera 
that has all the features you'd pay a whole lot 
more for elsewhere. It's simple enough for a 
chila to handle, flexible enough for the experi-
enced amateur to get the sort of pictures he 
wants, and sturdy enough to serve as a "knock-
about" camera for vacation trips, etc., because 
it can take hard usage. 

Takes 8 21/4x3 1/4 Inch Pictures 
Using the ever popular 120 or 82 size roll film 
this 'Pilo takes 8 21/451/4- shots to a roll. Large 
enough to mount in your album as is, yet small 
enough to be in the economical "miniature'' 
doss. The speed and quality of the lens-the 
world-famous Meyer Trioplan f:4.5-permit flaw-
less, clear and brilliant black and whites and 
full natural color shots as well (as with Dufay-
color, etc.) Lens diaphragm openings cali-
brated on the face of the shutter mount and on 
the upper rim so that it may be set from 
operating position, a great convenience 

The UTILO camera features: Two View Finders, 
brilliant reflecting waist level finder and direct-
vision metal frame finder; sturdy camera body 
handsomely covered, leather carrying strap: 
tripod bushings: drop-bed foot. 
PH1597-Utilo Camera with Meyer Trioplan 
1:4.5 lens in Vario shutter; speeds T & A, 1/25, 
1/50, 1/100th sec. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs 
YOUR COST $ 
SPECIAL   1 1. 9 5 
PH151S-Utilo Camera as above but with Pron. 
tor II shuttor;, speeds T & B, 1, 1/,, 1/5, 1/10, 
1/25, I/50, 1/100, I'150th sec. and delayed 
action. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs 
YOUR COST SPECIAL $15.95 
PH9629 - Leather carrying case for either 
model above. Wt. 1 lb. YOUR COST... .51.95 
PH95113-Filter mount for either model, wil! 
take all accessories below  95c 
P149473-Portrait lens  59c 
P549515-It. Yellow Filter 'I YOUR COST 
P14,516-Med. Yellow Filter  ANY TYPE, 
PH9517-Lt, Green Filter , 
PH9511I-Med. Green Filter (  9 8c 
PH9519-Red Filter (A251 
PH9549-Orange Filter (GIS) ,I EACH 
SHPG. WT. ANY ABOVE, 4 OZ. EACH 

THE VOIGTLANDER BESSA * ONE 
OF A DISTINGUISHED FAMILY 

These famous Voigtla,der Besso roll-film cam. 
eras are tops in their class. Equipped with the 
needle-sharp Voigtor lenses these cameras take 
8 21/031/4 " pictures or 16 1%x21/4" pictures on 
standard 120 or 82 film. You actually have the 
use of two cameras for the price of one. A new 
design incorporates on ingenious shutter release 
on the under side of the baseboard in addi-
tion to the usual re'ease-fine for those fast 
action candid shots. Optical view finder springs 
open automatically when camera is opened. 
Three-point focusing eliminates guess work in 
focusing. Waist level reflecting brilliant finder. 
All models have built-in self timers so that you 
may step into the oicture. Camera bodies 
sturdily constructed, covered with fine groin pin 
seal leather. Bock opens easily for loading and 
unloading. Overall streamline design enhances 
the appearance. Shpg. wt 4 lbs. each. 

A 
ir Better Buy 

at 
Lafayette; 

• .7.° 

%trio 

c)c \-'51 

L  ) 
#_24  

41tmil 

Here's the 35mm. candid camera bargain you've been looking for. This 
Midget Marvel is all of that-a midget camera that is a marvel. Takes 
36 exposure cartridges of full color or block and white film, and gives 
you results that will truly amaze you. Fully corrected onostigmat lenses, 
fine shutters, precision all-metal construction, collapsible bellows tube 
telescopic optical view finder, exposure counter cable release and a 
host of other fine features all at an amazing low price. Quantity limited. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs. each. 

PH1710-Midget Marvel with f:4.5 lens, Vorio shutter: speeds 1/25 to 
1/100. List $20.00. * 
YOUR COST   6.98 
PH1712-Midgist Marvel with f:2.9 lens, Prontor II shutter: speeds I to 
1/175 sec. List $45.00. * 
YOUR COST   15.98 
PH9659 Eveready leather case for any model above. Shpg. wt. 1 lb. 
YOUR COST  81.98. 

PH1532-Besso, with Voigtar f4.5 lens. D A. 
Pronto, II shutter, I to 150th sec, T & B 

YOUR COST   
thorn. 16.8 mm. List $27.50  $ 1 9 .9 5 

PH1533-Bessa with Voigtor f:4.5 lens, Compur 
shutter, I to I/250th sec., T & B. Lens diarn. 
36.8 min. List $35.00. 
YOUR COST  $ 2 4. 4 5 
P541534-Basso, with Voigtor 1:3.5 lens in Com-
pur Rapid shutter, speeds I to 400th sec. T iL B. 
lens. diam. 36.8 mm. List $447.50 
YOUR COST   $ 3 6 

PH11629-Cowhide carrying case for all above. 
Carrying and shoulder strop. Shag. wt. 2 lbs. 
YOUR COST  61.95 
For portrait attachments, optical glass filters 
lenshades and accessories for above cameras 
please refer to Catalog 8I-R 

.95 

" Use s . 

Our 10-Day 
Trial 

• Plan I 

A breath-taking value if there ever was one! A precision comtra thiii is 
exceptionally compact yet takes 16 pictures on a standard roll of No. 
127 (A8) film that can be enlarged beautifully. Sturdy oll•metal body 
covered with genuine leather. All metal parts beautifully finished. 
Optical view finder provides a brilliant image. Mount for standard 
range finders. Sharp cutting corrected anostigmat lenses in precision 
shutters. Real compact precision "condids" approved by all amateurs 
for their excellent performance. Shipping weight of either model is 3 lbs. 
PH1713-Gevirettis with f:4.5 lees le Yorks shelter. Speeds 1/25, 1/50, 
1/100, tirn• and bulb. List $15.95. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL   $ 6. 9 8 

PH1714-Gevirette with f:2.9 lens in Prontor II shutter. Speeds 
second to 1/175, time and bulb. List $25.95. 
YOUR COST SPECIAL  $ 1 5• 9 8 

PH9670-Eveready Case with shoulder strop for either above models. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. Regularly $5.00. EACH  $1.118 
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PICTURE THE FUN THEY'LL HAVE! 
A Sensational Buy! BALDAXETTE II 
In view of the fact that these popular 
cameras ore becoming scarcer than ever 
because  of  the foreign situation  it is 
doubly omazing that Lafayette can offer 
them at such sensotionolly low prices. They 
are real precision cameras with built-in 
coupled  split-field  military  type  range 
finder, automatic parallax compensating 
view finder, automatic film transport, body 
type shutter release, fast sharp cutting 
f:2.9 Trioplon Anastigmat lens. Excellent 
for black and white and full natural color. 
Takes 12 pictures (11 when using auto-
motic transport) 21/452t/4" in size on a 
standard roll of No. 120 or 8-2 
Two models are available-with regular 

Compur Shutter and with Compur-Rapid 
Shutter. The regular Compur has speeds 
from t second to 1/250th second, the Corn-
pur-Rapid to 1/400th second. Both models 
have built-in self-timers operable at any 
one of the wide range of shutter speeds. 
Focusing is accomplished by a simple lever 
thot advances the entire lens (not just a 
single element). 
The coupled range finder provides n brit-

host image and an internal sighting guide 
assures accurate placement of the subject 
in the field. 
PH1736-Bolcakette 11 with f2.9 Trioplon 
anastigmat lens in regular Compur shutter, 
List Value $84.00. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 

SPECIAL  6 . 6995 YOUR COST 

PH1737-Balcovetle II with f:2.9 TriopIan 
anastigmot lens in Comper-Rapid shutter. 
Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. List 590.00. $75  
YOUR COST SPECIAL   
PH1653-Sole leather sheath-type Carrying 
Case for either model. EACH  S1.119 
PH9594-Lafoyette Duraluminum Combina-
tion Sunshade and Filter Holder for either 
model. EACI-,  $1.111 
32 ma. Optical Glass Filters for above. 
PH9515-Lt. yellow  P11415111-Med. Green 
PH9516- Mec. Yellow P1141511-Red 
PH9517-Lt. Green  PHI/Sat-Orange 
PH139B-Hane C  
ANY ABOVE EACH 9 8 
PH9473-Portrait Attachment lens C 9C 
'ai above ha de' EACH . 

.95 

VOIGTLANDER BRILLIANT Twin-Lers Reflex Cameras 
Take n 21/4 x2 1/4 Inch Pictures on 4o. 120 Roll Film 

A glance into the brilliant view finder atop 
these excellent Voigtlander Brilliant cam-
eras will tell you whether your picture is 
worth taking or not. These splendid cam-
eras with fine Voigtor anostigmat lenses 
take 12 album size 24/4x21/4" exposures on 
standard 82 (120) size roll film. The back 
of the camera opens easily for loading and 
unloading. An Automatic Winding Key 
prevents turning the film too far and an 
Automatic Film Counter shows you the 
number of exposures token. Simple three-
point focusing arrangement. Finder hood 
can be pressed bock and you have a sports 
view finder for taking interesting fast action 
shots. Focusing hood folds down out of 
the way when not in use. The Brilliant V6 
has a sturdily constructed, durable body 
that will withstand much hard usage-and 
give a life-time of service. A clever Hold-
OMl compartment is fitted into one side of 
the camera body providing a hondy space 
for accessory lenses. Sturdy shoulder strap 
is provided with the camera. Available 
with f:7.7, f6.3 and l:45 lens. 

For a 
Larger Sisleo 
tion See Our 
Camera 
Catalog 

AGFA Chief & Pioneer 
Streamlined covered steel bodies. Plastic lens 
mount. Flash Unit easily attached. "Chief" 
has two-sone focusing and built-in yellow 
filter. P820 models take 8 pictures 21/4 x31/4 --
ant& 8 pictures 21/7x414• per roll. 
PH1476X-P1120 Chief. List $3.45 16ii 
YOUR COST   3 11 
PH1677X-PD16 Chief. List $3.95 $ 3 .5 6 
YOUR COST   
PH 11174X -PB20 Ploaaer. $ 
List $2.65. YOUR COST EACH   2 3 9 
PH1475X-PD16 Pioneer.  $2.66 
List 12.95. YOUR COST   

ALL ABOVE POSTPAID IN U.S.A. 
PH13027X-Flash Unit for all models. Less bulb 
and batteries. POSTPAID  10c 
PH93117-Pen Lite Cells (2 required)...5c ea. 
PH8050X-Superflash No. 0 Bulbs. EACH. .10c 
PH10120-Portrait Attachment for P820.. .$5c 
PH10121-Portrait Attachment for P014.. .15c 

PH1700 - Voigtlander  Brilliant V6 with 
Voigtor f:7.7 lens in Mono shutter. 
Shpg. wt. 3 lbs  
YOUR COST   
PH1705 - VoigtIond•r  Brilliont V6 with 
Voigtor 1:6.3 lens in Singlo shutter. 
Shag. wt. 3 lbs  
YOUR COST   
PH1706 - 1soigtlander Brilliant V6 with 
Voigtar f:4.5 lens in Proctor d•layed action 

YOUR COST  
shutt•r. Shag. wt. 3 lbs. $ 1 8. 9 5 

PH9613-Cowhide Eveready case for any of 
above. Wt.  lbs. YOUR COST  $4.64 
P14/542-latayette Dural combination sun-
shade and fi.ter holder for above cameras. 
Wt. 4 at. YOUR COST  $1.55 
PH9581-Lohyette Dural filter mount only. 
Wt. 4 oz. YOUR COST  9Sc 

LAFAYETTE Filters 
For above sunshade and mounts. Wt. 4 oz. 
PH9515-Lt.vellow PH9518-Med.Green 
PH9516- Med. Yellow PH9549-Orange 
PH9S17-Lt. Green PH9519-Red ai r 
Any Type Listed Above. EACH... 7 

s7.89 

sI4.95 

$4.47 

This new Eastman Kodak camera incorporates 
a genuine ref en type finder that shows you the 
image full size-ls/01 3/4 "-before, during and 
after you tolce the picture. Takes 12 pictures 
on a standa -d roll of No. 127 or AS film. 
Molded bodw with satin aluminum top and 
bottom. Brushed chromium front lens panel. 
Body push'button shutter release. Has both 
'ime and instantaneous positions. Folding hood 
over finder p-otects it while carrying the cam-
era. Braided neck cord. Portrait attachment 
available as 3n accessory. Evereody Case also 
available as an accessory permits using the 
camera without removing it from the case. 
Packed in an attractive carton with instructions. 

PH15S0X-PCSTPAID IN U.S.A., .$ 4 . 4 7 
List Price $5.25. 

1119667-Eveready Case (Wt. I lb.)....$1.311 
PH94462-Portrail Attachment  74c 

Kodak BRO WNIE REFLEX BABY BRO WNIE SPECIAL! 
Moioed of tough black plastic. White molded 
push-button shutter release and winding knob. 
Exposed metal parts of nickel. Optical direct 
view finder molded into body. Braided handle 
acts as safety catch to prevent occidental 
opening of camera while carrying it. Fixed 
focus meniscus lens. Makes 8 pictures Is/ax21/2 " 
on No. 127 roll film. 

POSTPAID IN U.S.A.   C 1. 0 7 
PH15751E-List Price $1.25. 

BABY BRO WNIE REGULAR 
Takes he same s re picture  and  film as the 
above camera but does not have optical finder 
and braided handle. Has meniscus lens. 
List $1.00. 
PH1552X-POSTPAID IN U.S.A.. .. . 
PH1432-Suede finish carrying case. 
Wt. 6 or  22c 

69C 
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FOR FUN THRUOUT THE YEAR — D eal Xmas Gifts 
LAFAYETTE  se.kxe DARKROOM KIT 
Our De Luxe Darkroom Outfit shown below-compleite-highest quality. 
I 31/4 x51/2 " Metal Print Frame I 8 or. Gra dua te 
I Tray Thermometer I Gloss Stirring  Rod 
2 Stainless Steel Print Tongs 1 4 oz. bottle Ferro type Polish 
3 5x7" Porcelain Enamel Trays  (non-inflammable) 
1 De Luxe Safelight with two  20 31/441/2" Contact Paper 
safelight glasses I 1(1 gal. size Acid Fixer 

2 Ferrotype Plates 2 Sure  Grip" Clips 
1 4" Print Roller 1 Beginners "Darkroom Hand-
6 Tubes M 0 Developer  boo k" 
PH2614-Shpg. wt. 10 lbs. 
Total List Price Value-S7.30. YOUR COST  

LAFAYETTE ADJUSTABLE 
ROLL FILM DEVEL-

OPING TANK 

489 

i•en 
IL 

Fully adjustable all bokelite developing tank for all roll film from 
35 mm. to No. 116 size. Unaffected by photographic chemicals, 
stain-proof and non-warping. All operations but actual loading 
may be carried on in full daylight. Bakelite ogitotor supplied. 
Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.  *1 
P149267-YOUR COST   
P141271-E-xtra Reel only for above tonk. Use the second wh ! 
the first film is washing. Also for replacement purposes. Shag. 
v.t. I lb. YOUR COST EACH  79c 
PH1494-Loloyette glass tank thermometer. Range 45* to 90* F. 
Wt. 1 or. YOUR COST EACH  71c 

Glory  5;1:44 eal e 

DARKROOM  DARKROOM 
OUTFIT  OUTFIT 

A very ,easonobly priced outfit for 
both developing and printing that 
is especially designed for those de-
siring to start with just the neces-
sary essentials. Each item has been 
carefully selected and is of excel-
lent quality. The outfit is complete 
enough to enable you to do good 
work right at the start without re-
sorting to any makeshift methods. 
It provides an excellent foundation 
for the beginner to which other 
items may be added as his skill 
increases in order to do more ad-
vanced work. It is an excellent gift 
for the youngster or grownup just 
beginning  to  get  interested  in 
photography. 

Quay.  Item List 
3 4v6" Hard Rubber Trays  75c 
1 31/4 551/2 " Print Frame 40c 
1 Thermometer  30c 
I Ruby Bulb  25c 
4 Tubes Developer  20c 
I 4 or. Graduate  20c 
20 21/sx41/4 - Contact Paper  20c 
I 1/2 lb. Box Acid Fixer  15c 
I Glass Stirring Rod   5c 
1 "Darkroom Handbook"  25c 

Total List Value 82.75 
Neatly Boxed. Shoo. WI 5 lbs. 
PH2604-YOUR COST 
COMPLETE *1.69 

Priced only 3 little higher than our 
Economy outfit, the Junior Printing 
and Developing Outfit provides a 
much wider range of working facil-
ities than does the former. It in-
cludes a larger graduate as well 
as "Sure grip" film clips and a 
larger quantity of essential chemi-
cals. The contact printing paper is 
larger, too, enabling you to print 
larger size negatives or to cut it 
up into a larger number of smaller 
size prints. Another feature is the 
inclusion of two stainless steel print 
tongs and a "Darkroom  Hand-
book." 
Quan.  Item 
I 31/4 x9/2" Print Frame   
1 Special Thermometer   
3 4x6" Hard Rubber Trays.. 
I 1-lb. Acid Fixer  
5 Tubes Developer   
I Ruby Bulb   
20 31/051/2_" Contact Paper. 
I 8 or. Glass Graduate   
1 Glass Stirring Rod   
2 
2 

List 
75c 
75c 
611c 
25c 
25c 
25c 
25c 
30c 
Sc 

Sure Grip  Clips 20c 
Stainless Steel Print Tongs 50c 
Beginners "Darkroom 
Handbook-  2Sc 

Total List Value $4.40 
PH2607-Shpg. wt. 61/2  1E, 
CYOOUMRP LCEOTES TIT   

LAFAYETTE ROLL FILM 
DEVELOPING KIT 
A complete roll • film 
developing outfit using 
the superivalue Lafay-
ette Adjustable Tank as 
its  nucleus.  Contains 
everything you need for 
complete development 
of roll film from 35 mm. 
to No.  116 size.  The 
complete kit comprises: 
one Lafayette Adjust-
able Roll Film Tank as described at left, com plete with ag itator  
and full instructions for tank development: one can of Lafayette 
Minigrain special fine-groin developer that makes  up to 32 ounces  
of solution; one con of Lafayette Acid-Hypo for preparing 64 or. 
(1/2  gallon) of fixing both: two sure-grip heavy non-rus t film clips 
and I "Darkroom Handbook" Photographic Manual. An exce p-
tional buy in o complete roll film developing  kit. Wt. 5 lbs. 
PH2609- 
YOUR COST..$ 2. 4 9 

THE GREAT NEW LAFAYETTEPORT-O-LAB 
A COMPLETE DELUXE 
What a boon to the amateur photographer  who 
doesn't hove all the room he nee ds for  his dar kroom  
equipment and must store thi ngs  away  after  eac h 
darkroom session! This new Lofoyette De Luxe  Port -
0-Lab Darkroom Outfit will also receive a warm 
welcome from travelers and vaca tion ists  who are  
anxious to do some on-the-spot wor k. A glance  at  
the list of contents at the right will prove  that  the 
kit contains EVERYTHING necessary  for  expert  deve l-
oping and ()rioting-a complete photo lab in a su it-
case! And, of usual, Lafayette offers  the whole out fit 
at a great red uction in price in line with ovr policy  to 
offer more for less money. The en tire kit is neat ly 
pocked in a sturdy. canvas covered, wood re-i nforce d 
carrying case finished in airplane  luggage  sty le. Mea-
sures 201/4 - long, 13- high, 71/4- deep . W t. IB lbs. 
PH2612 - Lafayette Port-O•Lab De Luxe  Dar kroom  
outfit, including all con ten ts listed at r 4,. 
List Price 511.60. 
YOUR COST   .89 

DARKROOM OUTFIT  ( 
Quan.  Item  List Price  
I Lafayette Adj ustable Tan k  $1.85 
3 Ace Hord Rubber Tra ys (4x6") .75 
I AlliMetal Print Frame  .60 
8-oz. Glass Graduate   .25 
Catalin Stirring Rod  .20 
Lafayette Tank Thermometer ... .50 

2 Sure-Grip Film Clips  .20 
2 Stainless Steel Tongs  .50 
2 10)114" Ferrotype Plates  .40 
I 4" Squeegee Roller  .30 
1 4 or. Bottle Polish   .30 
2 32 or. Bottles   .50 
1 Qt. Size Minig ro in Pow der   .60 
24 Conviro Paper (31/4 .S1/2 ..)  .25 
6 Lafayette M-Q Tubes  .25 
Lafayette 1/2 Gal. Acid Fixer... .25 
Practo Sofelight  ''''" 1.65 
Corrying Case   2.00 
Instruction Book   .25 

-J0 

Total List 
Valve .. $11.60 
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